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CHAPTER I:

INTRODUCTION

Since the publication of the first Qumran Scrolls, which

were found in 1947, the impression has been gained that

these sectarians believed in some kind of an after-life.

While more light may come upon this subject as more and

more writings and fragments are published, there remains

the ipajor difficulty which is the exact defining of the

expressions of an after-life.

The findings of fragments from Daniel and certain

pseudepigraphical works, e.g. the books of Enoch, Testament

of the Twelve Patriarchs, Lamech, suggest that the Scrolls

belong to an apocalyptic era where a heaven-hell dualism

was beginning to emerge. In this connection, critics in

the early stages of Qumran exegesis pointed to remarks
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concerning the after-life that Josephus attributed to the

Essenes (Bell. Jud. II, viii, 11; Antiq. XVIII, i,5),
whom a majority of scholars consider to be represented by

the Qumran sectarians.

Bellum Judaicum II, viii, 11: "This doctrine
is firmly held by them that the bodies are cor¬
ruptible ( 90ctpT& ... aobjiaxct) and what con¬
stitutes their matter is not permanent, and the
immortal souls ( toq xj/ux&Q adavctxouq ) con¬
tinue forever; and emanating from the rarest
ether they are entwined to the bodies - drawn
down as to a prison by a natural spell. When
they are released from the bonds of the flesh,
as indeed having been set free from a long
slavery, (these) suspended (souls) ( pexempouc^
rejoice and are borne up. As for the good
(souls) they, agreeing with the sons of the
Greeks, declare that a way of life is reserved
beyond the ocean, a place weighed down neither
by rain nor snow nor heat, but which an always
gentle zephyr blowing from the ocean refreshes.
But as for the base (souls) they set apart a
gloomy and stormy inner chamber, filled with
unceasing punishments ( x Lpoop lcov dbuaAetrcxcov) . The
Greeks seem to me, according to the same idea,
to set up for their brave men, whom they call
heroes and demi-gods, the Islands of the Blessed;
but for the souls of the worthless, down into
Hades ( xccd' abov ), a place of the impious,
where they mythologize that certain ones are
being punished: Sisyphus, Tantalus, Ixion, and
Tityus. Theyl were the first ones who hypo-
statized that souls are eternal (du'StoUQ ... xctc;
tyux&Q >): consequently having an impulse of
virtue and an avoidance of wickedness. For the
good become stronger.in their lifetime by the
hope of reward even after death (lAxCbi xi^g xoct
[isxd xfjv xeAeuxf)v) and the passions of the wicked
are hindered by the fear of expecting (even if
they escape detection in this life) to suffer
perpetual punishment ( a0&vctxou xipcoptav ) after

1. Among the Jews? Josephus perhaps refers to the early
Greeks immediately preceding. Cf. Antiq. XVIII,
i, 5, below.
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dissolution (of the "body). These (views) the
Essenes theologize concerning the soul, setting
an irresistible bait for those who have once

tasted their philosophy."'

Antiquitas Judaica XVIII, i, 5: "As for the
Essenes (their) cToctrine is wont to leave all
things to God. They consider souls immortal
( <£0cxvaTt£oucri,v 6s tcIq xjiux&Q ), regarding the
approach ( Tcpooooov)^ of the just as highly
prized ..."

These recorded beliefs of the Essenes by Josephus have

been challenged in every quarter. The greatest objection,

of course, is the claim that what is 'Greek dress' has not

presented the beliefs of a Jewish sect which appears firmly

grounded in Old Testament cosmology, psychology, and escha-

tology. Particularly the doctrine of the immortality of

the soul is objected to. Indeed, an absolute dualism of

body and soul is clearly described by Josephus, and this is

a sharp contradiction to the unity of personality which

characterises Old Testament belief. Yet an eschatological

individual retribution is mentioned by Josephus. It would

be difficult for him to appreciate the theological subtle¬

ties involved in this distinction. His knowledge of how

cheerfully these Essenes gave up their souls to their

Roman executioners as though they were about to receive

1. Translated from the Loeb edition. N

2. Cf. J. Strugnell, "Plavius Josephus: 'Antiquities' XVIII.
18-22," JBL 77 (1958), p. j09.
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them again readily would suggest to "him some type of
1

immortality. Josephus even identifies their way of life
2

with the practices taught by Pythagoras to the Greeks.

So behind the 'Greek dress' we can suspect a belief in an

after-life, if the Qumran sectarians truly represented

the Essene beliefs which Josephus described. However,

the Qumran writings must be allowed to speak for themselves.

Josephus has really only disguised the Essene beliefs re¬

garding an after-life.

Another writer of antiquity has attributed an after¬

life to the Essenes. The early third-century church
3

father Hippolytus in his Refutatio Omnium Haeresium IX.27

credits them with a belief in the resurrection, in a con¬

flagration and the eternal punishment of the wicked:

"Also the matter of the resurrection is firmly
held by them. For they profess that even the
flesh shall rise and be immortal ( Hat o&pxa
d.vaaxfjasa6ai/ Kat eoeoQon &0ocvaxov ), as former¬
ly the soul is already immortal, which when
separated is even now at a fresh and bright
place to rest until the judgement - which place
the Greeks who have heard of it called the Islands
of the Blessed. But also many of the Greeks
having appropriated other doctrines of theirs
commended (them) as their own teaching. ... And
(the Essenes) say that there will be a judge¬
ment and a conflagration of all things ( xptoiv
soeoBai xcxt xotJ TravxOq ^HxCpa)oiu ), and the un¬
just will be punished eternally ( xoOq &6£houq
HoAaaSfjosaQai staccst ). Prophecy and foretelling
the future are practised among them.4

Bell. Pud. II, viii, 10

Antiq. XV, x, 4. 3. Cf. Bell. Jud. II, viii, 11.

Hipoolytus Werke: Die griechischen christlichen Schrift-
sTelier der ersfen~cTrei' Pahrhundertl 3. Band, herausg.
von P. V/endlana. 7

1 o

2.

4.
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J. van der Ploeg has suggested that some of the phrases

in the Scrolls recall certain expressions in the canonical

Psalter, in particular Psalm 16.9-11, 49.15f and 73.23-28.''
In order to lay some Hebrew basis for defining a possible

Qumran belief in an after-life which will lead to positive

conclusions, we will examine the above psalm sections as

suggested by van der Ploeg.

In Psalm 16 the counsel of God causes the author to

exclaim:-

9 Therefore my heart is glad and my glory re¬
joices; Also my flesh dwells securely.

10 For thou dost not abandon my soul to Sheol;
Thou dost not permit thy pious one to see
corruption.

11 Thou dost show me the path of life;
Full satisfaction of joy is with thy pre¬
sence; Delightful things are perpetually
in thy right hand.

E. Konig, G.A. Briggs et al. translate the imperfects nTyn

'thou dost abandon' and 7nn 'thou dost permit' (verse 10)

and ijy-nn 'thou dost show me' (verse 11a) by the future

tense. But for Konig * ay-nn lifts the meaning of the sal¬

vation experience into the eschaton: beyond death. When

these imperfects are translated by a present tense the meta-

phors for the realm of death (verse 10) are seen as already

1. "L'Immortalite de l'homme d'apres les textes de la Mer
Morte," YT1-2 (1952), p. 173.

2. Sheol and corruption ( nnu LXX; Vulgate).



1
possessing the author. The poet is expressing his as¬

surance that God will not suffer him to die prematurely.

The 'path of life' ( D"n ms : verse 11a) does not

pertain to a heavenly picture in Provervs 5.6, 10.17,

15.24. The expression, we note, is connected with in¬

struction as in Proverbs. The comforting presence of God

is so vivid that the poet envisions that the fondest de¬

lights of life are held in Godrs right hand. Whether the

poet sees no end to communion with the living God is im¬

possible to tell from the passage. R. Martin-Achard states

that in some sense the author lives in a sort of eternal

?
persent. The apostolic interpretation of Acts 2.25ff and

13.35 believes that David is foretelling the resurrection

of Jesus Christ. Nevertheless for Old Testament exegesis

it remains uncertain in Psalm 16 whether the poet is even

thinking of the after-life. H.-J. Kraus States the strongest

position we could hold: "Sr existiert nun aus dem Lebens-
3

grund, der Jahweh selbst ist."

In Psalm 49 the poet's fears are relieved when he sees

death as the great separator of man from his riches. It is

1. Cf. S. Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship. I
(1962), p. 241. ' ~

2. Prom Death to Life (De la Mort a la resurrection d'apres
l'Ancien Testament),' trans. J.P. Smith (1960), pT 152.

3. Psalmen (1960), p. 126.
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debated whether the poet escapes the final abode of Sheol

which claims the pompous

15 As a flock they are set for Sheol;
death shepherds them.
The upright shall rule over them in the morning.
Their form (comes) to waste away;
Prom a lofty abode is (now) Sheol (home) to them.

16 Indeed God will deliver my soul;
It is from the power of Sheol that Ee takes mej

The crux of exegesis in this psalm has generally hinged on

hov; we understand ' asp' *H'e will take me' (verse 16).

Scholars observe that 'receiver, 'take' is the verb used

of the translation of Enoch (Genesis 5.24) and Elijah

(II Kings 2.3f). "P"7 » which is also found in Psalm 73.24,

is considered by some scholars to be a terminus technicus

for a spiritual translation (P. Delitzsch, B. Duhm et al.)-

even a removal into heaven without previous death (G. Kittel).

E. Konig states that the 'translation' means a future

purification of the pious who are among all men in Sheol.
2

Sheol has become a 'status intermedius'. But B. Duhm

stresses that the Jews had not entered into a doctrine of

immortality of a metaphysical kind without a real cosmo-

logical background (heaven-hell).^ Yet for G. von Rad, Gev

death cannot remove the communion with God vouchsafed to

1. The Hebrev/-of.,^t^is ;passagj);^i|g;-{^^bably hopelessly corrupt.
2. Op, cit. t p. 601 "2 • : ,

3. Die Psalmen (1899), p. 141.

\
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the author. As a solution to the problem of theodicy the

author comes to the conclusion that the pompous rich must
i

remain in death.

The weight of evidence for an eschatological deliver¬

ance from Sheol is considered invalid by some. C.A. Briggs
2

considers verse 16a gloss; and M. Buttenwieser believes

that it is thrown out only as a parenthetical thought, left

undeveloped, and is completely overshadowed by the idea

that "man's glory is fleeting". H. Gunkel, of course,

holds that 'jnp' is not to be thought of as a 'removal'

(Entruckung) but the author is snatched away from danger.^"
Still we may question whether the rescue is permanent or

not. The 'danger' of Sheol to the pompous is quite final:

"Their form (comes) to waste away" (verse 15c). This may

not be retributive punishment following death. But set

against ultimate death in Sheol and not merely danger, de¬

liverance appears to assume a corresponding eschatological

dimension. Whether or not this psalm speaks of an after¬

life, we find that a cosmology in which Sheol is an inter¬

mediate place and the soul is in an intermediate state

(= immortality) is certainly not fully developed.

1. Old Testament Theology, I (1968), p. 406.

2. The Book of Psalms, I (I.C.C.), (1952), p. 411.

3. The Psalms (1969), p. 647.

4. Die Psalmen (1926), p. 213.
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In Psalm 73 the poet develops the positive aspect of

the divine retribution at greater length than the writer

of Psalm 49. The theme of the psalm is the problem of
2

retribution discussed in the book of Job. Within the

sanctuary of God the psalmist perceives the end of the

wicked. Their life is precarious for God has set them in

slippery places (verses 17ff). The author's own position

is then described:-

23 I am continually with thee:
Thou dost hold my right hand;

24 Thou dost guide me with thy counsel;
After honour thou wilt receive me.

25 Whom do I have in heaven?
And beside thee I do not desire (anything)
on earth.

26 My flesh and my heart are exhausted;
But God is the rock of my heart and my
portion forever.

27 Por behold, those far from thee shall perish;
Thou hast silenced all who are unfaithful
to thee.

28 As for me, being near God is good;
I have set my refuge in the Lord Tahweh
In order to recount all thy works.

The majority of scholars hold that the psalmist is pro¬

claiming the fulfilment of divine retribution, not before

death, but by means of and after it. The wicked will lose

their possessions including life, while the righteous will

be received into the presence of Y'ahweh and will dwell in

1. R. Martin-Achard, on, cit., p. 164.

2. According to E.J. Kissane (The Book of Psalms /T9647»
p. 322), it is much less advanced.
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1

His glory. So some scholars believe that the writer en¬

visaged a kind of translation for himself (R. Kittel, A.
Bertholet et al.). The crowning phrase occurs in verse 24b-

•»anpn tiod msl _ which most scholars translate

something like, "And afterwards thou wilt receive me in '
p

glory." B. Duhm even declares that the author will not

decay in the Jenseits, but Yahweh will bring him into
Paradise.-^ E. Konig speaks of an other-worldly (transcen¬
dent) retribution.^" H.-J. Kraus considers that imo

(verse 24b) is the 'phenomenon of light' which accompanies the
5

appearing of Yahweh when he receives the righteous. G. von

Rad believes that God had other realms at His disposal,
g

and had the power and liberty to translate men into them.

We note that in the previously-discussed psalm tud

is an expression of the accumulation of wealth and
honour for the wicked which does not go down (into Sheol)
after him ( n" Tins kV ; Psalm 49.18b).
It is not impossible that the author is referring to

this type of naa in Psalm 73.24, in which case the

1. Gf. R. Martin-Achard, op. cit., p. 163.

2. The LXX (and Latin versions) add percc (cum): 'in glory'
or 'with glory'.

3. Op. cit., p. 192.

4* Op. cit., p. 611 fn.

5. See the discussion by HI.-J. Kraus, op. cit., p. 510.

6. Op. cit., p. 406.
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weight of the passage centres on some type of communion
\

with God. It is doubtful whether we can hold with

Kraus that one can speak with full authority of an

eschatological act of God...or that to the psalmist
1

is unveiled the new, final rule of God. H. Gunkel,

whose position on the whole of the Psalter can he

summed up in his statement on verses 23, 24, declares,

"Auch wurde man durch den Gedankeh an himmlische Seligkeit

das ganze Bild des Psalms vollig verschieben ..." But

we would hesitate to add with Gunkel, "... er nur dies eine
2

leben kennt." The conception of heaven as a final abode

of the righteous can truly be hoped for, but the cosmology
\

of the Old Testament has not accommodated itself to express
*

reward this way. Also in the two 'translation' incidents

noted above, Enoch was simply taken by God and Elijah was

carried away by a chariot of fire.

A summary of the findings by scholars as to what con¬

stitutes, or fails to constitute, belief in an after-life

in Psalms 16, 49 and 73 follows: (1) God is the ground

of being for the righteous. If there is an everlasting

fellowship it appears to be the strongest expression of an

after-life in these psalms - indeed the entire psalter.

1. Ibid.

2. Op. cit., p. 315.



(2) Evidence for a bodily translation similar to Enoch

and Elijah or a spiritual translation after death are

possible expressions.of a permanent fellowship with God.

Yet we cannot speak categorically. (3) Only in later

Judaism did the Israelites enter into a cosmology in

which Sheol is an intermediate place between death and

resurrection. Because of this development the soul after

death lies in an intermediate state in Sheol, and "immor¬

tality of the soul" has been read into the existence of man

prior to death. Psalm 49 gives this impression, but it is

undeveloped. (4) There is no evidence that Sheol has

become an eschatological place of punishment. There is no

further suffering or affliction there - only decay and

wasting away which are typical descriptions of the realm

of death. (5) The emergence of 'heaven' as a final place

of bliss is one of the latest developments of reward.

-1co in Psalm 73.24, if it refers to 'heaven', would

be the earliest evidence of this development. (6) When
\

eschatology is made the crux of the question of an after¬

life, the distinction which later came to be expressed as

rthis age' and the 'coming age' still leaves the question

open not only of individual survival after death, but

(in the event of survival) the place of salvation: on earth

or in heaven. (7) There is no doctrine of a physical

resurrection expressed in these psalms.

\
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In the Hodayoth, which is the major collection of

sectarian hymns from Qumran, certain passages may suggest

an everlasting fellowship with God (see No. 1 in the

summary above): The author in IQE 2.20ff thanks the Lord

"for thou hast placed my soul in the pouch of life

( o"nn nnsn ) and thou hast fenced me off from all

the snares of corruption. /Por7 violent men have sought
\

my life because I lean on thy covenant. They are a coun¬

cil of vanity and a congregation of Belial. They do not

know that my estate is with thee ( 'Toyo nansn )

and through thy mercies thou wilt save my life, for my steps

proceed from thee. And they, because of thee, stirred up

strife against my soul in order that thou might be glorified

in the judgement of the wicked and might show thyself

strong within me in the face of the sons of man for with¬

in thy mercy is my place ( aa-rona )" 15.15,

18.29). The poet acknowledges, "Thou wilt cut off in the

ju/dge7ment all deceitful men" (IQH 4.20) ... but "those who
\

are as thy soul shall stand before thee forever and those
*

walking in the way of thy heart shall be established

perpetually" IQH4.21f). The author of IQE 7.17 confesses

that he has no 'fleshly refuge' ( 5onai ), but

later declares, "My /Go7d, thou hast succoured my soul and

thou hast raised up my horn high above, and I shine forth

in seven-fold light in /~- - -_J thou hast /established
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for thy glory. For thou art to me an /ever7lasting lamp

and thou hast established my feet on /- - -_7" (IQH 7.23ff).
These passages, however, are not unequivocal proof

i
that divine fellowship carries into the after-life. On

the basis of our summary in regard to the findings of

scholars as to what constitutes or fails to constitute

belief in an after-life (re. psalms 16, 49 and 73) it ap¬

pears that we should concentrate our research in the

Scrolls on finding 1) a resurrection (or translation) doc¬

trine; 2) the development of Sheol a) as an intermediate

place between death and resurrection, or b) as an eschato-

logical place of punishment; and 3) the emergence of some

expression of 'heaven' as a final place of bliss. The

dialogues between, e.g. Enoch, Ezra or Baruch and an angel,

or God himself, in many pseudepigraphical works reveal
that their authors assumed the same type of questions

we must ask in respect to the Scrolls, e.g. Do any of

the expressions in the Scrolls advance the meaning which

we find in the Old Testament? or, Are there parallel ex¬

pressions in apocalyptic which can only apply to the

after-life?

In the following chapter (II), passages which are

1. The same doubt has been expressed in Psalm exegesis.
Yet the expressions in the Hodayoth reveal more of a
recent struggle against pressing and threatening wick¬
edness than as a literary, finished product of deep
contemplation which characterizes the canonical Psalter.



considered by Qumran scholars to allude to a resurrection

belief will be cited and discussed. We have chosen to

exegete IQS 3.13-4.26, chapter (ill), and IQH' 3.19-36,

chapter (IV), because these passages present the greatest

possibility of going beyond the forms of belief in an

after-life which we found in the three Psalm passages,

above.



CHAPTER

RESURRECTION IN

II:

THE SCROLLS

C-. R. Driver reflects the opinion of nearly all Qumran ■

scholars when he concludes that the sectarians had only
1

some vague notions about a physical resurrection. Also

there appears to be no universal resurrection of the dead
?

in Qumran. Still the question of a resurrection of the

righteous only is still open to us - and, we might add,

the question of a spiritual resurrection.

The doctrine of the resurrection which appears in the
3 v

Old Testament developed into a variety of forms. According

\

1. The Judaean Scrolls (1965), p. 75.

2. H. Braun, Qumran und das Neue Testament, II (1966), p.282

3. The two accepted passages in the Old Testament which
offer clear testimony to a Jewish belief in resurrection
are Daniel 12.2 and Isaiah 26.19. Some other passages
which have come under consideration include Isaiah 25.8,
Psalm 16.1Of, 17.15, 49.15, 73.24-27, Job 14.13-15,
19.26f; the title of Psalm 65 (=66) in the LXX reads,
" <jj&?! (jxxA[j.ou dvccOT&asdJcf (apparently from verse 9). In
codex x which has the mentioned title as a signature the
word dvao'T^aewQ is missing.
Regarding Ezekiel 37, A. Bertholet ("The Pre-Christian

Belief in the Resurrection of the Body," AJT 20 /19167,
p. 27) states a widely-held conclusion that the requick-
ening of which the author speaks is only meant allegor-
ically - a figure for the political renovation of the
people. The 'dead bones' of his vision are not actually
dead, but living things, namely the scattered members of/..
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to K. Schubert this factor has contributed to the uncer¬

tainty of scholars in regard to a doctrine of resurrection

at Qumran. Also he states that in view of the ambiguous

foundations and various interpretations about the resurrec¬

tion which are still in the rabbinic texts we might expect

no more conceivable clarity in the older Pseudepigrapha

belonging to the Qumran circle (e.g. fragments from Enoch,

Jubilees, Test. Levi). Still it would be helpful to

present some scheme for the various resurrection forms that
\

are found in the apocalyptic writings - against which back-
*

drop we might examine certain Qumran passages. The Scrolls
2

give possible evidence of both a catastrophic and a

3
forensic judgement. As there appears to be no universal

resurrection of the dead we will list examples from the

of the people now in exile. We might note that the ter¬
minology which Ezekiel employs, e.g. "I will open your
graves and raise you from your graves, my people" ( 'jk

DD'nnapa oonK 'n'^yni aa'nnap nk nns

), needs only to be taken literally to apply to
an eschatological resurrection (cf. Hosea 6.2).

1. "Das Problem der Auferstehungshoffnung in den
Qumrantexten und in der fruhrabbinischen Literatur,"
Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes 56
(1960), pT VS'S". Because of the resurrection hopes in
the Old Testament and in the pseuaepigraphical litera¬
ture discovered at Qumran, Schubert thinks that it is
impossible that these sectarians did not hold to some
kind of resurrection hope (p. 158).

2. IQH 3.26-36 (cf. IQH 6.29-34).

3. IQS 4.6-8, 12-14 (cf. IQH 3.17f; No. 27 1, 1.5)
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other apocalyptic writings of the resurrection of the

righteous only in both judgement settings. In addition

we will list some unique spiritual conceptions of the
i

resurrection.

The Resurrection of the Righteous Only:

(i) In a Catastrophic Judgement

In a catastrophic judgement there is no resurrection
*

of the dead in the proper sense, but only deliverance from
2

destruction. 'Deliverances' of the righteous who are alive

1. The universal resurrection appears in a catastrophic
setting only in the Sibylline Oracles IV 172-190. How¬
ever a forensic judgement follows after God has refash¬
ioned all of mankind. The universal resurrection appears
in a forensic setting in the well-known passages of I
Enoch 22 and 51 (cf. Apocalypse of Moses 41.3; Vita
51.2; II Baruch 50.2ff, 19,8, 36.10, et al.). In IV Ezra
this present evil age will be followed by an interim
period of four hundred years, which will be for the
Messiah and the righteous who are alive at the end of this
age. When the messianic interval is ended, the Messiah
and his companions will all die. Yet, when the new age
is inaugurated, there will be a general physical resur¬
rection of everyone (7.32,37 cf. 4.35; 5.45, et al.).
In the Testament of Benjamin ch. 10 there is progressive
resurrection (cf. Test. Levi ch. 4; Test. Dan ch. 5).
The doctrines of a universal and righteous only resur¬
rection are combined in the same writing - Test. Benj. ch.
10, Test. Judah ch. 25 and Test. Simeon ch. 6 and Test.
Zebulon ch. 10 (cf. Revelation 20.5, 13).

2. In the event the righteous also die, the apocalyptic
v/riter must mention a future judgement. In I Enoch 19.10,
after violence has increased on the earth (5) and unright¬
eousness is consummated (6), God will execute judgement
on earth (7), so that the heathen perish; but "the
righteous shall arise from their sleep, and wisdom shall
arise and be given to them". Apparently all are destroyed
and only the righteous are resurrected. Gf. I Enoch
105. 1,5.
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at the coming of the final destruction vary. In the

Assumption of Moses 10.8f, Israel "shall mount upon the

necks and wings of the eagle .../ ... God will exalt thee

and make thee to abide at the heavens of the stars, the

place (given) to their habitation ..." (altauit te deus

et faciei te herere /=haerere7 caelo stellorum loco

nabitationis eorum ...) (cf. I Enoch 96.Iff). The right¬

eous shall have appointed guardians from among the angels

to protect them (I Enoch 100.5). God himself shall shield

them (Sibylline Oracles III 705ff; cf. Psalms of Solomon

15.6 (4), 15 (13); Jubilees 22.23). In II Baruch 85.15

God "will save alive (or restore to life) those whom He

finds He may spare and at the same time destroy those who
. i

are polluted with sins" (Syr:
P-EDGJ )>JOp)o jvazjUj J

JcNkJJlHD 9\. 7 jj .) "All the right¬

eous shall escape and shall continue to live until they

beget thousands of children ..." ( ndvTSQ ot dtxaioi
excpsG^ovrat,, xal saovxat ^Svrsg eooq yevvfiawaiv ..:

I Enoch 10.17; cf. 99.10; their spirits shall not perish,

103.4). The righteous participate in the judgement of the

wicked (I Enoch 95.3; cf. 38.5, 48.9, 98.12, Jubilees 24.29).
Sheol shall devour the sinners in the presence of the elect

(I Enoch 56.8). In the Few Testament see Matthew 24.27f,

31, 408; Mark 13.27; Luke 17.34ff.
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The Resurrection of the Righteous Only:

(ii) In a Forensic Judgement

"The destruction of the sinner is forever, and he shall

not be .remembered whenever (God) might visit (exuaxSxxpxa )

the righteous. This is the portion of the sinners for

ever. / But those who fear the lord shall be raised unto

eternal life, ana their life (will exist) in the light of

the Lord and it shall fail no more" ( ol 6s cpopoOpevo i xdv

xtjpiov avaCT^oovTat slq £u)t)v oct&viovj xat rj £007) ax>Ttov

ev cpcoxl xuptou xaS oux exXst^eu exi ), Psalms of Solomon

3.13-16 (11-12)1 (cf. 14.6-7 (9-10); 15.15 (13); 13.9-10

(10-11)?). In II Maccabees 7.9 the second of the seven sons

who become martyred replies to the tyrant, "You miserable

wretch, you release us from living in the present, / but

the King of the world will resurrect us who have died for

his laws unto an eternal renewal of life" ( 0 5£ tou xoapou

PcxcuXsOq ccmoOavovTCCQ ppocQ urnSp twv auiou voptov sLq cxlcovtov

dvaptcoaxv ^corjQ pfaccQ dvaaxfjaei ); the fourth brother re¬

plies to the tyrant (7.15), "... but for you there shall

be no resurrection unto life" (cf. re. the Pharisees:

Josephus, Antiq. XVIII, i,3; Bell. Jud. II, viii, 14 Ap.

II, 18). In II Baruch 30.2^ when the Messiah shall return

1. The Psalms of Solomon present strictly the doctrine of
the resurrection of the righteous only.

2. The Apocalypse of Baruch presents the doctrine of a
universal resurrection except in this passage.



in glory, / then all who have gone to sleep in confident

IV Ezra 4.42f also may "be mentioned if this passage pertains

only to the "souls of the righteous in their chambers"

(4.35). In the Apocalypse of Moses 13.3, tall fleshr who

Unique Spiritual Gonceptions of the Resurrection

In a fragment of the Book of Noah, Enoch refers to

his books where God declares, "... And now I will summon

the spirits of the good who belong to the generation of

light, and I will transform those who were born in dark¬

ness, who in the flesh were not recompensed with such

honour as their faithfulness deserved. And I will bring

forth in shining light those who have loved My holy name,

and I will seat each on the throne of his honour" (I Enoch

1. _P. Volz (Judische Eschatologie von Daniel bis Akiba
9037, p. 130) points out that where only the right-

eous~~rise, the resurrection is concerned as a rule with
the salvation of the community and the scene of the
salvation is an earthly one. The universal resurrection
concerns itself with the happiness of the individual in
eternal life and the scene is earthly or supernatural.
Naturally there follows the resurrection in either form
an eternal continuance of life in the bliss of salvation.
(Note: All other citations from P. Volz are from the
l'966"'edition, reprinted from 1938.)

wicked when they see all these things then waste away

arise are also 'all who are holy people'
1



108.11f; cf. 104.4, 7; II Baruch 51.5, 10). In I Enoch

53.6, after the judgement the Righteous and Elect one will

cause the house of his congregation to appear. The teaching

of Jubilees is not entirely clear,: but an eschatological
1

judgement appears probable. The only passage where the

fate of the righteous is mentioned occurs in Jubilees 23.30f

where the final war is fought on earth, but a resurrection

appears to be spiritual

And at that time the lord will heal His servants,
And they shall rise up and see great peace,
And drive out their adversaries.
And the righteous shall see and be thankful,
And rejoice with joy for ever and ever,
And shall see all their judgements and all their
curses on their enemies.

And their bones shall rest in the earth,
And their spirits shall have much joy.

Summary of Resurrection Eorms

We find especially in a catastrophic judgement that

the expression of the 'resurrection1 for the righteous is

simply that they do not perish along with the wicked. They

escape or are shielded or even are carried aloft on the

necks and wings of an eagle. The righteous may have a place

of refuge or habitation, but this is not necessarily ex¬

pressed. Prom this vantage point they sometimes see the

destruction of their enemies. The need for an unequivocal

1. Ibid., pp. 245f. That the dead stand in judgement is
probably ailuded to in Jubilees 5.15. The wicked are
punished and banished into eternal life in 36.9f.



interpretation of certain early apocalyptic resurrection

texts necessitated that they he recast in terms of a

universal judgement and afterwards a forensic assignment
1

to hliss or destruction. Evidence for the doctrine of a

physical resurrection in the above apocalyptic texts is

subtle. The righteous live and beget thousands of children

(whereas there is no marriage in a spiritual resurrection).

There is confidence in the 'returnr of a Hero or of the

Messiah. 'Wisdom5 will arise and be given to the resurrected

righteous. The resurrected righteous participate in the

judgement of the wicked. The concern of the apocalyptic

writers when they picture a physical resurrection does not

appear to be a polemic against hellenization but rather

an emphasis on the continuity of Israel on earth. Spiritual

resurrection texts appear sometimes without picturing the

nature of the resurrected state - like those which caused

2
the Corinthians to enquire further from the apostle Paul.

Suggested Resurrection Texts in the Scrolls

A number of possible resurrection texts in the Scrolls

have been suggested. Some are highly dependent on how one

1. A universal-type judgement itself is not necessarily a
later development (cf. Daniel 12.2f unless R.H.Charles is
right in assuming that only the righteous and wicked
Israelites rise; see further P. Volz, op. cit., p. 240).
The pessimistic attitude which arose and perceived judge¬
ment as universally catastrophic is quite independent.

2. Cf. K. Schubert, op. cit., p. 155.
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defines eschatology in the Qumran writings. We may point

to an interpretation "by J.M. Allegro for a case in point.

He believes that in the pesher of Psalm 37.14-15 (IV Qp Ps

37 4.3f) the future tense in the phrase, "the wicked ones

of Ephraim and Manasseh who will seek to put forth a hand"

( mVw1? icpu' ) which is linked to "the time of the

coming trial" ( nana rpsnn nyn ) refers to an

eschatological event. This, he claims, is supported further

by a fragmentary pesher on Psalm 2.1-2, "... the chosen of

Israel in the end of the days; that is the time of the

combing/trial" (/- - -J in ny nnyn </- - -7:
ibid.). Allegro identifies the 'time of trial' with

n*jynn tyia 0f IV Qp Ps 37 1.91 which lies in the

future and affects both priests. He considers that it is

probable that they were expected to arise in the end of
2

the days to face glory and condemnation respectively.

Allegro's interpretation which he claims "would be in line

with the resurrection to eternal life" is very tenuous.

He assumes that what appears to be a future event in 'this

world' is naturally eschatological. The 'last days' ( nnns
ma»n ) no-t necessarily pertain to the

universal resurrection or thereafter, but rather to the

1. "A Newly-discovered Fragment of a Commentary on Psalm
XXXVII from Qumran," PE£ 86 (1954), pp. 71f.

2. "Further Light on the History of the Qumran Sect", JBL
75 (1956), p.'95.



time immediately "before. Allegro translates "pso Ttrial'

He alludes to a forensic final judgement; but the word comes

from the root ps = 'refine, test', and pertains to a

time of testing (perhaps the period of affliction we associate

with the Messianic woes), finally there is no indication of

the familiar terms we associate with resurrection.

A.S. van der Woude has examined the texts dealing

with the Messiah(s) of Aaron and Israel (IQS 9.11; CD 12.23f;

19.1 Of; 20.1). By showing that may in CD is only a synonym

for Kin and accordingly should be translated 'appear',

he concludes that by m-ay one is neither to think of

a resurrection (from the dead) nor of something resembling

it. ( mayni in Daniel 12.13 might have such a meaning,
-1

but there it is demanded because of the context.)

In CD 20.10,13 the wicked are told that they have

"no share in the house of the Law". C. Rabin suggests

that this recalls the rabbinic "no share in the world-to-

come" and the Pauline "no share in the kingdom of Christ"

(or "of God") and thus would also pertain to a belief in
2

the resurrection of the righteous. There is no indication,

1. Die messianischen Vorstellungen der Gemeinde von Qumran
(1937), p. 58:

2. Qumran Studies (Scripta Judaica II) (1957), p. 74. See
also C. Rabin, The Zadokite Documents (1954), p. 39 fn.
The parallelism of context and phraseology suggests that
"the house of the Lav/" is the post-Messianic era of resur¬
rection. Possibly we might compare "my father's house"
(John 14.2). The Mishnah, Sanhedrin 10.3, similarly ex¬
cludes certain groups collectively from the world-to-come
(cf. Numbers 14.37, inter alia).



however, that anything more than the 'community' is meant

"by "the house of the law". Rabin also suggests IQH 8.31:

"... to exhaust (my) strength to the ends of time and to

destroy (my) flesh until the appointed times". Rabin's

proposal rests on the assumption that the poet alludes to

his own death - in which case the addition of DMp1? and

□ 'Tina Ti? strongly suggests that he thought death to

be a temporary state. Most likely, though, the poet is only

near death. He compares himself earlier to "those who go

down to Sheol" (verse 28); "among the dead (his) spirit

has searched, for (his) lireached to destruction"

(verse 29).

In IQH 6.8, the author declares, - -7l /£no7w that
thou wilt raise up a few from the living among thy people,

and a remnant tke? among your inheritance." E.W. Heaton
2

finds five oracles in the Old Testament where the root

tki? is employed explicitly to communicate the belief that

Yahweh in the future will leave or make a community for
3

His own purposes. However, our context does not necessarily

portray an eschatological picture of the future world.

1. Qumran Studies, p. 74. Rabin also suggests (p. 73) that
CD 3.20 and 7.6 and IQH 4.21f could be construed as passage
where those who live on earth shall never die.

2. Micah 4.6f, 5.6f; Zephaniah 3.12f; Isaiah 37.32;
Jeremiah 50.20.

3. "The Root and the Doctrine of the Remnant," JTS 3
(1952), p. 39.
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A stronger possibility of a resurrection idea appears

in the following passage:-

IQM 12.1-5 For a multitude of holy ones belong /^o thee7
in the heavens,

The hosts of angels (are) in thy holy abode to
pr/aise7 thy /name/.

2 And the elect o? thy holy people thou didst set
for thyself in /p - -

The b7ook (containing) the names of all their
host is with thee in thy holy refuge;

And /= - -/ in thy glorious_abode,
5 And the mercies of blessin/g - - -J—

The covenant of peace thou hast engraved for
them with the stylus of life

In order to rule /over them7 in all the ever¬
lasting appointed times;

_

4 And to muster /the hosts of7 "thy /ele7ct by
their thousands and their ten thousands

Together with thy holy ones /and with7 thy
_angels for strength of hand in battle;

5 /- - =7 those risen from the earth in the~

contention of thy judgements.
So with the_elect of heaven (are) //thy/
blessing/s/.

A. Dupont-Sommer has seen in the phrase (/- - -7 Y*ik ' aP )
(line 5) an allusion to the resurrection of the body from

1
the earth. Y. Yadin has translated it "(/to subdue7)

2
them that have risen against thee on earth". however,

Yadin still sees this passage as evidence of the resurrection.

He contends that not only will the angels fight side by

side with the earthly "holy people" (IQM 12.7-8), but also,

the "elect of the holy people", i.e. former earth-dwellers

now in heaven, will fight side by side with the angels.

1 . EV/Q (1961), p. 187 fn.

2. Thus E. Lohse, T. Gaster, and most others.

3• The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light Against the.
Sons of Darkness (1962), pp. 241f.
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C. Rabin notes that there is little in the language of the

War Scroll to assume that the elect fight on earth in a

state of resurrection. However, J. Carmignac argues that

"the holy ones" (line 1) are not parallel to angels, hut
must he taken as a separate group. He points out that holy

ones and angels are adjoined in line 4. We have to dis¬

tinguish between the three terms ("les 'saints', les anges,

les elus, dont le premier doit se distinguer du second
x 2

comme le second du troisieme"; yet compare I Enoch 38.4f).
We suggest that it is not "the elect" ( an'ju ) who are the

yi.x; '•ap in the resurrection hut "holy ones"( c'cu-ip )
•X

who have been with the angels in heaven (line 1). This inter¬

pretation is suitable in the following lines (7-8) where
"the congregation of the (now resurrected) holy ones is in
the midst of us for eterna^l/ succour; ... for the Lord is

holy, and the King of glory is with us together with^ the
holy ones." C.EF.W. Brekelmans considers that the "holy ones"

1. Quraran Studies, p. 73. The phrase in line 4, "by their
thousands and their ten thousands", pertains to angels in
I Enoch 14.22 and is a description of the power of Yahweh
in Numbers 10.36.

2. La Regie de la guerre (1958), p. 171.

3. Cf. C.H.W. Brekelmans, "The Saints of the Most High,"
OS 14 (1965), p. 319.

4. Also G. Vermes and A. Dupont-Sommer. ( o'cmp ay ),
'with the holy ones', may be awkward following ( ijnx )
'with us'. We may translate ( £>3? ) 'people' which
together with the (/ a5tJ7"lea. ) and the host of
angels make up the mustered' force.
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of His people in whom God effects strength ( D'wnpn

3'n ) are men (iqm 6.6; .inn 16.1; cf. 18.2

where he is uncertain). In similar passages of the War Scroll

it remains unclear (on account of the defective texts)

whether the "row of holy ones" ( a'u/7~p i/p-jo •

IQM 15.14) summoned to the battle and "those holy ones who

appear for succour" to the sons of light ( o'ltnp

iTyn ly'Di'; IQM 1.16) are heavenly or earthly combatants

(Brekelmans considers them angels). That the deceased heroes

of Jewish history return and appear at the end time is seen

3
in many instances from other apocalyptic writings. Yet a

resurrection doctrine seems inconclusive.

1 * Op. cit., p. 319.

2. P. Notscher, "Heiligkeit in den Qumranschriften," RdQ 2
(1959-60), p. 322.

3. P. Volz, Die Eschatologie der Judischen Gemeinde (1966),
pp. 235f (reprinted from the 1934 edition, which is
expanded from the edition of 1903 under a different title:
see fn. 2, p. 21 supra, which contains the only quotation
from the 1903 edition; all other citations are from the
1966 edition). The Jews expect in the final time of sal¬
vation the returning heroes of their history: e.g. Moses,
Elijah, David or Hezekiah. Enoch who was removed into
the heavenly world would one day come with Elijah (= rain,
cf. 89.52) (I Enoch 90.31). Daniel received the directive
to rest in order that he might stand in his allotted
place at the end of the days (Daniel 12.13). Ezra is
taken up into heaven and into the company of the Messiah
until the end (IV Ezra 14.9,49); doubtless he is also
thought to be among those who at the last day will appear
again as a companion with the Messiah (13.52; cf. 7.28).
Baruch is removed and preserved until the end time; he
is expected one day to come again to lay down testimony
in judgement against the people (II Baruch 13.13ff, 76.2,/..
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Another passage in the War Scroll may be construed as

alluding to a resurrection. IQM 14.14f reads, "For thy
— -j

gl/orious7 pu^rpose/ is great and thy wondrous mysteries
o

in Heights in order to 7ra-ise u27 f°r thyself some

of those in the dust and to humble some of those belonging

to the gods." J. van der Ploeg convincingly comments, "...

il sragit du dessein de Dieu de relever les pieux de leur

condition moaeste et de repousser, resp. destituer leurs

ennemis surtout les esprits de Belial" (cf. II Samuel 2.7-8

and Psalm 113.6—7) - See also Isaiah 34.2-5

Two passages in the Hodayoth (IQH 6.29-35 and 11.10-14)

are the texts most often examined for evidence of a resur¬

rection doctrine:-

76.2, 25.1, 48.30). He is esteemed for this honour,
while yet he has been shocked over the destiny of Zion.
The LXX believed concerning Job, that he one day would
be among the ones raised (ysvpaTCTai aurdv maXtv
avaarrjaeaOau [isQ' cov o nupioug avucnrrjaiv : Job 42.17).
According to II Baruch 66.6f also Josiah is glorified by
the Almighty more than most in the last time. Above all
there are the patriarchs who obtain a portion in salvation.
It is occasionally said of them that they already dwell
in the blessed state (I Enoch 70.4). In particular are
mentioned Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob who sleep in the earth
and on whose account God has created the world (II Baruch
21.24; Cf. Test. Zebulon 10.2, Test. Simeon 6.5ff, Test.
Benjamin 10.5ff). Finally in the Apocalypse of Moses
28.4 the resurrection is promised to Adam.

1. Restored from cave 4. See C.-H. Hunzinger, "Fragmente
einer alteren Fassung des Buches Milhama," ZAW 69 (1957),
pp. 13W151.

2. Ibid.

3. Le Rouleau de la Guerre (1959), p. 161.
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I.QH 6.29 Then the sword of God shall hasten in time
of judgement;

And all the sons of His tr/u7th shall rise
up to /Bring to an end tKe sons7 of
wickedness;

30 All the sons of guilt shall be no more.

The Strong Man shall bend his bow,
And the /- - -7 fortification shall open to

a broad place without end;
31 And the eternal gates, in order to bring out

the weapons of wars;
And they shall be mighty from end to /end.

32 There is no es7cape for the one inclined to
guilt;

They shall trample down to complete destruc¬
tion without a r/emnant.

There shall be no/ hope in the multitude of
Zz - =7;

33 And there is no place of escape for all the
mighty men of wars.

For to God, the Most High /Belongs the battle;

34 Those lying in the dust shall raise a standard;
And the worm of the dead shall lift up a signal

35 - - - in the wars of the arrogant.
He who wields the rushing scourge will not
enter into the stronghold;

It may be argued - when the "sons of truth" rise up (lines

29 and 34 and "the one inclined to guilt" is destroyed

(line 32) - that the once feeble, but now empowered righteous

participate in the approaching ^judgement of the wicked and

no doctrine of the resurrection is mentioned (cf. I Enoch

38.5, 48.9 et al.). But can the worm(s) of the dead (
d'no ) in line 34 merely refer to a feeble state (J.

Carmignac, J. Eicht et al.) or does the expression refer to

those in the grave - and thus give evidence of resurrection



(F.Notscher, M. Mansoor et al.)? Some have strong reser¬

vations (A.S. van der Woude, G. Vermes et al.). ny^m -

rwormt, in the Old Testament may designate the deprecation o

man in Psalm 22.7, Isaiah 41.14 and Job 25.6, but in Isaiah

14.11 it is related to the grave. In Isaiah 66.24 the

worm of the rebellious shall not die. There is good reason

to argue that the worm(s) of the dead refer not to the

righteous, but to the wicked; and the standards and signals

that are raised are a sign of victory for death or decay.

It is not necessary that the parallel expression 'omu

1 2
lay (line 34 = 'worms'. aay and nan in Job 21.

are parallel expressions for decay in the grave. "Fire and

worms0 await the heathen enemies of Israel (Judith 16.17;

cf. Sirach 7.17, I Enoch 46.6, IV Ezra 8.53). In Mark 9.48

Gehenna is described as a place "where their worm does not

die, and the fire is not extinguished" (oxou o aKajXpg

auTwv ou tsXsuto ...). According to the Apocalypse of

Abraham 31 the godless decay in the body of the evil worm

Azazel; according to III Baruch the dragon devours their

bodies.

T. Gaster and Dupont-Sommer understand o'na to mean

'men' and not 'the dead' in line 34 (cf. Job 25.6).

1. Omra = »snakes' in IQH 5.27.
\

2. nan is a synonym for ny3m . In Exodus 16.20 and
16.24 they appear to be interchangeable. In Isaiah 14.11
and Job 25.6 they are in parallel.



S. Holm-Nielsen in rejecting this notes that the Isaiah

Scroll A' found, at Qumran reads 'ita in 41.14 (iQIs.h

agrees with MT), while the same word is spelled 'no in

5.13 (agreeing with MT), He "believes that this is decisive

for the community's understanding of Isaiah 41.14 where God
i

would resurrect the 'dead Israel'. But the aoctring of

resurrection is not demanded in Isaiah 41.14 (the verbs are

itv - tsuccour, help' and = 'redeem'). Also the

'dead Israel' may simply he the ineffective and powerless

nation. a'no = 'men' is plausible in our passage.

The parallel expression in line 34, "those lying in

the dust" ( nap 'uoiu ), is not found in the Old Test¬

ament (but cf. Daniel 12.3), but non? and ini? in some

type of association are found in Job 7.21, 20.11, 21.26,

with a meaning connected with physical death. If this section

refers to those in the grave, who are the deceased except the

heroes of Israel's past history? (see above - re. IQM 12.1-5)

We note that the context does not speak of or suggest an

awakening to eternal bliss. The military terminology and

the context of war suggest participation in the final battle,

let the strong metaphors may signify the 'dead Israel' which

is to be revived in the future - as in Ezekiel 37. Even the

possibility that these metaphors refer to the wicked can¬

not be discounted.

1. Hodayot Psalms from Qumran (1960), p. 121.
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IQH 11.10 For the sake of thy glory thou hast cleansed
man from transgression,

11 That he might consecrate himself to thee from
impure abominations and_perfidious guilt;

That he might be united ^v/ith7 thy sons of truth
12 and in the (same) lot with thy holy ones;

In order to raise from dust the worm of the
deadl to an /eternal7 counsel,_

And from a perverted spirit to [XYxyJ (bestowed)
understanding;

13 That he might take his place in the estate
before thee with the everlasting host and the
spirits of 7^nowledge7;

14 In order to renew himself with all who are

secured,2 and with the knowledgeable ones in
the unity of song.

= rcleanse8 (line 10) belongs to the terminology

of ritual cleansing and levitical purification. Cleansing

in Ezekiel 36.24ff directly inspired the baptismal ablutions

found in the Rule Scroll. In Ezekiel 36.25f, in addition

to sprinkling clean water on Israel to cleanse them, God

will give them a new heart and will put a new spirit within

them (cf. Psalm 51). D. Elusser rightly notes that in the

Rule Scroll it is the spirit which effects purification
3

from sin. The parallel to the phrase "... to raise from

dust the worm of the dead to an /jiternaiy council" (line 12)

1. Or rthe dead ridden by wormsr. We have left the trans¬
lation in a literal form. E. Lohse (TAQ 719647? P» 289)
states that ( a'nc n_yi>i3n ) is a "Bezeichnung fur die
Niedrigkeit und Hinfalligkeit des Menschen".

2. mm bio ; cf. Proverbs 13.19: .thj nun =
5 a desire attained5 (or 'fulfilled5 - RSV). See discussion
of this line below.

3. "The Dead Sea Sect and Pre-Pauline Christianity," Scripta
Hierosolymitana IV (1958)? p. 246.
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\

reflects this spiritual cleansing: the perverted spirit
gains understanding (cf. IQH 5.21). The above phrase (line
12) is one of five phrases each introduced "by an infinitive

1
which expresses the result of God's cleansing. But. whether
these phrases in the Hodayoth present man sanctified before
God in heaven or on earth is difficult to determine. In an

independent fragment of the Book of Noah (I Enoch 108) God
will transform (verse 11) and make resplendent (verse 14)
those spirits who were tried by Him and were found pure
(verse 9). In IQS 4.20, "at the appointed time of the
decisive judgement God will purify by his truth all the

2

works of man and refine for himself the structure of man ..."
(cf. IQH frag. 18.4; CD 10.3; IQH 5.16).

In line 14 the interpretation 'renewal of man' (thus
3

A. Dupont-Sommer; reschatological preparation of the chosen
for glory' - 0. Betz)^ is considered only a part of the end-
time work of renewal, according to H. Kosmala, "for every

r~

creature will be renewed."5 The evidence does not warrant

1. These phrases suggest the idea of the degrees (or orders)
in the glorification of man we find in IV Ezra 7.91-98.

2. Or w'K .o = 'some from the sons of man': cf,
Y. Yadin, "A Note on DSD IV 20," JBL 74 (1955), pp. 40-43.

3* SVQ (1961), p. 237.

4. "Die Geburt der Gemeinde durch den Lehrer," NTS 3 (1956—
57), p. 320.

5. Hebraer - Essener - Christen (1959). p. 220.
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such a universal idea of renewal. Accordingly we have

rendered^ nnu 3m (line 14) 'all who are secured',
1

viz., the righteous. The Visitation which is described in

IQS 4.25f as 'the decisive end1 ( ranm yp ) and 'a

new creation' ( nuvn nw ) is hardly a 'renewal' for

those who walk in the spirit of injustice. Their end

is destruction "by fire in the regions of darkneus (IQS

4.12-14). In IQH 13.12 'God creates that which is new1

( mum ) and destroys the 'former establishments'

( nip *mp ), but whether or not an eschatological

renewal is meant is not certain (cf. Isaiah 43.19, 48.6ff).

In the Book of Blessings the invoking of God's favour

includes that He "/re/new for you the covenant of the

/everlasting/ priesthood and grant you your place in the

holy /abode/"(IQS.b 3.25). A.R.C. Leaney points out that
2 —

the covenant is renev/ed year by year (IQS 2.19; cf.

5.8,23; ho. 54 111,2.6). The new covenant into which

the sectarians entered in the land of Damascus is

called "a well of living waters" ( mvnn am -ixna )

in CD 19.34 (cf. 6.19, 8.21, 20.12).

1. See fn. 2, p. 34 supra.

2. The Rule of Qumran and its Meaning (1966), pp. 102f.
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The conception of 'renewal® can be variously divided
1 2

into the doctrines of a renewed world, a new creation,
3

a certain kind of resurrection as a revival or re-animation,

1. II Baruch 57.2 speaks about the world which is to be
renewed (Syr: A. yjj (Od j ). In II Baruch 44.12
there is foretol'd the new world (Syr: / g i-jU )
which does not turn to corruption those who'depart to its
beginning. Eleazar of Modium (c.1G0 A.D.) mentions 'the
new world' ( viri ); cf. in the Targums: (Gnkelos)
Deuteronomy 32.12; Micah 7.14; Habakkuk 3.2. See also I
Enoch 45.4f.

2. Inspired by Isaiah 65.17 and 66.22 the idea of a 'new
creation' may only differ from the idea of a 'renewed
world® by a change in terms. Perhaps the distinction bet¬
ween 'create® and 'restore® is not. as pronounced as v/e may
imagine. A new creation is mentioned in I Enoch 72.1 and
Jubilees 1.29.. God will renew his creation in II Baruch
32.6 (Syr: I gO U ); cf. IV Ezra 7.75 (incinies
creaturam). See 'also Galatians 6.5; II Corinthians 5.17.

3. Life as continuation of the present time of salvation on
to participation in a new, existence appears as 'vivificare'
(IV Ezra 5.45), (Syr: pJJ ) (II Baruch 85.15) and
'reviviscere' (IV Ezra 14.35)4 God gives the spirit and
life to the dead (II Maccabees 7.23; of. Sibylline Oracles
IV 46, 187) and awakens the pious ( slq dvocpucoaiv £copc)
(II Maccabees 7.9). In such expressions ^cof) is first
of all the physical life-power which the dead receive
again, which is present in the corporal state and forms
the condition for participation in salvation. But the
conception £cop at this moment is not nearly exhausted;
on the contrary, it includes at the sane time the parti¬
cipation in salvation itself. So dvaardot-Q elq £oo?)v
(II Maccabees 7.14; cf. Daniel 12.2; Psalms of Solomon
3.12) is a rising to revival of life and a rising to the
enjoyment of salvation. With xveupoc and £oop in the
Sibylline Oracles IV 46, 187, God grants a second existence
and possession of salvation. In Psalms of Solomon 15.12
("the righteous find mercy in the judgement and will live
through God's mercy") £pv is set in contrast tocxxco4ei.a
which has the double meaning 'ruin' and 'damnation®.
The formulae 'land of the living®, 'book of life®, and
presentation of the tree of life (I Enoch 25.5: IV Ezra
8.52; cf. 7.13) from which the citizens of salvation
draw the potentiality of existence and the content of
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or the idea of the new man.' It is easy to suppose that
a renewal which prepares the righteous for fellowship with
angelic beings (denoted most likely by husk jja in line
11^ a'cnp in line 12, ~iy and Z~r.y-J -> rm
line 13, and n%yv in line 14) necessitates an eschat-

salvation may be mentioned. The blessed themselves
are the 'trees of life' ( ^uka ipg otj-q-) in :PsaLms of
Solomon 14.3 (of. II Baruch 51.11) - P. Volz, op. cit.t
pp. 362f.

1. In the New Testament the doctrine of the rebirth or
renev/al of man is expressed in a distinct manner (see
John 1.13; 3.3ff; I John 5.4; I Peter 1.3,23; James 1.18;
Titus 3.5; Matthew 18.2,4; 19.28; Mark 10.15; Romans
13.14; Galatians 3.27; Ephesians 4.24; Colossians 3.10).
We will sketch the argument of H. Kosmala (op. cit., pp.
213ff) who believes that the author of IQH 3.7-12 has
described the beginning of the new man from the old man
in a lively vision: The author can no longer denote him
as or wuk or . 07s (ja) who still can do
only sinful service and deceitful deeds (IQH 1.27). He
is no more simply « The poet names him nn:t (3.9,
10) for he is now man as a spiritual existence strengthened
by God ("denn er ist nun der als geistige Existenz von
Gott gestarkte Mensch") in which He has rendered His
power so that the woiila still be able to persist
in his afflictions of suffering (IQH 1.32-34). The poet
further considers him a imma av d
(3.10). The Messiah (who can be easily demonstrated as
a nru ) is not referred to here. The oao. is much
more, if'one would permit it, the "messianic man", i.e.
the new man of the end-time, whose birth the poet has
painfully felt in himself. One cannot brush aside the
clear statement that the speaker himself (3.7) is in
fearful distress "as a woman who is about to give birth".
The poet speaks of himself and his "Feuwerdung" (new
existence). This comes to pass in him through a gracious
act of God. In this suffering a new man is born. The
womb is repeatedly designated with a word which means
simultaneously a 'refining furnace' (3.8,10,12) in which
the painful purifications take place (CD 20.3, IQH 5.18
cf. 4.20). On the other hand the new birth as a solitary
process which leads to a oca is also the first process
so that the 'new birth' is also the first-born, the first
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ological cleansing for participation in the heavenly council.
But membership in the sectarian community on earth is ident-
ical to fellowship with God. Yet in the Book of the Blessings
the sectarians are given the pronouncement, "Thou shalt he
as an angel of the Presence ( Q'js ikVo ) in the Holy
Abode; for the glory of the God of host/s - - -. Thou7 shalt be
on hand, serving in the temple of the kingdom, and casting

genuine man. Out of the breakers of death the woman
(die Schwangere = der alte Mensch) bears the male ( ">3? ).
The nca is free from the breakers (3.9f), but the
speaker is not the only firstborn. There are also others
who in the process of becoming new suffer the same pains
as she who brings forth her first-born (3.11f). The
vru is a new man by the strength of God (cf. IQH 4.32)
and a participator in a new community with God and his
heavenly host.
Earlier 0. Bets had convincingly discredited the

messianic hypothesis for this psalm (favoured by W.E.
Brownlee, A. Dupont-Sommer et al.) and argued persuasively*
for a collective meaning for the child who was born (on.
cit., pp. 320f). The birth of the child signifies the
birth of the community, which becomes a spiritual family*.
Kosmala's argument is persuasive. He traces the meaning
of nnjL to Job (especially 38.3, 40.7), p. 211, and
cites supportive evidence (in the girdle symbolism) from
the Testament of Job, p. 218. Yet the Hodayoth, as is
well known, continues to express the weakness and frailty
of the author. The author's strength does"not appear
to be in terms of himself, but is expressed in terms of
salvation to the community. The suffering servant idea
prevails. See also 0. Betz, "Has Volk seiner Kraft: zur
Auslegung der Qumranhoaajah iii. 1-18," NTS (1958-59),
pp. 67-75; L.H. Silberman, "Language and Structure in
the Hodayoth (IQH 3), " JBL 75 (1956), pp. 96-106; J.
Chamberlain, "Another Qumran Thanksgiving Psalm," JNES
14 (1955), pp. 32-41; G. Hinson, "Hodayoth III, 6-18:
In what sense messianic?" RdQ 2 (1960), pp. 183-204.

1. S. Holm-Nielsen, on. cit., p. 187. J. Pedersen (Israel
(III,IV), pp. 321f) notes the idea that the Levites are/...
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-j
the lot together with the angels of the -Presence. And a

council of Unity /- - -7 for time everlasting and to all

perpetual ages ..." (iQSh 4.25-26). M. Black states that

it seems natural to interpret the Holy Abode as the

Sanctuary in a (future) restored Jerusalem. But he also

believes that it may refer to the Holy Abode in heaven -

in which case the sect's doctrine of immortality is identical
2

with that of Luke 20.35f where those worthy of eternity"

... are no longer able to die, for they are like-to-angels

and are sons of God, being sons of the resurrection" (ouds y&p

(iitoBaveTv en buvarat, laayyeXot, y&p aiaiv xat ulol eiatv
Geou dvaaTdoscoQ uioi ovtsq ).

An important passage in II Baruch 51.3 describes the

transformation of the 'resurrected body'. We translate,

"In regard to the glory of those who have just now been

are given to Yahweh as compensation for the first-born
(Numbers 3.12). This priestly service is continued on
earth (cf. ISQb 3.26). The first-born besides being an
epithet for Israel (Exodus 4.22; Jeremiah 31.9; cf.
Psalm 89.28) designates the angels who were created on
the first day according to the tradition of Jubilees 2.2
(cf. Vita Adae et Evae 14.3). In Hebrews 12.23 it is
difficult to determine whether ( sxxXpcrtoo tcpcototohwv) is
identical to ( pupi&aiv dyysXtov mavpyupe i)(verse 22) or
the community of the righteous.

1. 'decreeing fate', A. Dupont-Sommer, EWO, p. 112 fn.

2. The Scrolls and Christian Origins (1960), p. 141.

3. Cf. Matthew 22.30; Mark, 12.25; Acts 6.15; Philo -
Sacra. AC 5.
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justified in God's lav/ who continue to have understanding

in their life, and who have planted in their hearts the

root of wisdom, at that time their lustre shall be made

glorious through transformations (or, in changes) and the

form of their face shall be changed into the light of

their beauty which they shall acquire in order that they

might receive and accept the world which does not die,

which at that time was promised to them." In verse 5 the

consummation of this glorification is that (the righteous)

"are transformed into the lustre of angels" (Syr:
.Ofc. . . . ). It is evident that the

transformation culminating in the lustre of angels begins

some time before the new world comes about. The time of

transformation (verse 3 above) commences when the v/orld

which does not die is still a promise. The process of

change (but in reverse) occurs for the wicked who "shall

waste av/ay even more" (Syr: GuSaJ when

they see the visions of the changes happening to the righteous

(verse 5; cf. verse 2). There is no explicit evidence that

the glorification of the righteous begins in their earthly

life. But it can be implied that a certain lustre (Syr:

) ) has been brought about (by God) for those who

have planted in their hearts the root of wisdom (51.3b)

and pass through death to that time when complete trans-

1. (Syr: QAJL9 ilJ ); R.ff. Charles (A and P II, p. 508)
combines this word in .a serieg with (Syr: ^G-AIXj22J )
'receive' and (Syr: -~i£j j C> ) 'accept'.
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formation takes place. In 50.2 the earth "makes no change

time "to show to those who are alive that the dead live"

In the Testament of Job, the effect of the girdles

which Joh gave to his daughters is quite profound. For

while still on earth one of the daughters received another

heart, and no longer considered the things of the earth

(48.2). "She uttered the angelic language, having sent up

a hymn to God according to the hymnbook of the angels"

(dmecpSeYgaxo &£ Trj dcyyeXoxp oiaAexxco upcov dcvaireqi^xi xco 0eco

xaxcc xt)v xtov dyysXcov upvoAoytav : 48.3). Another

daughter had a "changed heart" ( x'?)v xocp&tcxv aWo ucoOetaav:

49.1) and uttered "the language of the (spiritual) rulers"

(xrjv oiaAsxxov xwv iipxcov : 49.2). The third daughter sang

"in the language of the Cherubim" (ev xrj PuaXexxco xtov

Xepoui3tp : 50.2).

T. Gaster points out the tendency to associate the

angels with the spirits of the deceased and to conceive of

both as forming a single congregation which stands forever

1. "But as it (the earth) accepted (them) thus it restores
them and as I (God) delivered them up to it, even thus
also it raises them."

in the form or image (of the dead)"

So also it will be required at that

50
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i
in the presence of God. .We note in the hymn section of the

Rule Scroll that God "has united their council (i.e. His

chosen) with the sons of heaven" ( mas? ayi

duo -un : IQS 11.8). All the nations and all the peoples

( n'oisb biai ... o»n bin ; IQH/6.12) who enter

the covenant belong in a "unified lot together with the angels

of the Presence" ( d'jd 'DNbn ay in •> bm.ni :

6.13). "They shall answer according to (God's) command and /
become (God's) princes in the /eternal/ lo/t7" ( i'n»

/obiy b/nnn aan® ): 6.14; cf. 3.22;^ frag. 2.10).
In IQM 7.5f only the perfect in spirit and body - which

excludes any man who is not clean because of his flux (7.6) -
shall participate in battle on the day of vengeance. This

stipulation is made "because holy angels are together with

their army ( -ii' nmsm oy wiip 53nba »n •

7.6).

The connection with angels presents a strong argument

in support of some type of resurrection doctrine. The

sectarian's mode of being is expressed in a spiritual

manner. This in itself is not conclusive that an afterlife

is meant, but it corresponds to the marked tendency in

1. Interpreter's Bible, Vol. I (1962), p. 133.

2. Refers to the conversion of the Gentiles, according to
A. Bupont-Sommer, EWQ, p. 219 fn.

3. The 'eternal lot' will be discussed in Chapter IV.
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1
apocalyptic literature to present man as a spirit. However,

the passage "before us (IQH 11.10-14) may equally apply to

the state of the community in its earthly existence. ff.-W.

Kuhn notes that by the interpretation of the new creation

as a purification from sin (cf. IQH 3.21) one recalls the

tannaitic attested connection of the non-eschatological
2

new creation-thought with the forgiveness of sins.

One further passage in the Hodayoth should be cited:-

IQH 15.14b Only thou hast /created? the righteous,
15 And from the womb thou~hast determined him for

the appointed time of favour,
In order that he might be preserved in thy
covenant and walkw in all (thy ways);

And in order to 7" ~ ~7 upon him in the.
16 abundance of tEy compassions;

And in order to free all the restriction of
his soul

For eternal salvation and peace forever and no
lack at all.

17 Thou hast lifted up from flesh his glory!
But the wicked thou hast created for /ohe time
of7 thy 7w£7ath,

And~from the~womb thou hast set them apart for
the day of slaughter.

The unique phrase in lines 16-17, nico nvno ami

presents certain problems - not the least of which is the fact

that scholars are hesitant to divide the unity of personality.

1. Modern scholars go to great lengths to protect the 'unity
of personality'. We can almost assume for Hebrev/ thought
that a spirit has a body appropriate to it in the after-life.

2. Bnderwartung und gegenwartiges Heil (1966), pp. 50f;
cf. p. 84. 1

3. Read ibnnnv'i for "j^nnvi
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Hebrew thought in the Old Testament requires that the soul

does not live separately from the body. Perhaps certain

translations reveal this caution. H. Bardtke, for example,

translates, "... du erhohst vom Fleisch seine Ehre"; S.

Holm-Nielsen, "... Thou raisest his dignity above the human."

Holm-Nielsen alleges that "ivn has more frequently the
1

general meaning 'man'. J. Licht further qualifies this

designation and states that 'flesh1, to be precise, is
2

"humanity v/ithout the ennobling gift of Divine grace".

D. Plusser states, however, that in Qumran literature we

can infer that there was some tendency toward the identifi¬

cation of the realms of righteousness and wickedness with

the spirit and the flesh. He notes the Assumption of Moses
rz

12.4-5 where the body (being material) belongs to the devil.

J. Pryke rather treats 'flesh' (along with 'dust' and 'clay')

as a symbol of the mortality and insignificance of many

1. Op, cit., p. 231.

2. "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll," IEJ 6 (1956),
p. 11.

5* On. cit., p. 262.

4. "Spirit and Plesh," RdQ 5 (1964-66), p. 352. Pryke
notes that the sectarians are not 'gnostic' in their
attitude to the body and refers to the expression 'fleshy
spirit' ( ' — ) in IQH 17.25 (p. 558). But x
the expression probably pertains to the propensity of
the spirit for material matters and does not necessarily
disprove a 'gnostic' dualism.v
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A. Dupont-Sommer and G. Vermes have undoubtedly con¬

sidered the fate of the wicked in their translation: "Thou

hast raised up his glory from among flesh" (cf. IQH 6.8).-

It is true that the righteous are separated from the wicked

simply in the sense that they are preserved in God's cove¬

nant (line 15). But also a type of dualism is presented

by the fact that both the righteous and the wicked are

-J
created from the womb (lines 14b and 15a), and herein lies

the basis of separation - not in a separation of the right¬

eous from the wicked where both belong to the 'flesh', but
2

rather in the re-creation terminology of predestination.
i

Thus the expression 'from flesh' ( ) pertains only to

the flesh of the righteous (contrary to what is implied by

Dupont-Sommer and Vermes). The idea of separation 'from the

flesh' occurs after the separation of the righteous from the

wicked has been established 'from the womb' (cf. IQH 4.38).

'Elesh' belongs to the jficture of the distress or restriction

of the soul of the righteous (line 16) from which 'his glory'

('inner glory' - T. Gaster) emerges. The destiny of the
•

righteous must be seen in contrast to that of the wicked

whom God "has set apart ( nnsnpn ) from the womb for the

day of slaughter" (line 17). The possibility that the phrase

1. The conjecture in line 14b is almost certainly valid.

2. Cf. line 13. Josephus (Ant. XIII, 5.9) says that the
Essenes believed that all things were pre-ordained.
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1
"before us goes beyond the exaltation of the dignity or

inner glory of the righteous to the emancipation of the

glorified essence of the righteous for eternal life is
given added support when set against the fate of the wicked.
This is not the case in IQH 10.31f, "I have flowered ,/like
a l7ilJx71 and my heart has opened to the eternal fountain.
My support is in the abode of the Height." It is well known
that both the rsoulf and the rspirit' have designated the

resurrected essence of man in passages of the apocalyptic
2

writings, -nao is parallel to udj in Genesis 49.6;
parallel to ubj and en in Psalm 7.6; parallel ton1?
and in Psalm 16.9.

Other passages considered by some scholars to reflect
a resurrection doctrine are IQS 4.6-8, 12-14;^ and IQH 3.19-23

1. Tinn in the Orders annexed to the Rule Scroll pertains
to the degree of dignity which members enioy in their
communal hierarchy (IQSa 2.14, 15, 17, 21). The expression
'all the glory of a man' ( dim ) is found twice in the
Scrolls (CD 3.20) parallel to 'perpetual life' ( "n

); IQH 17.15 in juxtaposition to 'abundance of
days' ( d'.d' an ; •

2. W.J.P. Boyd ("Apocalyptic and Life after Death", Studia
Evangelica 5 (1968), p. 48) states that the change of
name from 'shades' to 'souls' or 'spirits' (e.g. I Enoch
9.10; 22.3 - 'the spirits of the souls of the dead':
22.5,9; 49.3; 103.3; implies a survival of personal
identity capable of independent thought and action.

3. K. Schubert (on. cit., p. 161) believes that this pas¬
sage assumes the resurrection hopes, at least in the
sense that they are verified in the other pseudepigraphical
literature belonging to Qumran, as an (immortal) soul
endowed with corporeal functions. Whether or not an
indication in the Qumran texts points to the real rising
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V/e v/ill examine these texts extensively in the following

chapters. Before we conclude this chapter we will note

two early hypotheses, one "by G. Vermes and the other "by

J.T. Milik. Vermes' was tempted to understand the eschatol-

ogical doctrine of the community in a purely spiritual way.

He states: "1'entree dans l'eternite etait concue comme

une sorte d'assomption dans un corps purifie et sanctifie,
^ «j

et non pas comme une resurrection" (cf. I Corinthians 15.51).

Since the End was thought to "be very near, Vermes' hypo- •

thesis has a certain credibility. But as it delayed and

members of the sect passed away, the state of the resurrected

would tend to be described in terms of a transformed spiri¬

tual existence in heaven forever (or possibly awaiting a

return to earth).

A credible hypothesis is postulated by J.T. Milik.

The uncovering of eleven hundred graves at Qumran revealed

the position of the head in the south. Milik thinks that

there is no other solution possible than to assume that the

Essenes were following the Enoch tradition which located

Paradise, the holy mountain of the celestial Jerusalem, in

from the dead (the concrete dead physical body), is not
permitted to be made with certainty.

1..Les Manuscrits du Desert de Juda, 1954, p. 122.
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the north. (This position is in counter-distinction to

the east-west positioning of the graves in the Jewish-
*]

Christian tradition.)

Conclusion

An appraisal of the possible resurrection texts has

been noted along with each passage examined. We can say in

summary that the possible resurrection descriptions in most

cases are couched in terms which could also have applied

to an enduring sectarian community on earth. Whereas

contexts from pseudepigraphical literature are framed to

present positive doctrines of the resurrection, it does not

appear to be a dogmatic question to Qumran (unless the

Rule Scroll, IQS 3.13-4.26 is an exception). Against the

backdrop of both catastrophic and forensic judgements in

apocalyptic literature these passages present ambiguous

formulations in regard to a resurrection doctrine. The \

last examined passage (IQH 15.14b-17) presented the des¬

truction of the wicked and a unique expression for the

salvation of the righteous. A fuller expression of re¬

ward and punishment occurs in the doctrine of the 'two

spirits' in the Rule Scroll (IQS 4.6-8, 12-14). We turn

to this passage in the next chapter.

1. "Henoch au Pays des Aromates", RE 65., (1958), p. 77 fn.
Credit for this view may perhaps also belong to R. de Vaux:
cf. "Feuilles au khirbet Qumran," RB 60 (1953), PP» 83-
106; 61 (1954), pp. 206-236; 63 (1^56), pp. 533-577.

\



CHAPTER III:

REWARD AID PUNISHMENT IN THE

"DOCTRINE OP THE TWO SPIRITS"

(IQS 3.13-4.26)

A

IQS 3.13 Por the Maskil, to instruct and to teach all
the sons of light concerning the generations

14 of all the sons of man according to all the
kinds of spirits they possess, concerning
their signs (which) correspond to their works
throughout their generations and correspond
to the visitation of their affliction together

15 with the times of their well-being.

All that is and has "been is from the God of
knowledge. Before they existed He established

16 all their design, and when they come into
being for their testimony according to His
glorious plan they fulfil their task without

17 change. The ordinances of ail things are in
His hand, and He provides for them in all

18 their needs. He created sran to rule the world,
and he ordained for him two spirits in which
to walk until the appointed time of His Visita-

19 tion: these are the spirits of truth and of
injustice. In the well-spring of light are
the generations of truth and from a fountain
of darkness are the generations of injlistice.

20 By the hand of the prince of light is the do¬
minion of all the sons of righteousness; they*
walk in the ways of light. By the hand of the

21 angel of darkness is all the dominion of the
sons of injustice; and they walk in the ways
of darkness. By the angel of darkness (comes)

22 the aberration of all the sons of righteousness;
and all their sins and their iniquities and
their guilt and their deeds of transgression

23 are in his dominion in accordance with the
mysteries of God until his end. All their
afflictions and their times of distress are in



24 his dominion of animosity. Ail the spirits
of his lot (seek) to overthrow the sons of
lightj hut the C-od of Israel and His angel

25 of truth succour all the sons of light. He
created the spirits of light and of darkness,

26 and upon them He established every work,1 /ana
upon7their /ways7, every service.^ God has"

4.1 loved the one for all eternity and in all its
deeds He finds pleasure forever. As for the
other, He has abhorred its counsel, and all
its ways He has hated eternally.

2 These-are their ways in the world: to illumine
the heart of man and to make straight before
him all the ways of true righteousness and to
fill his heart with fear at the judgements of

5 God: a spirit of humility and patience and
abundance of compassion and everlasting good¬
ness and prudence and discernment and great

4 wisdom, which trusts in all the works of God
and relies on the abundance of His loving
kindness; and the spirit of knowledge in every
plan of activity and zeal for righteous ordin-

5 ances and a holy purpose and resolute intent
and an abundance of loving-kindness for all the
sons of truth; and glorious purity and loath¬
ing for all the idols of defilement and modest

6 conduct through an understanding of all things
and a faithful concealment of the mysteries
of knowledge. These are the counsels of the
spirit to the sons of truth (in) the world.
The Visitation of all who walk in this spirit

7 (shall be) healing and abundance of well-being
with length of days and fruitfulness with all
everlasting blessings and eternal joy in per-

8 petual life and a crown of glory together with
a garment of splendour in everlasting light.

9 And to the spirit of injustice belong a greedy
soul and slackness of hands in the service of
righteousness, wickedness and falsehood, arro¬
gance and haughtiness, deception and deceit,

10 cruelty and great profanity, shortness of tem¬
per and great folly and brazen insolence, deeds
of abomination in the spirit of lust and ways
of defilement in the service of uncleanness

11 and a reviling tongue, blindness of eyes ana
dullness of ear, stiffness of neck and heavi¬
ness of heart to walk in all the ways of

1-1. Dittography.
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darkness and the craftiness of evil. The
12 Visitation of all who walk in this spirit

(shall, be) an abundance of afflictions by the
hand of all the angels of torment for ever¬
lasting destruction by the overflowing wrath
of the God of vengeance, for perpetual terror

13 and eternal disgrace together with the shame
of extinction in the fire of the dark regions.
All their times in respect to their generations
(shall be) in grieving sorrow and the misery
of bitterness in the devastations of darkness

14 until their extinction—without a remnant or
15 an escape for them. In these (two spirits) are

the generations of all the sons of man; and x
by their divisions all their hosts according
to their generations have a portion. In their
ways (the sons of\man) walk and all the re-

16 compense of their works is by their divisions
in accordance with the inheritance of each,
whether it be much or a little, to all the
times of eternity, lor God has set them (the
two ways) in equal measure until the final

17 time; and He has set everlasting enmity be¬
tween their divisions. An abomination to
truth are the deeds of injustice; and an abom¬
ination to injustice are all the ways of truth.

18 Zealous contention is upon all their judgements
for they do not walk together. But God, in
the mysteries of His insight and through His
glorious wisdom, has set an end for the exist¬
ence of injustice, and in the appointed time

19 of the Visitation He will destroy it forever.
Then the truth of the v/orld shall come forth
forever, for it has rolled in the ways of
wickedness in the dominion of injustice until

20 the appointed time of the decisive judgement.
Then God will purify by His truth ail the works
of man, ana He v/ill refine for Himself the
structure of man: to abolish every spirit of

21 injustice from the midst of his flesh, and to
cleanse him by the spirit of holiness from all
the deeds of wickedness. He will sprinkle
upon him the spirit of truth like the water of
purification from all the abominations of

22 falsehood and rolling in the spirit of defile¬
ment, in order to teach the upright through
the knowledge of the Most High and wisdom of
the sons of heaven to instruct the perfect of
way. For God has chosen them for an everlast-

23 ing covenant and to them is all the glory of
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\

man. , There shall he no more injustice; all
the works of deceit shall he put to shame.
Until now the spirits of truth and of injus-

24 tice contend in the heart of man. They walk
in wisdom and folly, and in accordance with
the inheritance of each man in truth and
righteousness so does he hate injustice.
According to his portion in the lot of injus-

25 tice so does he act wickedly and thus loathe
truth. For God has set them in equal measure
until the decisive end and new creation. He
knows the recompense of their works for all

26 the times /_—He has apportioned them
(the spirits) to the sons of man to know good
/and evil that He might c7ast the lots to all
the living in accordance~with his spirit /until
the established time of V7isitation.

Our concern with the "Doctrine of the Two Spirits"

centres on the problem of the scope of reward and punish-
•1

ment. We learn that the "Visitation" ( mips ) belongs
to a particular time in the future. "God... has an end for

the existence of injustice ana at the appointed time of

Visitation He will destroy it forever" (IQS 4.18f; cf. 3.18).^
But also the Visitation consists of "a crown of glory to¬

gether with a garment of splendour in everlasting light"

(IQS 4.7f)> or "the shame of extinction in the fire of the

dark regions ... and the misery of bitterness in the devas¬

tations of darkness" (IQS 4.13). These particular

1. M. Black (op. cit., p. 135) believes that mips,
the term used to describe the final eschatological drama,
is parallelled exactly in the Hew Testament by ,

not just in its general sense of a divine visitation but
in the specialised meaning it has in this passage as the
Last Visitation of God (cf. I Peter 2.12).

2. The "Visitation" is everlasting in IQH 13.10.
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expressions belong to the light-darkness symbolism and

provide us with the best opportunity to make a qualified

assessment of the scope, or dimension, of reward and pun¬

ishment.

Our procedure will be to examine the above expressions

which relate to light and darkness and follow with a con¬

clusion which takes into consideration the entire passage.

It is commendable to our method to dete-rmine the content

of these conceptions from the sectarian writings themselves,

but also to cite parallels from such literature which stands

nearest to them — namely the apocryphal and pseudepigraph-

ical writings as well as the early Christian literature.

It is even more profitable when we are able to show a de¬

velopment of extension in meaning from that found in the

Old Testament.

t i r. d (4«7)

One of the problems connected with the above expres¬

sion pertains to the translation of . It is gen¬

erally translated rcrown!. But E. Kosmala points out that

- 5 crown5 is Aramaic. He attests that the forelying

text is good Biblical Hebrew and it is not necessary to read

just the one word in Aramaic.' Yet it is not inconceivable

1. Hebraer ..., p. 246.
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that a loan-word would give special emphasis. b>'bo in

the Old Testament receives the meaning 'perfect' or 'entire'.

(Even earlier than Kosmala, K. Kuhn had identified

as Hebrew and translated the expression 'das Vollkommene
i

der Herrlichkeit'. ) .Kosmala has cited evidence in Sirach

45.8 for the use of b>>bo - 'perfect'. There we find the

expression "the entire splendour ( msan b^bo ) of Aaron",

The Greek translator renders ouvtoAsio. Kauxp^anoQ .

b^bo is translated twice in the LXX by GTGcpavog ;

Lamentations 2.15 re. Jerusalem, b>5bo ss

arscpavoQ So^rjQ ; and Ezekiel 28.12 re. the former splendour
of the king of Tyre, '•a* b"bo = arecpavog xaXXouq .

Kosmala, however, states that these are to be understood only
2

figuratively. further, Kosmala strongly argues that had the

text of the sect truly wished to say 'crown of glory'9 there

were at least two Hebrew words at its disposal: mao

and "100 We find in a badly mutilated portion of the

Book of Blessings the expression nowtn rnav =

'crown of your head' (IQS 4.2), and curiously in the line

above we find b/'boi if the last radical is indeed 5 .

However, no relationship betv/een the two words can be estab¬

lished. The expression nao b>">bo is also found in

the Hodayoth. In IQH 9.24ff we read, "And thy chastisement

1. "Die Sektenschrift und diexiranische Religion," ZTK
49 (1952), p. 299.

2. Op. cit., p. 248.

3. Ibid., p. 247.
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became joy and exultation to me and my afflictions,- for

healing /---7 and perpetual /J-~z7 an(3- "the contempt of my

enemies, to me for a crown of glory and my stumbling, ever¬

lasting strength.," Here Kosmala permits the translation

'crown, of glory', but only if one understands the expres-
-1

sion figuratively. Yet one could easily argue from many

examples in apocalyptic and in the Hew Testament that the

'crown' imagery in eschatoiogical settings always super¬

sedes its literal meaning. Kosmala is at pains to show

that the perfection of man in regard to the future glory
2

sets in already in this life. For that reason he seeks

to erase the other-worldly associations which one normally

would make by the appearance of the word 'crown'.

There is the possibility that nno b'bo could

designate 'salvation1 or be descriptive of the 'place of

salvation' instead of being applied to the essence of man.

Therefore in order to gain a perspective of imo

we will examine two eschatoiogical 56ga -forms: (1) the

transfiguration of the place of salvation, and (2) the
3

transfiguration of the body.

(1) The transfiguration of the place of salvation.
G. von Rad sees that even an ancient piece like

1. Ibid., p. 252.

2. Ibid.

3. P. Volz, op. cit. (1966), pp. 397ff.
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Psalm 19 gives a more precise cosmological delin¬
eation which, exalts the nxx of God far above
the sphere of natural phenomena. We might say-
that imo is an element which belongs to the
higher heavenly regions which are plainly distin¬
guished from the firmament as the sphere of the
creaturely (cf. Psalm 73.4)."' The similitudes
of I Enoch give evidence of the transfiguration
of the cosmos as a place of salvation. Apocalyptic
was prone to develop the glorification of the
higher heavenly regions to accommodate the right¬
eous. frequently there is mentioned the "throne
of glory" (Wisdom 9.10; I Enoch 9.4; 45.3, et.
all; Test. Levi 5.1; Matthew 19.28; 25.31).
According to I Enoch 108.12, God will "bring forth
in shining light (the righteous) ... and will
seat each of the throne of his honour". In the
Testament of Job 7.35ff the "rglory of Job's throne'
is in the imperishable world ,.. upper world ...

(or) to the right of the Saviour in the heavens".
Also we find the "temple of glory" (Test. Levi
18.6; cf. I Enoch 93.7; Sirach 33.19). "Glory"
is connected with the city Jerusalem (II Baruch
5.Iff; 32.4; Tobit 13.14; Psalms of Solomon
17.31; IV Ezra 10.50- claritas gloriae). In
Christian literature A.P.von Gall observes, "...
ist die do^cc tou 8eou schliesslich der ganze '
Inhalt der (3aatA.sta tou 0soO , wie durch Christus
den Menschen geworden ist."2 finally we cite an
expression which comes closest to the one before
us. In II Baruch 15.8 the coming world is de¬
scribed as "a crown in (with') great glory" (Syr:
lisp; / iSjj Q„Cl_a jiJlo); Cf. re". Zion,Isaiah 62.3— nn msann mov »

In the Scrolls we find in IQH 13.5f that opposite the

/- - -/ Pit (or corruption) (- - n.nc ) is "everlasting

glory" ( oiiy iixd ); see also IQSb 3.4 and IQH! 3.4 for

the same expression). The "planting of fruit" which

allegorises new life by God shall be " ... an everlasting

1. In TDHT Ii, under ooc,(x 9 p. 240.

2. 3A2IAEIA TOY 0EOY (1926), p. 334.



^/?ount/ain for the Eden of Glory ( *nno j ny ) and

bears fru^it—~7" (IQH 8.20). The unique expression
"71no i~iy cannot be identified in apocryphal or

apocalyptic writings. is the name of the district

in which paradise lies. But already in the Old Testament

I1? had lost this meaning and had become a proper name
_ 1

for paradise (see Isaiah 51.3; Ezekiel 28.13; 31.9,16).'

Yet the use of in the Hodayoth passage is not neces¬

sarily a proper name for paradise—be it this worldly or
?

the coming world. It may be a metaphor for spiritual

satiety (A. Dupont-Sommer compares Odes of Solomon 38.17-21).

Still the attributive vino may signify a higher realm—

notwithstanding its use as a superlative in many Qumran

passages. In the War Scroll, the creations of God include

"the extension of the clouds (=heaven: Job 37.18), the host

of lights and the responsibility of the spirits and the

realm of the holy ones, the treasuries of glo/ry—-/ (or

glor/Tous/ treasuries?) clouds" (IQM 10.1 If). Eollowing

this "heavenly" listing is a "terrestrial" one (IQM 10.12-16)
In this same vein according to IQS 10.3, the lights which

1. S-B IV (2), p. 1118.

2. It was the firm location of Paradise in heaven that per¬
mitted it to be regarded as the spiritual archetype of the
earthly Jerusalem (II Baruch 4.3-6) in a manner very re¬
miniscent of the manner of thought in the Epistle to the
Hebrews (W.J.P. Boyd, "Apocalyptic and Life after Death,"
in Studia Evengelica, Vol. V, 1968, p. 50).

3. See next section for another passage oh "Eden": IQH 7.24f



shine forth, out of the "holy abode" ( wnp * )
and withdraw themselves to the "refuge of glory" ( j vy a V

tud ) appear to belong to a more spatially-orientated
1

conception than usually depicted in the. Old Testament.

The expression -ma pya also appears in juxtaposition

with the "fountain of righteousness and the reservoir of

power" which are absent from the assembly of flesh, but
are given as an "everlasting possession" ( nmiNb
otiy ) to those whom God has chosen (IQS 11.7f;

cf. IQH frag. 9.7). Although it may be argued that nma

acts as a superlative for realities on this earth, some¬

thing of the heavenly realm may be carried in its usage.

(2) The transfiguration of the body. That the blessed
are formed of light and receive glory is a process
of transformation into new divine men.2 Glory

- ' once adorned man in the original state, but
through the fall of man Adam has lost it. In the
end-time the righteous man should again receive
it. "Glory" has become an eschatological con¬
ception and like "light" is a figurative term for
salvation.3 The conception can be applied univ¬
ersally as a comprehensive designation for the
glorification of the lot of the blessed. But
usually it has a more pregnant sense and should
bring the form and essence of the blessed to view.
It alludes to a distinct moment in itself, as a
unified conception for all the features of divine
perfection. Man then combines the physical

1. Cf. S. Aalen, "Die Begriffe 'Licht5 und 'Pinsternis1",
Pet horske Videnskans - Akademi 1 (1951)? Oslo, pp. 97f.;
for a further discussion of this passage see section on
'light' (infra.).

2. P. Volz, on. cit. (1966), p. 397.

3. Ibid.
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elevation, the cultic purity, and the ethical
perfection which enables him to associate with
God."! So ail who are in heaven and who come in
contact with God must participate in His glory:
not only the angels (Tobit 3.16(B), II Baruch
51.12; Revelation 18.1 et. al.), but also Adam

s as long'as he was in paradise (Vita Adae 12.16;
Apocalypse Moses 20f; III Baruch 4), Jesus on
the mount of transfiguration as well as Moses
and Elijah (Mark 9.2ff; cf. II Peter 1.7) and
generally the righteous who come into paradise
(IV Ezra 7.42, 87; II Baruch 21.23, 25 et al.).
The countenance of the righteous gives light like
the sun and resembles the light of the stars (IV
Ezra 7.97; II Baruch 51.10); it even shines
brighter than the brightness of the sun (IV Ezra
7.125). Ihe future glory awaits the pious who
will be like to angels (I Enoch 51.4; II Baruch
51.10; Luke 20.36 et al.).

High honour and exaltation have long been associated 4

with the conception of the royal crown (II Samuel 12.30;

Esther 6.8 et al.). Psalm 21.4f reflects a development in

its idealisation which is complete in Job 19.9. There Job

bemoans the fact that "God has stripped off my glory

( * -nno ) from me and removed the crown ( mcv ) from

my head."

later literature understood the crown idea eschatologi-

cally. It came to represent in most cases "eternal life".
2

following are examples:-

"crown(s) of glory": Test. Benjamin 4.1; I Peter 5.4
"crown of life"; James 1.12; Revelation 2.10
"impei-ishable crown": I Corinthians 9.25
"crown of imperishability": Martyrdom of Polycaro 17.1;

19.2

1 . Ibid.

2. Many in the list appear in a sampling by H. ICosmala
(on. cit., pp. 247f).
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"crown of righteousness": Test. Levi 8.2; II Timothy
4.8 (cf. Aristeas 280)

"crown" (above all the heavens); Ascension of Isaiah
7.22

"crown of beauty": Wisdom 5.6
"crown of gladness": Sirach 6.51
"crown of shining" (re. the sun): II Enoch 14.2,3 (A)
"crown": Revelation 3.11
"golden crown": Revelation 4.4,10; 14.14
"crown or wreath from palm-branches": Hernias viii, 2.1;

3.6
"diadem of glory": I Baruch 5.2 (cf. Aristeas 98 —

rmitre full of glory with the name of God1)

These examples and their contexts reveal an important

fact. The crown when it represents eternal life is be¬

stowed after death. It awaits the righteous and assumes

a dimension of a super-added gift.

Aside from the possibility in the segment of the

Rule Scroll which .is before us, there is no further indi¬

cation of this kind of highly developed eschatological

reward in the Scrolls. Although the blessing is granted

to the sectarian in the present, it may possibly carry

beyond this earthly life. In IQH 7.23-25, "My ^/Go7d,
thou hast succoured my soul and thou hast raised up my

horn high above, and I shine forth in seven-fold light in

/---7 thou hast ^established for thy glory. Eor thou
art to me an /everlasting lamp and thou hast established

my feet on /---7"• 7he author of IQH 9.26f acknowledges,
"In thy glory my light shines forth, for thou hast made

light shine forth out of darkness for • in CD 3.20

all who lay hold on the community are ordained "for perpet¬

ual life and all the glory of Adam belongs to them"
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-J( dh1? dix tud 1?di "n1? ); (cf.

IQH 17-15; IVQ No. 18 frag. 2.2ff). In cave 4 one of the

commentaries on Isaiah 11.1-3, No. 161(A), 8.10,19 contains
2

an interesting pesher. This much-mutilated portion concerns

the shoot of David (individual or nation?) and describes

the support God will sustain him: "... the7 Law — th7rone

of glory^ a ho^ly/ crown/' and variegat^edj garments
( ~j?;s T5CD no/i—-] u-nn/h

)a jn other literature the Messiah

shall return in glory (II Baruch 30.1; cf. Psalms of

Solomon 17.31; I Enoch 49.2 and the Similitudes).

Tins 7'Vo denotes the universal notion "sal¬

vation". A more individual sense, "complete perfection"

or "crown of glory" (which assumes the dimension of a

highly-developed eschatological reward in other literature)
is preferred.

i*7n nma (4.8)

According to H. Kosmala middah or madah with the mean¬

ing !garment5 occurs neither in Hebrew nor in Aramaic.5
Yet we find a form of ma = 'garment5 in Psalm 133.2.

1. 5'n which also occurs in the segment before us
will be discussed in detail in the following chapter.

2. DJD V, p. 14.

3. Cf. I Samuel 2.8; Isaiah 22.23; Jeremiah 14.21; 17.12.

4. Cf. Exodus 29.6; 3930; Leviticus 8.9.

On. cit., p. 246.
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There the psalmist compares the harmony of brothers to

precious oil "... ^running down7 upon the collar of his

garments" ( i'rmo '3 Vj ; LXX — ( cni tt)v coav too

sv&upotToq auTou ). It is true that German lexicographers

and grammarians ever since Gesenius have placed l'nna

under = 'measurebut the form can legitimately be

classified a feminine plural of nin = 'garment1 with

third masculine singular suffix (feminine plurals may be

used collectively). Kosmala (and also K* Kuhn: 'Vollmass

des Glanzes') translates nva 'full measure', which is

substantiated a few times in the Old Testament. If this

is the case, more weight would be carried by Tin . The

same would be true if nia = 'reward' (see Jastrow's

Dictionary II).

mn (in juxtaposition with nine in Psalm 8.6;

145.5,12; and parallel with it in Isaiah 35.2) belongs

to a complex of words which signify weight, honour, dignity,
1 -

nobility, beauty and majesty.' In Psalm 8.6 we find that

God has "crowned (man ) with glory and splendour"

( imuvn Tini insi ). But in the context of

the Rule Scroll before us it appears that we are concerned

with a fuller expression than that which is found in Psalm

8 (cf. Psalm 21.6; 149.9; Ezekiel 16.14). ~1~n is also

associated with clothing, re.God (Psalm 104.1; Job 40.10)

1. ( ) etc.
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or re. even a worthy woman (Proverbs 31.25). In Psalm

104.1f the author ascribes to God, "Thou art clothed with

majesty and splendour, enveloping thyself with light as

with clothing" ( niK - soy nvo3 nm sis
"t

).' There is evidence in another apocalyptic

writing that the splendour or honour of man which is

acquired in this life is further extended or deepened in

order to prepare him for the coming world. We turn again

to II Baruch 49.51. In answer to the question as to how

the splendour of the living might continue (II Baruch 45.2)

Baruch is told that their splendour (Syr: Q4 CLw} ) shall

be glorified through transformations in order that they

may receive the world which does not die (II Baruch 51.3).

The translation ns ma = 5 full measure of splendotir'

could possibly signify the optimum glorification of man's

splendour as in II Baruch 51 (above). We turn our attention

to nia = 'garment of splendour'. \

A comparable expression for the transfigured body

(see above) is found in the symbolism of the garment or

1. This passage appears to be the only connection of
ra with 'light' in the Old Testament. It is well

known that light came to dominate the ooqcx imagery in
later Judaism.

2. The Syriac ) Qr) generally equals the Hebrew nn
which is often paired with nn particularly in, the
Psalms. uni iin are rendered by (Syr) / txw

) j[CLQ (as we would expect) in Psalm 104.1, but we find
(Syr) \q_s\q Ajjl_0in Psalm 21.6 (the order is
reversed in Psalm 96.6; see also 45.4).
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1
outer clothing..Following are examples:

"garments of glory": I Enoch 62.15; II Enoch 22.8-10;
IV Ezra 2.39 cf. I Baruch 5.1

"robe of righteousness from God": I Baruch 5.2
"garment of life ... your glory will not fade away":

I Enoch 62.15
"vesture in heaven": Apocalypse of Abraham 13
"garments of the upper world": Ascension of Isaiah 9.9ff

cf. 4.16, 7.22, 8.14, 9.1f
"immortal clothing": IY Ezra 2.45
"garments white as light": Matthew 17. If (cf. John 17.1,
"a white garment": Revelation 3.4f, 18: 4.4; cf. Hermas

VIII 2.3; IX 13.2-
"a white stole": Revelation 6.11; 7.9,13f
"pure bright linen": Revelation 15.6
"sparkling white linen": Revelation 19.8

The blessed may be simply presented as a form.of light.

As earls'" as Daniel 12.3, the wise who awake to eternal life

shall shine like the brightness of the firmament ... like

the stars ( a'amuo ... :y>pnr: -into nnn )#

What at first has been said of the prominent members of

the community is further on attributed to all: The right¬

eous will shine (&vccA(iixs|rouai ): Wisdom 3.7); their face

lights up as the sun (IV Ezra 7.97: Incipiet vultus eorurn

fulgere sicut sol; Vita Adae 29.9); as the stars (I Enoch

104.2) or beyond their brightness (IV Ezra 7.125: super

stellas fulgere). The blessed glitter and give light (I
Enoch 108.11f) as a biasing fire (I Enoch 39.7 — see II

Enoch 22.8f). Where the earth is the ground of salvation

the Lord of Spirits has caused his light to appear on the

face of the righteous (I Enoch 38.4; cf. 50.1).

1. See H. Kosmala, op, cit., p. 250, who further directs us
to Ginzberg, Legends. V, pp. 42, 97, 103f, 112f.
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The sectarians are described in IVQ No. 184, 1,8 as

those who "gird themselves with "brightness" ( -smsa

nau ). Yet the metaphor may pertain only to their

sanctification in the present.- Josephus reports that the

Essenes "were always clothed in'white", and this sentence

follows an observation that they guarded themselves from

filth (through oil) and kept themselves pure and dry (Bell.

Jud. II 8.3,7).' Revelation 3.4 speaks of "those who have

not dirtied their clothes" (cf. 3.18; 16.15; IQS 4.21f;

CD 3.17), so we have a possible allusion to the dress that

the Essene already wears in this life as a distinguished

garment of honour for the expression of his mode of living
2

in hope of heavenly glory. We must also point to the fact

that the sect was originally priestly. They lived in

complete holiness and purity and considered themselves as

1. In the profane realm in antiquity and also according to
the Old Testament white ( ?nV ) was the colour of the
distinguished festival-day garment (Ecclesiastes 9.8);
the guest appeared for meals, e.g. in old Rome, clothed in
white; and the linen garment of Egypt attained by Joseph
for high honour is known to have been white (Genesis 41.42)
Especially of Jewish teachers ana their schools would
linen garments as a rule be worn; of others at least at
solemn opportunities. On the Sabbath one took care to
wash them especially well (E. Notscher, TTQT, 1956, p. 102)

2. E. Notscher (loc. cit.) mentions that the clothing of
the Mandaeans according to regulation is completely white
with regard to the heavenly king of light and. in imitation
of the heavenly clothing of the angels. H. Kosmala (on.
cit., p. 251) calls attention to the connection between
the this-worldly garments with the other-worldly ones in
the Shepherd of Hermas (VIII, 2.3; IX., 13.2; 14.1; 24.2).

\
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the sanctuary of God. In this connection we call to mind

the high priest who wore garments of linen when he went

into the inner sanctuary on the Day of Atonement (Leviticus

16.2,4,23)^ The purnran community whose task it was "to

procure expiation for the land" (IQS 5.6; 8.6,10; 9.4) is

named uup (=the inner sanctuary in the

Old Testament). According to the War Scroll the priests

wear garments from white silk and linen when they prepare

for the end-battle (IQM 7.9).
mn ma

f 0f course, belongs to the same dim¬

ension as Tina Wo 8 Whatever scope that is must

await our remarks in the conclusion.

o * a *? i y n s n (4.8)

Light and darkness in later Judaism become, for the

good and the evil man respectively, a sphere in which he

lives, a determination which has him in its authority, a

kingdom to which one belongs and a power which he under¬

stands. Light and darkness are two ways between which

Adam must choose (II Enoch 30.15 (A); cf. Test. ITaphtall

2.10; Test. Benjamin 5.2; IQS 3.13-4.26).' If both pos¬

sibilities become final, or conclusive, in the two segments

before us we should find evidence that the concept of light

in Qumran belongs to a static, spatially-orientated outer-

world. The fundamental unity of time in the Old Testament

1. Cf. S. Aalen, op. cit., p. 180.
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\

expressed by the motif of "day and night" has fallen into

decline in later Judaism. Instead there is focus on the

fact that here below upon earth it is dark, but there high

above the stars give light. The heavenly bodies partici-

pate in a heavenly light which is their source. This

development is reflected in the Hymn section of the Rule
p

Scroll (IQS 10.Tff) which we have previously cited in

part when we discussed nan in spatial terms. Column 10

begins evidently at some point in the middle of the didactic

portion. Our translation begins at line 1:-
*

3
iQS 10.1 ... at the times which He has ordained; at

the beginning of the dominion of light during
its circuit (in the sky) and when it is with¬
drawn to its prescribed dwelling place; at

2 the beginning of the / watches of darkness .

when He opens its treasury and sets it above
and during its circuit (in the sky) when it
is withdrawn from before light; when the

3 lights shine forth out / of the holy abode
(and) when they are withdrawn to the refuge
of glory ....

Our concern with this difficult text lies not in the various

5
problems of exegesis hut in the way it describes the

1. ibid., p. 98,

2. Many scholars see a connection with the morning prayer
of the Essenes: cf. Josephus, Bell. Jud. II, viii, 5.

3. Reading ^ for .

4. Reading for nVo

5. See M. Weise, Kultzeiten und Kultischer Bundesschluss in
der "Ordens-regel" vom Toten Meer (1 9oT), pp. 10ff, 20ff;
also A.R.C. Leaney, op, cit., pp. 237ff.
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heavenly "bodies. We first notice that the author is not

concerned with their names, hut their schedule and function.

It appears that the expression "the dominion of light"

( - o3k nbwoa ) could apply to both day and night. When

the author mentions the prayer-time at dusk he employs only

the expression "watches of darkness" ( nuw ).
At IQH 12.4ff, where we find many words and expressions iden¬

tical to the passage before us, is the expression (liiie 6)
"dominion of darkness" ( .n'vuaa ). Whether the

sensitive author actually had the Hodayoth hymns before him,

or the Rule hymns were original (or they had a common

"parent"), he was intent to show the supremacy of light and

especially its higher divine source. The lights ( nnisa )
in line 3 have their source in the "holy abode" v/hich is

para.liel to the "refuge of glory" — whether we identify
them with the stars (Weise, leaney and many others) or include

the sun and moon, finally most scholars take the suffix

waw in insix = 'its treasury' (line 2) as pertaining

to darkness. Rather, could not the moon be meant—or even

G-od? The following suffixes in line 2 most likely pertain

to the moon:- = 'and He sets it'; snsnpnai =

'and during its circuit'; isdkh Dj? = 'when it is

withdrawn'. Even the night is lit from the treasuries

which belong to the realm of light."1 In IQM 10.12 the

expression "treasuries of glo/ry " ( nnnu ]

1. Cf. I Enoch 17.1, 18.1; IV Ezra 4.5, 37.
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is in juxtaposition to various heavenly realities.

In IQS 3.19f (of the passage "before us) the "spring

(or source) of light" ( iin yya ) wherein lies the

origin ox truth is mentioned, and the "well of darkness"

( n nipa ) wherein lies the origin of injustice;

H.W. Huppenhauer is of the opinion that the source of
"

light is "beyond the natural presentation. Neither daylight

nor stars, but the place where they obtain their light is

meant: namely the heavenly world.

In IQK 18.29 the sectarian who enters into the cove¬

nant with God (line 28) stands "in the everlasting estab¬

lished place for the light of perfect enlightenment forever

^/without/ darkness" ( -jy mmis tin1? abiy toon

1 vin ^n/ 1 ns: )e fet (with A. Dupont-'

Sommer, S. Holm Nielsen ana others) there may not be an

eschatological dimension (cf. IQE 7.24, 9.27; IQSb 4.27).

Light, of course, in later Judaism came to mean a

designation of the world beyond. In I Enoch 92.4 the

righteous man "shall walk in eternal light". The right¬

eous shall be "in the light of the.sun ... in the light

of eternal life" (I Enoch 58.3); this is "a light that

never ends" (verse 6). We note that the light of salvation

1. Per Mensch zwischen zwei Welten (1959), p. 27.
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appears on earth in the Similitudes of Enoch (38.2, 50.1).

Yet in 45.4f when God transforms heaven He makes it "an

eternal blessing and light". The corresponding transformation

of the earth is made only "a blessing". When eternal light

shines on the righteous it appears always to be a heavenly,

divine light. In II Baruch 48.50 when the righteous "receive

world which has no end, it is difficult to determine whether

the light of salvation envelops them or they become like

lights. The latter case appears more probable (cf. 51.10).

Whether 'D - .o 3 f "ivi pertains to an earthly sphere

of salvation or represents the higher heavenly world depends

on the dualism of the passage (see below, Conclusion).
IP 3 u/ "P 'lu w ,j (4.15)

-jWTTd = 'a dark place1 is equivalent to Sheol in
Psalm 88.7. There the author describes the wrath of God

upon him: "Thou hast set me in the pit of the lowest parts,

,in the dark regions (and) in the depths" ( iiilj- "J 71V

IPOTltt'i jjirrnnji ) (cf. Psalm 143.3 - Lamentations

3.6; see also Psalm 88.19 in the singular). The proper

home of "darkness" ( ~j"\!l[\]7\ ) is Sheol (cf. Job 10.21 f;
Isaiah 45.IS; Psalm 88.1 Iff; Ecclesiastes 6.4).' However,

darkness in any form does not appear as an eschatological

place of punishment in the Old Testament.

1. The "night" also represents Sheol (Job 36.20).

great light" (Syr:
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This development is found in the apocalyptic literature.
6

"Darkness"—originally the characteristic feature of Sheol

—and the "fire" of Gehenna merge in'the religious consc-

1
iousness of the Jewish people. The only place in the Old

Testament where fire appears to suggest the idea of eternal

punishment occurs in Isaiah 66.24. Regarding the dead

"bodies of those v/ho rebelled against the Lord, the author

states, "...for their worm shall not die and their fire

shall not he extinguished ( n.non kV uwk:i ) and

they shall he an abhorrence to all flesh". Darkness as

a means of punishment in the apocalyptic literature occurs

in I Enoch 46.4, 108.14. Eire as a means of punishment in

the apocalyptic literature occurs in I Enoch 54.If, 90.26f;

II Baruch 44.15, 48.43; IV Ezra 7.36; III (Greek) Baruch
2

4.16; Test. Zehulon 10.3; Psalms of Solomon 12.4.

The old-Sheol doctrine is still reflected in I Enoch

51.1f: the good and wicked tarry undistinguished in Sheol;

hut the resurrection puts an end to their sojourn. The

oldest proof for the distinguished lot of the pious

and the godless in Sheol would he I Enoch 22.^ Sheol is

1• S-B IV (2), p. 1075.

2.__ "The flame of the torture of Sheol" occurs in I Enoch
63.10; and in the New Testament, Luke 16.24 speaks of a
flame in Hades (see further I Enoch 98.3, 100.9, 102.1,
108.3ff; Ii Baruch 59.2, 64.7, 85.13).

5- S-B IV (2), p. 1017.

4o Ihid.; but R.H. Charles (A Critical History of the /. . .



not mentioned by name, but the place shown to Enoch by

the angel Uriel contains four hollow places (I Enoch 22.2,8)

—allegedly the compartments of Sheol. The angel Uriel is
1

over the world and over Tartarus.

While Sheol remains unchanged Gehenna emerges suddenly

as an esc'natological place of punishment in the apocalyptic

literature df Palestinian Judaism in the second century B.C.

Gehenna ( cm A/'-1 ) became so notorious through its
evil associations that it is simply called "the valley",

( hcct3 s^oxfjv) (Jeremiah 2.23, 31 .40), and the gate of Jeru¬

salem leading to it "the Valley-gate" (II Chronicles

26.9; Nehemiah 2.13, 15, 3.13). In I Enoch 27.2 it is

termed "the accursed yrj "the deep yrj " (54.1) and

"the yrj " (Assumption of Moses 10.10). Gehenna (really
( ajn p su ) probably was first used in a

\

topographical sense—in the description of the boundary

of the tribe of Benjamin (Joshua 18.16, (Tcxievvct ) (1XX);
cf. Joshua 15.8; II Chronicles 28.3; Jeremiah 7.32;

the Doctrine of a Future Life, 1899, p. 236) considers II
Maccabees 12.42-45 to be the first trace of Sheol as a
truly moral abode.

1. I Enoch 2.12—Greek fragment: T&prapog , a dark abyss,
deep below Hades, was the prison of the Titans, later
it was either the nether-world generally or a place of
torment and punishment, as opposed to the Elysian fields
(The Classic C-reek Dictionary, prepared by G.R. Berry,
Poilett Publ. Co., 1962). Tartarus is in juxtaposition
to Gehenna in the Sibylline Oracles IV, \186.



II Kings 23.10 where the KVthibh has the plural "sons of

Hinom"). Next it "became identified as the place of

idolatrous and inhuman sacrifices—first offered by Ahaz'

and Manasseh, who made children to "pass through the fire"

to the god Moloch in this valley (II Kings 16.3, 21.6;

II Chronicles 28.3, 33.6), Jeremiah prophesied that one

day it would be called "the Valley of Slaughter". Finally,

according to later Jewish popular belief, Gehenna was a

ravine "south of Jerusalem where the Last Judgement was

to take place and also a place of everlasting punishment

for apostate Jews in the presence of the righteous.'
The last meaning, "Hell", is very familiar in the New

Testament; see Matthew 5.22,29,30, 10.28, 18.9, 23.15,33;

Mark 9.43,4-5,4-7; Luke 12.5; James 3.6). When Gehenna

appears in apocalyptic literature, it is thought of solely

as an eschatological place of punishment (I Enoch 90.26f;

cf. 27.2ff, 108.3ff) and consequently is earlier than

Sheol as an eschatological place of punishment, which
2

tradition belongs to the first century B.C. Sheol, with

the emergence of Gehenna as an eschatological place of

punishment, generally becomes a place of punishment during

the intermediate state (between death and the resurrection)

1. R.E. Charles, A Critical History ..., pp. 150f.

2- S-B IV (2), pp. 1022f.
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—see I Enoch 103.5ff; Psalms of Solomon 15.10; Jubi¬

lees 7.29; see also 22.22, 24.31; Psalms of Solomon
i

13.11; II Baruch 30.4f? 36.10f. However, rabbinical

teachers, with the previously existing tradition of Sheoi

broken, hs.ve explained only Gehenna as an intermediate-
2

time place of punishment. Sheol became for the rabbis
3

only a weak synonym for Gehenna. The conception of Ge¬

henna gradually enlarged to include the idea of Purgatory

—through the school of Shammai."' Sheol and Gehenna are

co-existent eschatological places of punishment in II
5

Baruch,- IV Ezra, and the New Testament.

The end-time Gehenna enters actively as soon as God

brings the future aeon ( Kan ciny ) instituting the

end judgement over mankind (Enoch 16.1; cf. 25.4; IV Ezra

7.113). This end-judgement, often named "the great judge¬

ment", has the task of exterminating (consuming) the

people of the world who are hostile to God. It is expected

in a twofold form: either as a catastrophic judgement

which suddenly breaks in over the world and destroys all

1 . For additional references see S-B IV (2), p. 1059.

2. Ibid., p. 1032.

3. Ibid., p. 1023.

Ibid., p. 1043; cf. 1050.

5. Ibid., p. 1023. Only in Luke 16.23 (cf. 26) is a6pg
a place of punishment in the New Testament.
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anti-godly creatures, or as a judgement which, takes place

in a forensic form and ends with the damnation and eradi-
•i

cation of the godless.'
Gehenna as an eschatologic'al place of punishment first

appears in I Enoch 90„26f without its official name, which

was probably gained in its association with the ravine

south of Jerusalem where the last Judgement was to take

place. We often find Gehenna expressed by the combination

of the "Abyss" and "fire". The Abyss (apuoooQ ) is the
*U i YJ i

Greek rendering of the HebrewAin the Old Testament, and in
later Judaism signified (i) the original flood, (ii) the

depth of the earth, in which are corpses causing defilement,

and (iii) under the influence of Persian and Hellenistic

conceptions, the place in which renegade spirits are

2 -

confined. onin denotes the realm of the dead in Psalm

71.20 (in the plural) and Jonah 2.6. In I Enoch 88.1,3

the description of the Abyss, which becomes a prison for

the stars, is very similar to Sheol: "narrow, deep, hor¬

rible and dark". It is the catastrophic y"Great Abyss"

which swallows bo^bh heaven after it falls to the earth and

the earth itself in I Enoch 83.4,7. But elsewhere in I
3

Enoch the "Abyss" combines with "fire" to designate Gehenna.

1. Ibid. , p. '1093; for references see pp. 1094f.

2. J. Jeremias, in TDWT I, under ajSuao'OQ , p. 9.

3. See I Enoch 10.13, 18.11, 21.7, 54.5-6, 90.23-26.



The "prison" aspect of the Abyss is prevalent in the New

Testament,

As the Sinai revelation influenced Theophanies, so

the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah by fire and brimstone

(Genesis 19.24) exerted a strong influence on subsequent

ideas of divine judgement. Fire is a common image for the

judicial wrath of God in the Old Testament and has served

as a means of divine judgement on Israel's enemies (Amos
Oh. I, 2.2; Jeremiah 43.12; Nahum 3.13 et al.) —even on

Israel itself (Amos 2.5; Hosea 8.14; Jeremiah 11.16,

17.27 et al.; Ezekiel 15.7, 16.41 et al.). A final judge¬

ment by fire is very significant in the eschatology which
2

we find in the apocalyptic writings.

Fire = Gehenna in the Scrolls. Although the v/ord

"Gehenna" in any form is not found, occurs in an

obscure fragment in cave 1 where the context cannot be

determined, No. 46 3.1), its characteristic feature, "fire",

is, The Scrolls contain the idea that the last act will
\

3
bring God's fiery judgement on His foes. In IQpHao !u,5,

1. F. Lang, in TDNT VI, under xup, p. 936.

2. I Enoch 102.1; II Baruch 37.1, 48.39,43; IV Ezra 13.10i
Psalms of Solomon 15.4f; Jubilees 9.15, 35.10; Sibylline
Oracles III 53f, 71f, 542, 618, 673f, 761; IV, 159f et
al. We find the idea of a world conflagration in II, 186fi
315ff; III, 83ff; IV, 172ff; V, 158ff, 211ff, 512-531.

3. F. Lang, op. cit., p. 939.



in the midst of many peoples G-od will judge the sinner with

the fire of sulphur ( nuisiu mxn ). The congregation

founded on deceit will come to the judgements of fire

( dk '13337a'? '/: IQpH 10.13). When the Levites damn the

lot of Belial the place of punishment is described as the

"dark gloom of eternal fire" ( rs?3ic ' ;

IQS 2.8). In IQS 2.15 the curse of the priests sounds out:
£

"May the wrath of G-od and the zeal of His judgement burn

him in eternal destruction!" ( nbo1? 3a

D»ob>iy ). Those whose spirit is "broken in the wars of

God "Thou wilt make to burn like a torch of fire in the

straw" ( -rape ' Taba Ti?an ) which devours

the wicked and does not return until the destruction of the

guilty (IQM 11.10f). On the other hand, God "will ensure

the welfare (wholeness) of them (the tried and true) amidst

the burning" ( pb>*ia oai1?® nun : IQM! 17.1). The

context of a portion of the War Scroll, which is greatly

obliterated, includes the "/s/ons of darkness" and the

phrase "...is kindled to burnin/g/" ( [vjaavb Tpm

: IQM 14.18). The eternal plantation, which reaches as far

as Sheol, becomes a well-spring of light in whose flames of

brightness burn ( 3~3?a3 nruu mmw.. ) "all the

s/ons of darkness and becomes/ a fire burning ( wk?

an) unto destruction among ail the guilty men" (IQH 6. 1

cf. 17.13).

An allegorical poem Ho. 184, frag. 1, discovered in
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cave 4, was first published in part by J.M. Allegro in

PEQ 96 (1964), pp. 53.55 and now completely in DJD Y, 1969,

pp. 82ff by the same author. Allegro chose to call it

provisionally, "The Wiles of the Wicked Woman". The image

of the harlot is strongly reminiscent of Proverbs, chs. 2,

6, 7, 9, 23. Whether she represents "Rome" (Allegro) or

"women in general" (Dupont-Sommer) or the "rival sect"

(Garmignac) or personifies wickedness need not concern us.

Our interest lies merely in the wide variety of imagery

depicting Sheol which touches on the main emphasis of our

study—particularly "everlasting burning" ( 'ipia

cViy ) in line 7 and the "darkness" metaphors, following

is a translation of lines 3-11 which includes the pertinent

imagery:-

EVQ ho. 184,
frag. 1,3 In perversion they laid hold of the abhorred

members of destruction;1
They descended the pit of her legs to act
wickedly

_

And to walk in guilty deeds / * -/
4 the foundations of darkness.

A multitude oi transgressions are in her
_skirts;
/—-/.the dark depths^ of the night;
her clothes /__—-/•

5 Her coverings are the gloomy moments of
twilight;

The afflictions^ of corruption are her
ornaments.

.re'

2. may in .J. Garmignac" considers this dubious and
compares Job 11.17 ( nniyn ). The basic idea is dam
rmss.

3. Reading with Carmignac,
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Her couches (. . . ?) are the beds* of
_corruption;

6 /—~7 the depths of the pit;
Her lodgings are the beds_of darkness.^
In the midst of the nigh/t7 are her /dominions,

7 Prom the foundations of dark gloom sHe moves;
She returns and dwells in the tents of
silence,

In the midst of everlasting burning,
'There is no inheritance in the midst of1 all

8 who gird themselves^ with brightness;
She is the beginning of all the ways of
perversion.

Alas! destruction belongs to all who possess
her;

9 And devastation to a/Tl7 who lay hold on her.
Por her ways are the ways of death,
And her paths are the courses of sin;

10 Her entrenchments are the errors of perversion;
Her pathways are the guilty deeds of
transgression.

Her gates are the gates of death;
At the door of her house, you step forth to
Sheol^

11 A^l7l /~—7 will return,
And! all wEo possess her descend to corruption.

We should also mention the Cryptic Document (IVQ Cry)

from cave 4 which was first published in part by J.M.

Allegro in JSS 9 (1964), pp. 291-4, and now completely

(no. 181) in DJD V (1969), pp. 88ff. These fragments assign

man astrologically to light and darkness and determine
Z) ——

physiognomical speculations about him. Col.' Ii, 7f,

reads, "Pie has six (parts) spirit in the house of light

and three in the pit of darkness" (decipherment; ^ nn

1. Reading ^ for Vmn

2. Carmignac suggests nrsj : cf. Psalm 65.7.

3. Cf. P. von der Osten-Sacken, G-ott und Belial (1969)
pp. 186ff„



IE-inn :w>nn t?.ii>ui uu msn n»nn j*

Colo III, 5f, reads, "Ke has 7ei7ght (parts) spirit in the

house of 72arlcness7 and one (part) from the house of light"

(decipherment; n.nxi .ncia^ luinn/ rv>nn iV nm

niKn n'.i2 ). We cannot conclude that

the ultimate destiny of the unknown man is determined by

weighing his spiritual assignment. It appears that this

cryptic writing might have attempted some sort of resolutio

to the ethical and predestination problems of IQS 3.18ff,

but not necessarily.

"]Ui n n 111 n n (4.13)

mi inn could easily be read nrun as trans-
1

cribed by A.M. Habermann. We would then render ni'^n^
2

Twin 'while it is dark4'. Two translations have

emerged from "iuin mi inn ; (i) 5 in the abysses of

darkness5, and (ii) 5 in the destructions of darkness5.

P. Wernberg-M/ller, who argues for the first case, cites

Psalm 5.10 where .~nn with the usual meaning 5calamity5

may be used with the meaning 'depths5 (cf. Syriac JLocL
He notes the preceding nnnp = 'their midst5 and the

3 *
following mna nnp = 5open grave5. However, we

may question whether -nin should lose its own particular

1. The Scrolls from the Judaean Desert (1959), p. 63.

2. Cf. A.R.C. Leaney, opa cit.p. 154.

3. The Manual of Discipline (1957), p. 82.



import which it "brings to Psalm 5*10 by becoming a

synonymous term. Yet as Wernberg-Miller notes, the idea

of hell as a deep, dark gulf is in perfect accordance with

the notion in I Enoch 22.2 and Jubilees 7.29 (cf. II Peter

2.4).

Destruction combines with darkness in later Judaism

to represent both a form and a place of eschatological

punishment. In Psalms of Solomon 15.10 where the inheri¬

tance of sinners is "destruction and darkness" ( occ

xcxi cxotoq), their iniquities shall pursue them* into Sheol

(cf. 14.9; Tobit 14.10). Among the tortures shown Enoch

is "cruel darkness and unillumined gloom where there is no

light" (II Enoch 10.2 (A); cf. recension (B); 7.2 (A) ).

In I Enoch 103.8, the souls of the sinners in Sheol shall

be "in great torment and in darkness and in a trap and

among burning flame" ( sv avayxri jaeyaAr xat sv axonso xat

ev tcaytdi nat sv cpkoyt xauoj-isvr) ). ' In the Jew lestament
L

Jesus declares that the sons of the kingdom shall be cast

into the outer darkness; "weeping and gnashing of teeth

shall be there" ( sxsT eara, i o xAaudiadq xai ppuyjidg

toov o66vtoov : Matthew 8.12; cf. 22.13, 25.30). In II

Peter 2.17 the "gloom of darkness" ( o £5cpoq tou axoxouq )
is kept for the wicked (cf. 2.4 and Jude 13).

We note a characteristic of nin which lends itself

1. See further, I Enoch 10.4, 46.6, 62.10, 63.10f; II
Baruch 51.5f; IV Ezra 7.87; III Baruch 4.4.
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to the notion of eschatological punishment. nin has a
\

durative quality in Proverbs 19.13. Parallel to the colon,

"A\ foolish son is ruin ( ri i n ) to his father," is "A' con¬

tinuous dripping ( rm ^-n ) are the contentions of

a woman." The Psalmist bemoans, "... those who seek my

injury speak calamities ( nnn ) and utter treacherous

words all the day long" (Psalm 38.13; of. 5.10, 57.2,

91.3). The continuing action of destruction which we find

in nvn is present in the listing of the punishments

of the visitation segment before us. ."Perpetual terror"

( nnj myr ) is there and also "eternal disgrace"

( nairi : line 12). Also "all their times for

their generations" ( onnh on^p 512 ) shall

be in grieving sorrow and the misery of bitterness (line 13)

According to Josephus the Essenes consider the place

of punishment as a dark and cold cave with unending pun¬

ishments (Bell. Jud. II 8.11). Regarding IQH" 6.21 E.

hotscher considers that "the gates of death" to which the

unfortunate author has already reached, to be credible,

are only metaphors of extreme difficulty of danger (cf.
Isaiah 38.10). But he concludes in IQH' 3.18 that "the

gates of the Pit (or destruction)" ( nnu y n 3 s ),
which are around the monster of injustice, ana- "the eternal

bars" ( ''iin: ), which are around all the

spirits of nothingness, belong truly to Sheol as an



eschatological place of punishment.' The prison conception

of the end-time is also found in the Book of Mysteries (No.

27 1,1.5) where the Breeders of iniquity are incarcerated

( ,V7U 'ibna mono ). On the day of the sect¬

arian's conversion "the angel of torment" ( ik7a

acpan ) leaves him and evidently stays away if he fulfils

his promises (CD 16.5)* But the punishment appears to

he conclusive in IQS 4.12, ""by the hand of all the angels

of torment" ( 5nn >dkVd *7 id d5d ).

Conclusion

Apocalyptic thought often conceived the present v/orld

as divided into two conflicting spheres. We must take

this into consideration in the Qumran passage before us.

Mankind is divided into two opposing factions or camps

which are conceived as the realms of two spiritual rulers:

the prince of lights (or angel of truth) and the angel of
~ 2

darkness (lQS 3.21, 21, 24)." What is most significant to

note in this connection is the dualistic re-construetion

of the world man is (supposed) to rule (lQS-3.17f). In

IQS 3.19, "The generations of truth are in the well-springt
of light" ( ddkn mtifl dtk 7'yoa ) and

1. P. Notscher,.TTQT pp. I60f.

2. J. Licht, "An Analysis of the Treatise of the Two
Spirits in DSD," Scripta Kierosolynita 4 (1958), p. 92.

3. Some scholars read Jlyaa = 'abode'.
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"the generations of injustice are from a fountain of dark¬

ness" ( Viyn nn^in Twin mpom )• This
dualism is to.be seen in the light of IQS 3.15 where "all

that is and shall be is froin the God of Knowledge". We

have rendered the important word nnhn = 'gener-
i

ations' in all cases because we believe the author wlshhe

both to keep the opposing camps separate and to show their

respective predestination in addition to the idea of a

2
"source". G. Vermes translates, "those born of 'truth1

(resp., 'falsehood') spring from a fountain of 'light'"

(resp., 'darkness'). In the Fragment of the Book of Noah,
i

which has many affinities with the Qumran writings, the

sinners "who were born in darkness are led into darkness,

while the righteous shall be resplendent" (I Enoch 108.14).

However, the righteous in I Enoch 108.11 are also "born

in darkness" even though they "belong to the generation

1. Regular Old Testament translation.

2. E. Lohse, A. Dupont-Sommer; see J. Licht for a valuable
discussion of the word. P. Wernberg-M/ller ("'The Two
Spirits' in IQS III, 13-IV, 26", Rd£ 3 (1961-62), pp. 413
-441) opposes a pure dualistic cosmology and stresses a
psychological approach. He suggests that nnVin is
simply another word for 'characters', 'dispositions' or
'mind' (p. 425). It appears that the key word which pre¬
serves the dualism of two spheres and connects these to
the inner struggle of man is in = 'way'. G.R. Driver
(The Judaean Scrolls (1965), p. 553) considers that the
author developed the doctrine of "two ways" and fused it
with the doctrine of two spirits. By a table of compari¬
son Driver demonstrates the similarities between IQS 3.13—
4.26 and Duae Vitae, The Epistle to Barnabas (chs. 18-20)
and The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles (chs. 1f,5f). Cf.
W.D. Davies' tabulated form (The Scrolls and the New Test¬
ament, ed. K. Stendahl (1958), pp. 171-172).
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of light". The Qumran doctrine is more thoroughly dual-

istic, K.G-. Kuhn considers that the new transfigured

world (re. IQS 4.8) is in contrast to existence now in

this world as the "dominion-sphere of Belial".' S. Aalenj,

however, stresses the fact that the pessimistic conception

of the world in its totality as base is not typical for
2

later Judaism. The typical Jewish view is that the

world is a mixture of unrighteousness and righteousness.^
How are we to understand -the dualistic reconstruction

of the world into two opposing camps?' J. Licht believes

that light and darkness are abstract notions of truth and

evil. After this he states that "the dualistic principle
3 A.

is extended beyond humanity into the cosmic spheres"."1"

E7. Huppenbauerfs studies have led him to conclude that in

the contrast of light and darkness there is no pure cosmic
5

dualism—only two moral-religious qualities. Yet he is

quick to point out that with the mention of the special

places of light and darkness the ethical contrast is indeed

1. "Die Sektenschrift .p. 299 fn.

Op. cit., p. 182.

3o Ibid., p. 183; of. P. Volz, on. cit. (1966), pp. 7,68.

4. "An Analysis .p. 92.

5. Per Mensch ..., p. 28.
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1
expanded to a cosmic dualism. Essentially Huppenbauer1s

analysis of Qumran finds only a relative, ethical-cosmo-
2

logical dualism. But 0. Betz rightly sees that the doc-
3

trine of two spirits is set in a creation context. Thus

a fixed heaven-hell (light-darkness) dualism was formula¬

ted in 10,S 3.13-4®26 which "belongs to one creation under'

God (no pure dualism, where evil is co-eternal with God).
i

According to G. Molin the world is erected in several

storeys ("Bach ihm ist die Welt in mehreren Stockwerken

aufgebaut"). At the lowest lies the great deep or Ursee.

One might assume that the sect has so understood Genesis 1

that also the Ursee rests under the earth. In its inner

parts it bears the underworld, once thought of as an abode

of all the dead, now truly only of those who expect

punishment. IQH' column III well discloses the fundamental

and sharp distinction of the heavenly world, 'the earth

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid., pp. 95ff«

3. 0„ Betz (Offenbarung und Schriftforschung in der Qumran-
sekte (1960"), pp. 1*45-1~pT) is supported by H.G. May
("Co's'mological Reference in the Qumran Doctrine of the Two
Spirits and in the Old Testament Imagery," JBL 82 (1963),
p. 1). On the other hand, J.,E. Charlesworth (""A Critical
Comparison of the Dualism in IQS III, 13-IV, 26 and the
'Dualism1 contained in the fourth Gospel," UTS 15 (1968-
69), p. 389 fn.) sees only a modified dualism and not a
polarity between two equal, external forces or concepts.
He argues for a dualism influenced by Zurvanisrn, a par¬
ticular system which developed In Iran (pp. 400f).
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and the under-world—in any case the existence of the Ur-
1

flood as a hearer of the entire cosmos. We 'have already

shown that in later Judaism there is a place of light and

a place of darkness spatially contrasted as two poles:

the light ahove as the heavenly world, the darkness below

as Sheol.

Where a static-geographic conception of the world-

structure prevails, we find that■the underworld is taken
2

up into the history of creation. In Jubilees 2.2 we

3
read of a reconstruction of Genesis 1. Here are enumer¬

ated seven items which God created on the first day: (i)x

heaven, (ii) earth, (iii) water, (iv) spirits, (v) the
\

abyss, (vi) the darkness, the evening and the night and

(vii) the light, the day and the morning. We see the same

idea in Jubilees 2.16, where the totality of creation is

designated: "all that is in the heavens and on the earth,

and in the seas and in the abysses and in the light and in

the darkness, and in everything." light and darkness are

static qualities like the sea and the abyss. Further in

the same vein Is the reconstruction of the creation story

of II Enoch, chs. 25-27. It appears in the Qumran doctrine
\

1. Die Sohne des' Lichtes (1952), pp. 124f.

2. S. Aalen, op. cit., p. 165.

3. Fragments of Jubilees, of course, have been found in
cave 4.



that light and darkness (in their reconstructed cosmic

dimension) form the "basis from which the generations of

truth and falsehood arise. That the respective "Visita¬

tions" are expressed ultimately in terms of light (IQS

4.13) is simply the consequence of each respective origin

(IQS 3.19)/'
When, "fire" is combined with "darkness" ( vxz

oowa ; IQS 4.13) the description of the consequence for

the wicked has expanded. The realm of the dead has become

a place of punishment. P. Voiz is of the opinion (along
with Strack-Sillerbeckj above) that it is not probable

that the concept "hell" has developed purely and only

from the concept "place-of-the-dead" (Sheol). An indepen-

dent conception of "damnation by fire" is one of the in¬

fluences which have contributed to the further development

of "hell"/ The "devastation of darkness" ( min

■pznn : IQS 4.13), which P. Notscher believes is

1. mips suggests the notion "consequence" (hence A.
Dupont-Sommer: "nature") in IQS 3.14. The "visitations
of their afflictions together with the times of their
bliss-" ( oaivt? n-p cy a'yni rnipDh ) in
IQS 3.14f do not pertain to the respective generations
of light and of darkness but to moments in the lifetime
of the righteous. But the transgressions of the righteous
(IQS 5.22) belong to the dominion of darkness* (cf. Romans
7.20). Recompense nbijps is by the divisions of each

according to his inheritance regardless of
whether he has much or a little (IQS 4.15f; cf. 4.25).

2. Op. cit. (1966), p. 331.
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1
synonymous and coincides with "fire in the dark regions",

also contributes to the penal dimension of "hell". We

have in clowns a precursor to the Jewish and

New Testament "Gehenna". The final dualistic resolution

still belongs to the creation of God. We are short of
2

the dogmatization of Gnosticism.

The two "Visitations" (IQS 4.6-8, 12-14)' must be seen

in contrast to each other even though mips = *visit¬

ation' is never used in the Old Testament as the recompense

for strictly the righteous. As we have already noted, E.

Kosmala holds to some type of continuum where perfection

of the righteous already begins in this life.^ It is

difficult to reconcile the kind of ultimate perfection

that in IQS 4.7 denotes with the kind of

personal disparagement found elsewhere in the Qumran

writings, IQS 11.Sf reads, "I (belong) to the humanity of

wickedness and to the assembly of unjust flesh; my

iniquities, my transgression, my sin together with the

depravity of my heart (belong) to the assembly of worms,

those who walk in darkness" (cf. IQE 3.23ff et. al.).
imD V'Vd would seem to belong to a distinct

1. TTQT. p. 94.

2. Yet see E.J. Schoeps ("las Gnostische Judentum in den
Dead Sea Scrolls", ZRG 6 (1954), pp. 278f.

3. Cf., msn-bo mips , Numbers 16.29.

4. Hebraer ..., p. 252.
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future glorification. God "will refine for himself the
-]

structure of man ( 'na iV ppTi ): to abolish

every spirit of injustice from the midst of his flesh
' ?

( nun 'anna n5iy .n n 5ia onnV )<c

and to cleanse him by the spirit of holiness from all the

deeds of wickedness" (IQS 4.20f). In IQS 4.25 God has set

the two spirits in equal measure "until the decisive end

and new creation" ( nwnn mwn nauru pp ip ).

It is unfortunate that "crown of glory" and "garment

of splendour" (IQS 4.7) do not also accentuate the aspect

of exaltation that the alternative translations carry, i.e.

"the perfection of glory" and "full measure of splendour".

These latter translations, however, lack a description of

the final state of the "glorified" which calls attention

to their mode of existence. The righteous become clothed

in spiritual bodies and dwell in everlasting light, i.e.

"heaven". The other "blessings" (4.6f) fully describe

the salvation state on earth and lend themselves to

the picture of complete bliss in heaven, as the contrasting-

"curses" (4.12f) in terms of earthly misery add to the N

wretchedness of hell.
\

1. •>. na ; * aaa = 'some from the sons (of man)'
is also possible.

2. araan , according to J. Licht ("An Analysis ...,"
p. 97 fn. 36), is a word ueculiar to the Scrolls. See
IQE 5.28, 7.4, 17.25; frag. 47.5; IQ ho. 36, 14. That
the sense 'tissues' or 'viscera5 fits all instances is
noted by Licht who also finds that no etymological ex¬
planation seems altogether convincing.



6

CHAPTER IV:

DELIVERANCE FROM CORRUPTION

(IQH 3.19-36)

19 I thank thee, 0 Lord,
Eor thou hast delivered my soul from corruption,

20 And from Sheol Abaddon thou hast brought me up
to an eternal height;

And I walk to and fro on a level place without
limit;

And I know that there is hope
21 Eor him whom thou hast formed from dust unto an

eternal council.
Thou hast cleansed the perverted spirit from

much transgression
22 To take its place in the estate with the host

of holy ones
And to enter into community together with the
congregation of the sons of heaven.

Thou hast cast to each man the eternal lot with
23 the spirits of knowledge - - 1

To praise thy name in the unity of s/on/g
And to recount thy wonders before all thy works.

O

24 But I am a formation of clay (1) , what am I?
kneaded with water (2);

By whom am I regarded, ana what strength do I
have?

Eor I stand within the boundary of wickedness (3),
25 And with the persecutors (4) by lot;

And the soul of the poor one (5) sojourns (6)
with much disquietude,

And raging devastations (7) accompany my steps.

26 As all the traps of corruption were opened,
All the snares of wickedness spread out,
And the net of the persecutors, upon the face
of the waters (8); \

27 As all the arrows of corruption (9) flew relent¬
lessly and dispersed without hope,

1. n/q/S ; Cf. IQHf11.14.

2. ihese numbers refer to expressions which are explained,
P XT 1 "H "n *1 *rO n* -no en i CT CT
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As the line falls upon judgement (10),
28 The lot of wrath came upon the forsaken,

And the outpouring of rage upon the concealed
(11).

It is the time of burning anger for all Belial
(12),

And the cords of death (13) have encompassed
without escape,

29 And the torrents of Belial (14) overflow ail
their"* high banks (15)

As a devouring fire among all who draw from
them (16),

30 To put an end to every green and (every) dry
tree (17) from their channels;

And it roves about with tongues of flame -until
the ones drinking from them are no more;

It consumes the foundations of clay and the
31 firmament of dry land;

The foundations of the mountains (are given
over) to burning,

And the roots of flint (turn to) torrents of
pitch,

And it consumes as far as the great Abyss (18);
32 And the torrents of Belial burst open to Abaddon

(19),
And the' devisers (20) of the Abyss growl amid
the roar of the casting up of mire;

33 The earth cries aloud concerning the devastation
which has fallen upon the world,

And all her devisers raise a shout,
And all who are upon her act madlv,

34 And melt in terror in the gr/ea7t2 devastation.
For God thunders (21) with the abundance of
His strength.

And the abode of His holiness (22) resounds with
35 His glorious truth,

And the host of heaven (23) shout with their
_voice,3
^And/ 4 the eternal foundations (24) melt in~

terror and quake;

1. t is written above the line, after jyVa and
above

2. ibfiiji.
3. n is written above c6ip by a later corrector.

4* iJU"ian'/\7
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36 The war of the mighty (25) of heaven roves
about (26) in the world. \

And it does not return until complete des¬
truction

Which is decisive\forever,
And there is nothing like it (27).

This passage has received considerable attention

from Qumran scholars—particularly lines 19-23 which as

a separate section have been the subject of a special study.
6

There is little question that lines 19-36 form a literary
1

unit. Besides, we hope to show that the expanded intro¬

duction (lines 19-23b) of this individual-corporate thanks¬

giving hymn and the "lament" (lines 23c-25) as well as the

"apocalypse" (lines 26-36) are related to each other.

Either by enlarging the eschatological scope or qualifying

the situation of the author each of the three sections

advances the suspended interpretations of the others.

1. The division of the Hodayoth has this convenience:
the end of each hymn is marked by a blank space. How¬
ever, this indication has occurred at the beginnings and
ends of some columns which are worn away, so that we
are not always able to distinguish each hymn. Hymns
generallj/- begin with the introductory formula, "I thank
thee, 0 Lord," or the alternative formula, "Blessed art
thou." The first psalm of column III may actually begin
somewhere in column II. The first five lines of column
III are all but obliterated. Column III comprises two
psalms, 3-3 (?)-18 and 3*19-36 plus three lines of a
third psalm at the end. Are we able to connect any of
the psalms in the Kodayoth? S. Holm-Nielsen (<op. cit. ,

p. 12 fn.) declares, "That there is no relationship be¬
tween the individual psalms is made obvious by those
fragments which were found in cave 4 having, in some
cases, the psalms in a different order from that in this
manuscript." Even more than proving that there is no
direct relationship between the individual psalms this
evidence indicates that the individual psalms had some
kind of literary unity in themselves. C.E. Kraft/...
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Hi-W. Kuhn hap presented perhaps the most thorough

exegesis of this passage to date.' A summary of his find¬

ings is in order. We can he certain from the context,

mpa ='hope', line 20 and lines 23c-25) that the Loblied

is not the author's imagination (ef. Psalms of Solomon

11.1-7). On the "basis of deliverance from nnu = 'under¬

world' (Unterwelt, the first term in the synonymous paral¬

lelism), the question still remains open whether "deliver¬

ance from death" means (i) a return to this earthly life

from an actual danger, or (ii) a process of transfer (ein

Versetztwerden) already in the present as an introduced

time of salvation. The second term, pus Viku =

'hellish realm of the dead' ((aus dem) hollischen Toten-

reich), shows that it earmarks on = 'height' (Hohe),
which is parallel to -3d = 'community' (G-emeinschaft),

line 21a, and jm = 'lot' (Los), line 22c, and produces

Kraft ("Poetical Structure of the Qumran Thanksgiving
Psalms," Biblical Research 1-5 (1959-60), II, p. 16)
believes that the existence of these psalms may be close
to their original form, rather than handed down through
centuries. There are at least two scribes who have copied
this manuscript, as Holm-Nielsen himself acknowledges (on.
cit., p. 10), the first apparently breaking off'in 11.22.
Whether the introductory formulae mentioned above meant

anything special in relation to the division of the psalms
or their liturgical ox- didactic use is debatable. Kraft
(op. cit., p. 48) states that the "introductory formula"
seems normally to stand outside of and introductory to
the metre of the first lines of each of the respective
poems.

1. Bnderwartung und gegenwartiges Heil (1966).

2. See also IVQ No. 160 (The Vision of Samuel), 3-4, 2.2f.
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the last (ii) meaning. The imperfects nnbnnii i = fI
can now walk' (ich kann nun wandeln) and. .733?= rI can

now know' (ich kann mm wissen) in line 20 specify a con¬

tinuation of the deliverance which takes place. They are

not to be rendered as preterites. This would only come

into question if at this point deliverance were to be looked
back upon as a mystical experience or initiation which we

1
find among the mystery religions.

After comparing various deliverances in the Old Test¬
ament (viz. Psalm 116.8f, 56.14; Job 33.30; cf. Psalm I6.10fs
30.4 et al.) Kuhn observes that there is no contrasting
idea similar to a in = Teternal height1 (line 20a)

2
which is placed opposite to the realm of the dead. At this
point Kuhn presents the conclusions of Ch. Barth who shows
that the "world of death" and the "world of life" are to

be understood by other spatial conceptions than ours. The
realm of the dead manifests itself throughout v/hen it

signifies "something of its place" (etwas von seinero Raum).
Conversely, in the "nearness of God" is the "world of life"
spatially contrasted to the opposite "world of the dead".^
Kuhn also notes that G. von Rad emphasizes that for the
circles of the levitical "spiritualists" of the post-exilic

1. Op. cit., pp. 52ff.

2. Ibid., p. 54.

3. Die Brrettung vom Tode in den individuellen Klage und
Dankliedern des Alten Te's'tamentes ' (1947)~ pp.' 48ff.



time, "this-worldly" and the "other-worldly" life are not

quite as distinct from one another as we are accustomed to
1

in our thinking. Kuhn accordingly applies these insights

to the passage before us and states that the auphor is

transferred from the "hellish realm of the dead" ((aus dem

ivollischen Totenreich) to a respective "eternal height"
*4 2

(ewige Hohe) as a designation for "heaven." That the

transposition (Versetzung) into heaven is not only a

transposition into the life-sphere of God, hut especially

a happening which anticipates eschatological salvation,

is confirmed by the fact that the introduction with its

words for the "realm of the dead" ( nn® 7 nas

line 19) refers to the apocalypse (lines 26-36). This al¬

lusion to the apocalypse corresponds to the character of
3

the expanded introduction as a short summary of the hymn.

Two apparent discrepancies are noted by Kuhn. He

observes first of all that the introduction (lines 19ff)

reports about an event which has come to pass, while the

apocalypse (lines 26-36) speaks of the future. Secondly,

in the introduction the realm of the dead is the place

from which the pious have already been taken, while in

1. "rGerechtigkeit! und rlebenr in der Kultsprache der
Psalmen," Gesammelte Studien zum AT (1965), PP. 234ff,
245.

2. Op. cit., p. 56.

3. Ibid., p. 59.



the "apocalyptic text of the realm of the dead the end tim

calamity fades out". Kuhn resolves the first discrepancy

"by stating that only the pious are taken from the future

annihilation of the world and, in the present, already
2

from the announced, powerful forces of Sheol. As for

the second discrepancy, he points out that the realm of

the dead is to he understood also as a "power" which

assaults the world and man at the end. Kuhn considers

that an otherwise formulated introduction, which perhaps

IQH' 2.20ff contains ("Thou has placed my soul in the pouch

of life and hast fenced me off from all the snares of

nnw" (= rtfnterweltr - Kuhn): lines 20f), would cor¬

respond more easily to the dynamic aspect of the realm

of the dead in the apocalypse (lines 26-36) than a spatial
A

formulation.

But is the dynamic aspect of the realm of the dead

lacking in the introduction? As a qualification of the

thesis by Kuhn we see another complex of ideas which "be¬

long to nns? in IQH 3.19 other than those pertaining to

the Underworld. These ideas more easily resolve the

discrepancies noted by Kuhn. When nn® conveys the dual

1 . Ibid.

2. Ibid., p. 60.

3. Ibid.,.: p. 59.

4. Ibid., pp. 59f.
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s "J
dimension, of "corruption/destruction" it allows for "both

the present deliverance from Sheol Ahaddon to an "eternal
•

height" in the introduction (lines 19f) and the future

deliverance from the conflagration of the world in the

apocalypse (lines 26-36). n.nt? = ' corruption/destruction*
does not lessen the character of spatial^deliverance which
is presented by Kuhn, but contributes to a fuller and more

*

dynamic understanding of eschatological salvation.

That there is some justification for the idea of

rcorruption/destruction' can be seen from other similar

apocalyptic contexts. As the "torrents of Belial" which

turn to fire are the central means of devastation in the

apocalypse (lines 29ff) so we find in II Baruch 85.13:

"for at the end the sentence of (their) judgement is to

corruption, the way of burning fire, and the path which

carries to Gehenna" (Syr: } ) ^ ^
L@-/O i ) QJ ? /JJ ? OI) }uky ) l

,j\J ) In II Baruch 48.4-3, "All the multitude
go to corruption and there is no numbering of those whom

the fire devours." The "torrents of Belial" which turn

to fire and consume everything—even going as far as the

great Abyss and Abaddon—present a similar picture as that

which is found in the Apocalypse of Abraham. There in

1. The legitimacy of such a translation will be discussed
below in our discussion of nnro .
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chapter 14 an angel "bids Abraham to use divine authority

against Azazel and say to him, "Be thou the "burning coal

of the furnace of the earth; go Azazel, into the inacces¬

sible parts of the earth ..." G.H1 Box comments that

Azazel is condemned to be in himself the fire of Hell:

cf. ch. 31} "burnt with the fire of AzazelTs tongue".

Thus wherever he goes he, as it were, carries Hell with

him—a conception that appears to be peculiar to our

1
apocalypse in early apocalyptic literature.

In chapter 17 of the longer recension of the Testament

of Abraham Death introduces himself as the "one staining

(or soiling) the world" (o rdv noapov Aupauvoov )t ana

comes to sinners in much corruption (ev moXAfj cramp Ca) and
L t-

ferocity and very great bitterness and with a fierce glance

without pity. The unmasking of Death reveals fourteen

faces of the most burning fire (mupdg cpAoyecnraToO) among

which are countenances like to "darkness ... a fiery sword

... lightning and the sound of fearful thunder ... a fierce

stormy sea ... and a ravaging river". In chapter 13 of

the shorter recension when Death manifests his corruption

1. The Apocalypse of Abraham (1918), p. 54 fn. Later
Abraham looks at what existed before him and sees "im¬
purity and those who lust after it, and its pollution,
and their jealousy, and the fire of their corruption in
the lowest parts of the earth" (ch. 24). The confusions
of the world "arise from the ungodly and (even the)
righteous in the corruptible age"; God renews "the age
of the righteous" (ch. 17; cf. ch. 29).
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( T?)V aaTtpoTrj-ua auxou) he has two heads: one has "the face
of a serpent" ( npoaumov bp&novTog) .. . and the other the
"likeness of a sword according to which some come to an end

as by arrows" ( opoicx pop9atag 6i& touto tlvcq sv

popcpaiqc'T'eXsuTwaLv dbg kni Togoig ). "All the arrows of
corruption" ( s^n ^33 ) of course, is one of
the key phrases in the apocalyptic section (line'27; cf.
IQH; 3 -1 6).1

The Arrangement of the Hymn

Following the opening acknowledgement of gratitude to
the Lord in line 19 is the phrase, "for thou hast delivered

my soul from corruption" ( nrnyo nrmD 'o )
which sets the theme for the entire hymn. The rest of the

hymn is related to this theme in the following way:- The
remainder of the "introduction" (lines 19b-23) pictures the

security which the deliverance has brought. As we shall see

below, when • nnt? = "corruption/destruction' has a dual
dimension in terms of the present and future, so also have

the contrasting salvation terms which include on

□ Viy = ""eternal height", no = "eternal council"
and oViy = "eternal lot". The "lament"

(lines 23c-25) which follows the strong, dramatic pictures
of deliverance in the introduction both accentuates their

depth of meaning and reveals the relationship of the author
to the calamity which is to come.

1. See below, para. (9) in Section 2, p. 160.
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In our presentation we will examine (1) deliverance

from corruption/destruction in the context of the "intro¬

duction" (19-23)? and (2) deliverance from corruption/
destruction in the context of the "lament" (23c-25) and

"apocalypse" (26-36).
\

1. Deliverance from Corruption/Destruction

in the Context of the Introduction

In this section we will attempt to define and elaborate

on the meanings ana relationships of the following hey

terms: (unit?, jlTJlX'' hi XVJ, l "nil, "ublii 7x> andltf'jl.Ni ) •
nnv; = corruption/destruction (line 19).

Most scholars translate JJ77W in line 19 "by fPit'

(or 'graveT: J. van der Ploeg, S. Holm-Nielsen) on the

"basis (i) that in the above context it is parallel to

Sheol Abaddon, and (ii) that there is copious evidence

for similar deliverances from TlTitf (synonymous with

the realm of death), viz. Isaiah 38.17, 51.14; Psalm 16.10,

103.4; Jonah 2.7; Job 33.28 et al. J. Licht understands

jitjw j_n the above passage as an "illustrative expression

for deliverance from the despairing disposition belonging

to humanity" ( j7HWn "jft
DTK" btL y/xjjn Qirtd nhilM.1 But licht also

1. The Thanksgiving Scroll (1957), p. 84.
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considers it as the imminent catastrophe from which the

author "will be delivered at the end". The author regards

himself as "already saved in the beginning, before the
i

event ..."

R.E. Murphy has assembled evidence to show that the

sectarians formed associations for nnc based on the idea

2
of corruption. We have already shown that there is as

much justification for a dynamic understanding of nnv

which relates it to the "conflagration" in the apocalypse

as there is for the "realm of the dead" in the introduction.

Furthermore, the judgement scene is catastrophic and not

forensic. Also there appears to be no clear indication

that n.n® is past-judgement and therefore a place of

punishment.

nno (cf. - fni® : Jeremiah 2.6, 18.20,22; Proverbs

22.14? 23.27; nn•>v : Psalm 57.7, 119.85) is regarded by

most authorities as a noun formed from .mv = 'sink down'

and signifying 'pitr, often synonymous with the realm of

the dead. nnw in the Scrolls shows some divergence

from its old Testament meaning and could well mean 5 cor¬

ruption * or 'destruction' based on the verb nnv = 'corrupt'

1. "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll," IEJ 6 (1956),
p. 97.

2. " Sal1at in the Qumran Literature," Bib. 39 (1958), pp.
61t66. However, Murphy in the passage before us states
that it is clear that it is conceived as the realm of the
dead. He regards as more important the question whether
it has taken on the notion of a place of punishment.
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\

The LXX translates the twenty-three occurrences of

nnc? in the Old Testament by cpGopd (or its compounds

diacpGopd or namcpGopdc ) eleven times (in addition

seven other alternative readings occur in Aquila, Symmachus

or Theodotion); Gccvauoc; (all in Job) five times; j356pOQ

(Psalm 7.16; 94.13; Proverbs 26.27); punoq (Job 9.31); there

is no Greek equivalent for nn® in Isaiah 38.17, "... but

thou hast held back my life from 'bo run? " (iXX-stlou yccp

qou tt)v trux'()v, '(vet q?) &7t6\r)mi ). A ninth-tenth century
MS (Barber, gr. 549) in the Vatican Library reads qi)

*

6iacp0etpou . = cpQopd occurs in an interesting

reading in Micah 2.10 where the Word of the Lord which came

to the prophet commands the people to arise and go ...

"because of uncleanness that destroys with a grievous

destruction" ( ; LXX- 6eecp0apr)T£ cpOopqb ;

cf. Proverbs 28.10; Daniel 3.25 (92); Wisdom 1.14). No

Hebrew fragments from Sirach containing nrnz? survive from

the Cairo C-eniza or Masada in order that we might compare it

and its Greek equivalents (cf. Sirach 21.10, 28.6, 34 (31).5,

39.30).

In the Scrolls, strong reminiscences of the traditional

understanding of nnw = 'pit* occur in the following

passages:- (i) IQH'3.18, "The doors of nnw close upon the

one pregnant with injustice and the eternal bars (
□ bny ) upon all the spirits of the Viper (or vanity)"

(3.17); we note the prison aspect of Sheol in Isaiah 38.10,
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Jonah 2.7, Psalm 9.14 and 107.18, Job 38.17); (ii) IQE5.6,

"Thou wouldst not abandon me in the (evil) designs of my

imagination, but thou hast succoured my life from n.nu "

(cf. Jonah 2.6; Psalm 103.4; Job 33.18,30); (iii) IQH'

8.28f, "^/And confu7sion was upon me like those who go down
to Sheol, and among the dead my spirit searched; for /my7
li/fe/ reached to nnv " (cf. Psalm 88.4f-f, 77.7; see

IQH7 2.17, nmu ); (iv) IQS 11.13, "If my distress breaks

open, he will draw back my soul from nnu and establish

my steps on the path" (cf. Psalm 116.8).

The Rule Scroll uses the expression nn®

parallel to ,nVy.n 'wjk (IQS 9.l6f) and parallel to

nViy •'vjn (IQS 10.19f; see also 9.22). The

Damascus Document changes the expression to nnt? 'an

(OD 6.15, 13.14). R.E. Murphy believes that overtones of

corruption definitely appear when an® is the epexegetical

genitive of 'breakers1, or 'birth pains' ( , IQH

3.12); 'arrows' , IQH' 3.16,27); 'traps' ( ms ,

IQH 3.26); and 'snares' ( , OD 14.2 and IQH 2.21)
where violent men ( a ■>•> -jj? ) have sought the soul of

the author. They are also a no tid = 'council of

deceit' and a my = 'congregation of Belial',

2.22). In IQS 4.12-14 the final visitation of the wicked

consists of "an abundance of torments by the hand of all

the angels of destruction ( Van -okVd Vo ta )

1. Op. cit., p. 61.
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for everlasting destruction ( nn® ) by the furious wrath

of the God of vengeance" (cf. Isaiah 54.16; CD 216f).

'Corruption' or 'destruction' is a more applicable trans¬

lation 'of nnu? in the above passages. See also the damaged

portion of IQH 13.5 where man's destinies are either to

"peace" or "corruption" ( nmpi m1?®'? ); and

IQH frag. 45.2, ( £_ j nyp nn®1? [—-J ) =
'for corruption in the time of his iniquity'.

Other evidence of the idea of corruption in the Scrolls.

The ordinance during the time of wickedness
( ywin fp ) for all who are converted from his
corrupted way ( nnrnpjn 'Dma ) prescribes
for the initiate to take upon himself the oath
of the covenant (CD 15.7). During the period the
sectarian is to walk in the ordinances and precepts
of the sect, it is a time of wickedness (CD 6.10,
12.23; IQH frag. 45.2). The pesher of Habakkuk
1.11 concerns the rulers of the Kittim who one

after another come to corrupt the ear /th —z7
(iQpH 4.13). A liturgical prayer in tEe War
Scroll which seems to be prescribed for the battle
acknowledges, "Thou hast created Belial to corrupt
(or, to destroy - nncV ), (who is) the angel
of adversity, and in the darknesss7 of his £&o-

- minion7 ana in his counsel (he exists) to occasion
wickedness and to cause guilt. And all the spirits
of his lot are angels of destruction (

3an ). They walk in the precepts of dark¬
ness and their craving is united toward it (dark¬
ness)" (IQM 15.1 If).1 The author of one of the
hymns in the Hodayoth speaks out, "The Mighty

1. A. Dupont-Sommer, G. Vermes and others translate
nns?1? = 'for the Pit'. The context is quite clear

that nn® has parallels in y5una1? = 'to occasion
wickedness' and = 'to cause guilt'. E„ lohse -
1zum Verderben'; H. Bardtke - 'einer Fanggrube des
Anfeindungsschaft'; J. van der Ploeg - 'pour ruiner';
Y. Yadin - 'to corrupt'.
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( D'Tjna ) have encamped against me; they
encircled me (reading ijnaao for nino )
with all their weapons of war, and they dispersed
arrows for which there is no healing and the
spearhead became as a fire (reading ukd for

) devouring trees; and like the com¬
motion of many waters is the roar of their voice,
a storm and a downpour to destroy (or corrupt)
many men. Delusion ( nvsx , cf. Isaiah 59.5)
and vanity break forth to the stars in the
raising up of their waves" (IQHJ 2.25-28). Cor¬
ruption is depicted here in an unusual cosmic
dimension. In two Hodayoth fragments, 4.6 and
45.3, the hiph, participle of nnt? is found in
juxtaposition to 70® = TSatan*. Although S.
Holm-Nielsen denies in frag. 4.6 any mention of
a personal devil, it is obvious from the previous
line IQHf 45.2, L _/ i ^ 11 ty nyn nnc?1? y =
'for corruption in the time of his iniquity',
that the reference is to the destroying angel.
ii'nM became a proper name for the destroying

angel.1
K.G. Kuhn lists Van = *perditior seven

times.2 The sectarians hear that God is merciful
to those converted from transgression, but
"strength and might and great wrath in the midst
of the flames of fire by the hand of (reading

~r'- for ) all the angels of destruction
upon all rebellious of the way ..." (CD 2.6;
cf. IQS 4.12; IQM 13.12). yiaa Van -
rgrievous destruction* occurs three times (reading

yo/oj Van for 7™ in IQH 3.11)
in IQH 3.3 (?)-18. But rdoIor parturientis' fits
the context in 3.9 n->?ana rriYn = 'she
suffers distress through her pangs* as Kuhn lists
it. A third meaning, Van = 'funis? is
certainly possible in 3.9 Vise? 'Vana =
* in the cords of Sheol': cf. Psalm 18.5, 116.3;
IQH 3.28). In fact the notion of "restriction"
is pertinent, for the wondrous counsellor escapes
from it (3.9f) while the one pregnant with
injustice and the spirits of the Viper are in¬
carcerated (3.18). It is impossible to do
justice in translating Van by only one meaning
in thid section, for the notions of 'nerditio'.

1. S-B III, pp. 412f; see Exodus 12.23, Isaiah 54.16,
Jeremiah 4.7 and Proverbs 28.24, Jubilees 49.3.

2. Konkordanz ...
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* dolor parturientis7 and 'funis ' are all present.
The original author may have intended it this way.

The Damascus Document in referring to Israel's
present infidelity records "In the time of the
desolation of the land ( . yiKn ypi ),
those who remove the boundary ( u'dd
Vinn

, ) rose up and led Israel astray" (CD
5.20-6.1; cf. 19.15ff).
While the Damascus Document is more nationalistic

the Rule Scroll appears more universal. It is
not just Israel which is described as ravaged, but
in the Rule Scroll it is the world ( bon )
which "has defiled itself in the ways of.wickedness
under the dominion of injustice until the
appointed time of the filial judgement" (IQS 4.19f).
The elect will be cleansed of every spirit of
injustice and filled with the spirit of holiness
and truth (4.20f). Also defilement by the spirit
of defilement will come to an end (4.21f)l But
God has chosen the elect for an everlasting cove¬
nant (4.22; cf. IQS 1.18,23; 2.19; 3.22,23; IVQma6)
Parallel to "the dominion of Belial" (IQM 14.9)

is the phrase "the mysteries of his animosity"
( moo© m ). The divine favour given to
the remnant during this period is also described:
"(_God) has caused his (Belial's) spirit of
/des/iruction to depart from /us —~7«" The
mysteries of (Belial's) animosity are reminiscent
of the mysteries taught by the Watchers in which
the earth was desolated "having been corrupted by
the works of the teaching of Azazel" (I Enoch
10.7). The author's enemies in IQH' 5.36 "have
changed the works of God by their works of guilt
according to the mysteries of transgression
( yea 'n ) (cf. IQH frag. 50.5; 27 (The
Book of Mysteries) 1.1.2; 13.3 - a "inn 'm ;
II Thessalonians 2.7 - puaxpptov xpg avoptag .

Correspondingly the mysteries of God counteract
wickedness (IQM 3.9; 14.14; 16.11; 17.9; IQS 4.18;
11.3,5; IQHr9.23; CD 3.18).

We have seen that there is ample evidence for the

doctrine of corruption in the Scrolls. That nnu comes

to convey this dynamic character is no different from the

development of Sheol = 'realm-of-the-dead' to an existential

evil power.
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7 i tix i *71ku (line 20)
b-mw = !the realm of the dead' came to be used as

a metaphor for "death" or "extreme danger" in the Old

Testament. After the exile Sheol underwent a sequence of

incisive changes: (a) belief in the resurrection (Sheol

was no longer the final resting place); (b) retribution

of the righteous and the wiclced; (c) immortaliiy (the souls

of the righteous proceed to Sheol after death to await

the resurrection): (d) a place of punishment for the
2

ungodly. The dead are described as "souls" or "spirits"

which survive as individual conscious beings—no longer

as "shades". Moral distinctions appear. Existence in

Sheol is regarded as an intermediate state prior to judge¬

ment. Sheol is divided up into compartments corresponding
3

to the spiritual condition of the dead who go there,

ccdrig is the usual Greek rendering for Sheol in the LXX.

In Revelation 6.8, 20.14 (cf. II Baruch 56.6; I Corinthians

1. "Sheol" and "death" are frequently found together, often
in parallel (II Samuel 22.6; Isaiah 28.15, 18; 38.18;
Hosea 13.14; Psalm 6.6; 18.6; 89.49; 116.3; Proverbs
5.5; 7.27; Song of Solomon 8.6). "Sheol", along with
"death", is understood almost as a "power"-—an evil force.
Psalm 89.49 and Hosea 13.14 speak of the "power of Sheol"
( 1KD I1 ).

2. J. Jeremias, TDNT. Vol. I (1963), under ccbrjc; , p. 147.

3. D.S. Russell, The Method and Message of Jewish Apoca¬
lyptic (1964), pp. 357-3b57
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15.55), in what is a reverting to their original nature,

ctSrjg and S&vaxor are personified powers.

Passages where 'mxc occurs in the Scrolls are found

mainljr in the Hodayoth (cf. IVQ No. 184, frag. 1,3 - see

ch. Ill, p. 79).

IQH! 3.9f For in the painful contractions of death she
delivers a male,

And in the pangs of Sheol there bursts forth
from the womb of the pregnant one a wondrous
counsellor.

IQH 3.16 In the painful contractions of the waters,
In the roar of their voice,
And_in their being in tumult are opened Sh/eo7l
/and A/badd/on; al7l the arrows of corruption
/follow) with their pursuit.1

IQH 3.19f For thou hast delivered my soul from the Pit (or
corruption).

And from Sheol Abaddon thou hast brought me up
to an eternal height.

t

IQH 6.17f The rivers of Eden (as subject?, line 16 ...
... (reach) as far as Sheol.

IQH 8.28f - - to bitterness and incurable pain without
_restraint,
/ it mur/murs^ upon me as those descending
to Sheol,

And among the dead my spirit searches,
For it reaches to the Pit.

IQH 9.4 — painful contractions of death ana Sheol
upon (my) couch.

IQH"10.33f And my groaning goes as far as the depths,
And in the chambers of Sheol it searches
altogether,

IQH 17.13 /-—7 "the foundations of the mountains and

1 . V/io ?nnio_7 inns'

2. - na^n'
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_the fire /—-/
7"—7 nethermost Sheol.

Vikv in the Scrolls appears to advance the old-

Sheol doctrine of the Old Testament only if we include the

"gates of the Pit" (or "destruction" - nns? )
which are around the one pregnant with injustice and the

"eternal bars" ( aViy'mnn ) which are around all

the spirits of vanity (IQH 3.18; cf. frag. No. 27 1, 1.5

in cave 1). These expressions then truly belong to Sheol
1

as an eschatological place of punishment. ' The notion of

"extreme danger" prevails. In IQH 3.9f, "The pains of

Sheol" ( Vise 'Van ) are parallel to the "breakers of

death" ( ma 'in©a ) and are most likely instrumental
2 —

in the birth of the wondrous counsellor. When "Sh/eo7l

^and Abaddon7" are opened up in order to hurl destruction-

bringing arrows (IQH 3.16), the author is intent to picture

death near at hand (the end-time catastrophe?). Sheoi

and Abaddon are hot only metaphors for extreme danger;

they appear as active, engaging, powerful forces of

destruction (cf. Matthew 16.18). IQH' 6.17' describes either

1. Cf. P. Notscher, TTQT, p. 160.

2. Vine? and ma may be superlatives, cf. D.W. Thomas,
"A Consideration of Some Unusual Ways of Expressing the
Superlative in Hebrew," VT 3, pp. 209-222.

3. Cf. 0. Betz, "Die Geburt ..., "p. 316.



an eschatological restoration which, is so thorough that

the "waters of Eden" reach to Sheol, or Sheol may merely "be

used figuratively (cf. Psalm 139.8; Amos 9.2). IQH' 8.28f,

9.4, and 10.33f picture the present afflictions of the

author as compared to some contact with the threat of

Sheol (= death; cf. IQH 6.24; II Samuel 22.6; Psalm 18.6,

30.4, 86.3, 1 16,3; Jonah 2.6; Jo"b 17.13). The presence

of the word "chambers" bnstz? mn f IQH 10.34) does

not necessarily reveal a familiarity with the spatial

development of Sheol but is more probably a figurative use

(cf. Proverbs 7.27). The lacunae in IQH 17.13 make any

interpretation difficult: u/j~~z7 "the foundations of the
mountains and fire in the nethermost Sheol ( Vikui

"n'nnn )..." Nethermost Sheol may not refer to the

bottom of Sheol, but to its totality (cf. Job 11.8 and

Song of Solomon 8.6).

jnis is a relatively late word of the Old Testament

found only in the Wisdom literature (Psalm 88.12; Proverbs

15.11; Job 26.6, 28.22, 31.12).1 Abaddon in the Old Test¬

ament belongs to the world of the dead (parallel to the

"grave" in Psalm 88.12 and to "Sheol" in Job 26.6; in jux¬

taposition to "Sheol" in Proverbs 15.11, 27.20, and to

"death" in Job 28.22). There is no significant indication

1. BDB.
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that Abaddon is an eschatological place of punishment in

the Old Testament. Its root tis means rto perishf; the

LXX renders it by &mu}As ia = ^destruction'. The angel of

the Abyss who is over the "locusts" in Revelation 9.11 has

"the name Abaddon in Hebrew, and in Greek he is called

Apollyon".

amooAs tcx , representing jnas , probably came to be
a terminus technicus. Matthew 7.13 reads, "Enter by the

narrow gate; for the gate is wide and the way is easy that

leads into destruction (elq dmcbAsiav )" (cf. Acts

8.20; Romans 9.22; I Timothy 6.9; Hebrews 10.39; Revelation

17.8,11). Philippians 3.19 reads, "Their end is 'destruction'

... But our commonwealth is in heaven." A scrutiny of

amcoAet-a in the Apocryphal writings results in finding only

one verse where eschatological punishment is possibly

associated, girach 36.8 reads, "Let him who survives

be consumed in'the wrath of fire (ev opyrj mupdc;), and may

those who harm thy people meet 'destruction' (amtoAs iccv)".

In apocalyptic literature we read in I Enoch 51.1, "...

and Sheol also shall give back what it has received, and
-1

hell (= 'destruction' or 'Abaddon' ) shall give back

that which it has received." Sheol and Abaddon here

equal the intermediate state. Abaddon along with Sheol

1. R.H. Charles, A & P II, p. 218 fn.

\
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and darkness is the final inheritance for the sinners and

transgressors in the Psalms of Solomon 14.6(9). J. Viteau

translates 'la perdition', which, as he comments in a

footnote, " ... consiste essentiellement a etre separe" de
-j

la face du Seigneur pour toujours"; (cf. 12.8; Proverbs

15.11, 27.20; Job 21.30, 28.22; Matthew 7.13, 8.12, 25.45-

46; II Peter 2.17; Philippians 3.19; Revelation 17.8,11).

When jnas is used as a nomen pronrium it is the place

of damnation = Gehenna; otherwise it signifies 'destruction'.
In the Odes of Solomon 28.5 (Syr) j^J = 'destruction'
(cf. 33.2,8).

In the Rabbinical literature, Ben 'Azzai (c.110) in

Derekh 'Erec 2 has said that one of the four things that

a man "who sins no more in eternity" places before his

eyes ana takes to heart is the exit "into Sheol and into
3

Abaddon in Gehenna in order to be burned in fire". R.

Jehoschuac b. Levi (c.250) in cEr 19^ names "Abaddon"
« 4

among the seven names which Gehenna carries.' The Midrash

of Ecclesiastes 5.8 reads, "The soul of (Caesar) Titus

escaped to Abaddon to eternal abomination" (to eternal

1. les Psaumes de Salomon (1971), p. 327.

2. S^B III, p. 810.

3. Ibid. IV (2), p. 1091 .

4- Ibid. Ill, p. 810.
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-j
destruction—( abiy ■ps-ii1? ); cf. Daniel 12.2).

Abaddon (or * destruction) appears in both Hebrew and

Aramaic forms in the Scrolls. In addition to our passage

the Hebrew occurs in a fragment of the W.ar Scroll (IQM
\

f 9.3) with the suffix waw, and can only take the meaning

'destruction'. In a greatly mutilated portion of the

Hodayoth (IQH 3.16) it is in juxtaposition to "Sh/eo/l"
and appears to be an active engaging force of destruction

(cf. Matthew 16.18).^ In IQH 3.22 jn:s is most likely

parallel to . nirsn = 'Abyss'. Both are metaphors which

describe the extent of the fiery streams of Belial. The

Aramaic form is found in the Genesis Apocryphon. In

column XII there is evidently a doxology "to the Lord of

the heavens, to the Most High God, to the Great Holy One,

who rescued us from destruction" ( sms ] o ).
\

It is possible to understand jrtck in apposition
*

to ?IN® . A. Dupont-Sommer considers that these two
3

words are practically synonymous. Most scholars hold that

Sheol and Abaddon are in construct.^ H.-W. Kuhn states that

1 . Ibid.

2. See above in list of ' 'juu ' passages, p. 110.

3. "Le livre des Hymnes decouvert pres de la Mer Morte
(IQH).," Sem 7 (1957), p. 38 fn.

4. Sheol and Abaddon are nowhere combined in the Old Test¬
ament in the construct case. S. Holm-Nielsen (op. cit.,
p. 66) in noting this finds that these two wards occur/...
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7 t-inn Vise? is to be comprehended as a pleonasmus

where j nos is rendered as an expression for the realm

of the dead and not merely 'destruction' (Untergang).

However, when piox indeed emphasises the notion of

'destruction' the meaning of nn© = 'corruption/destruction'
is reinforced. That corruption and destruction belong to

the same complex idea we see exemplified in the story of

Joseph and Aseneth 7.6 where drcooAstoc and 6ta90opd are in

juxtaposition. H. Bardtke senses judgement or perdition
2

and qualifies Sheol as "Scheol der Verdamnis". Further¬

more if the deliverance has any connection at all with

the final judgement of fire inas forcibly needs to be

translated with as strong a meaning as possible: 'des¬

truction ' .

As the apocalypse (lines 26-36) is concerned with the

destruction of the world as a whole, the introduction (lines

19-23) describes the security ana destiny of the author who

is delivered from destruction. Three expressions high-

occur in parallel phrases in Job 26.6, and they are in
juxtaposition in Proverbs 15.11 and 27.20 ( mos ).
We may also note that Abaddon and 'death' ( mo ) are in
juxtaposition in Job 28.22; Abaddon and the 'grave'
( nop ) are in parallel in Psalm 88.12.

1 . On. cit;l, p. 44 fn.

2. Examples of other scholars are: 'Sheol of Abaddon' -
M. Mansoor, A. Dupont-Sommer, E. Lohse; 'Sheol Abaddon'
- M. Black; 'Sheol and its depths' - H.E. Del Medico;
'the slough of Hell' - T. Gaster; 'the Abyss of Sheol'
-S. Holm-Nielsen; 'Hell of Abaddon' - G. Vermes.
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light this description: (a) an = 'eternal

height', (h) iio = 'eternal council', and (c)
dVi; Vtu = 'eternal lot'. We will turn our

attention to these expressions shortly, hut first we must

examine oViy = 'eternal', the attributive which they

have in common.
t

Excursus : 0*7 ip

Outside of Ecclesiastes 3.11 (and possibly 1.10)
1

aviy is never rendered in the Old Tes-tament as an

independent substantive, but always only in connection with

the prepositions jo , iy , and 5 or, in substitution

of this construction, as an adverbial accusative — res-
2

pectively as the nomen rectum of a construct-connection.

However, by the end of the first century A.D. the currency

of the expressions "this age" ( run oViyn ) and

"the future age" ( xnn obnyn ) is well established.'5
How a? i? is used in the Qumran Scrolls compared to its

use in the Old Testament and in apocalyptic writings as

an eschatological expression is the subject of our present

analysis.

1. Most scholars (among them Gesenius, Orelli, Konig
relate aViy to the root = 'to hide, conceal1
and translate it 'the hidden, veiled, or unknown time'.

2. E. Jenni, "Das Wort colam im Alten Testament (I),"
ZAW 64 (1952-53), p. 246.

3. G. Dalman, The Words of Jesus (1902), p. 151.
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E. Jenni notes that late liturgical language shows

above all the tendency for comparison, doubling and accu¬

mulation of expressions with a3iy • Yet the concept of
1

eternity = Tduration of time' is not thereby altered.

V/hen we examine the four major non-Biblical sectarian

writings (IQS, IQM, IQH and CD) we find that in the War

Scroll a*ny is found only in the genitive. In the

Rule Scroll QViy iyl a\>iyn occurs in IQS 2.1;

D'a'jiy ny in IQS 4.1. All other times in

the Rule Scroll Dbny is in the genitive. The only unique

expression appears to be found in the Hodayoth where all

other cases are in the singular. iy 'oViyV occurs

in IQH 1.8, 7.31, 11.25, 13.1,13 ( —_7»a!nyV in 1.31

and IQH frag. 23.2; Ty ->aViy [-—-J in 17.28). The

construct of aViy is found in Isaiah 45.17, where Israel

"shall not be put to shame or humiliated forever" ( iy

iy 'oViy ). A continuance into the future world

is not meant in this passage. We might compare IQH 7.29b-31:

7.29b, 30 All thy sons of truth thou bringest into
_forgiveness before thee,
/To clea/nse them of their transgressions
Through~the wealth of thy goodness and thy
abundant me/i/cy,

31 To present them before thee forever ( ^a^yV
iy . ).

The possibility of a continued attendance before God on

into the future world exists here, but o3iy does not

^• Op. cit., p. 247.
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1
necessarily carry the burden o'f proof.

Compared to the twelve occurrences of the plural of

o^iy in the whole of the Old Testament, there are nearly

twice as many occurrences in the War Scroll alone. Only
2

two timea here is aV-jy found in the singular. In the

Rule Scroll the plural of a'piy as a genitive of a con-

struct-connection is found almost exclusively in the first

portion of the writing, while the singular of the same con¬

struction (occurring almost as many times) is found in the

latter. The constructs of nVo = 'destruction' (or 'con¬

summation') and nna = 'covenant' are found with

o1? "iy both in the singular and plural. We have already

noted that in the Hodayoth the plural occurs only in the

expression '' [-\y] 'aViy/V/ ' . Once in the Damascus
Document the plural of cany occurs. God knows " ...

the number, and the exact date of the durations (of life)

for all the occurrences of the ages" ( naoai

1. P. Not seller calls Dbny , ty , ns a "formal ex¬
pressions for a long, possibly incessant continuance which
also can extend into the after-life and upon the future
world" TTQT, pp. 152f).

2. Among the restrictions which prevent one from going
into battle is "a life-long blemish in the flesh"
( nwa o^iy a in : IQM 7.4). God will make for
himself an eternal name ( n^y du ) among the people
he has redeemed (IQM 11.14).

3. a'7'5>' nboV " , IQS 5.13; n'aViy ,

2.15; oViy nna in'1? 5.6; n'naV
avhy , 4.22.
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□'oViy 'in onup c7iiDi ); CD 2.10). In the

Old Testament the plural of aViy does not signify a

multiple number of "Aeons" or ages. E. Jenni calls it a

climactic-plural and holds that it is fairly synonymous

1
with the singular. The same assessment can be made for

these four Qumran scrolls.

The idea of "Aeons". Among the discoveries from Cave
4 at Qumran were fragments from the boolc of Jubilees. The
only published fragments to date reveal portions of Jubilees
21 .22-24,2 27.19-21 , 35.8-10, 36.12(?)•3 It is well known
that apocalyptic Judaism re-wrote their history in terms of
epochs or long periods of time. This midrashic tendency is
certainly true in Jubilees (cf. 1.26), whence it received
its name.4 Although Jubilees does not project these periods
into the "future world" there is some indication of an

after-life in 23.31.5 In yp the Qumran sectarians had a
word which has developed from the Old Testament and came
to mean 'epoch' (or 'cycle') besides 'time'.0 In CD 4.10,
"in the consummation of the epoch" ( vpn trWa ) is
followed by "according to the number of these years"

1. E. Jenni, op. cit., p. 246.

2. J.T. Milik, "Autres Fragments de 4Q*. Jub"^, Da, phyl I,"
RB 73 (1966), p. 104.

3. O.P. Barthelemy and J.T. Milik, DJD (I) (1955), pp. 83f.

4. 'Ot 'It6j3r)AocTot as early as Epiphanius (Eaer. XXXIX.6).
5. See translation above, chapter II. p. 22.

6. TP , from ysp = 'to cut off', literally means' end!.
The contextual variances in the Old Testament are numerous:

(i) In the majority of instances yp means 'conclusion' -
(a) a definite time, Numbers 13.25; (b) an indefinite
time, I Kings 17.7; (c) cessation of life, Genesis 6.13;
(d) general cessation of activity, Ecclesiastes 12.12.
(ii) Geographical extremity, II Kings 19.23 (= Isaiah
37.24). (iii) Limit, Psalm 119.96. (iv) The time before
the end where the consciousness of its close proximity
and inevitability is stressed - "Now the end is upon you,
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( nvxn a'awn -13do1? ).1 in iqh 1.24 we find
the phrase "for all perpetual times" ( - . »Sp

n;s:i ) followed hy "and (for) the numbered cycles of
the everlasting years in all their appointed times"
( bnon ubny '3b nana maapm

ap-s-73?3a ) a The same phrase, only this time preceded
by nlny nyV (its parallel?), is found in IQSb 4.26.
Here the blessing is upon the sectarian who is "in the

and I will let loose my anger upon you and I will judge
you according to your ways," Ezekiel 7.3 (cf. Ezekiel
7.6; see also 7.2; Lamentations 4.18). (v) What is
beyond the end - "What is my end, that I should be patient
Job 6.11 (cf. Psalm 39.5,7"). (vi) Apocalyptic. pp has
come to have the meaning 'end time' - even 'the time of
the end'. Only in Daniel is tp used this way. Up
to now there has been little doubt what pp meant in its
various contexts, but now in Daniel eschatological con¬
fusion sets in. We find such an expression as "at the
end of the times" ( o'nyn ypn ) (followed by 'years'
which in apposition = 'after some years') 11.13, which
is not difficult to understand. But TP and ny reverse
and we meet the expression, "the vision is for the time
of the end", 8.17 (cf. 11.35,40; 12.4,9); or "the
appointed time of the end", 8.17 (cf. 11.27). Then we
meet the expression, "until when is the time of (these)
wonders?" ( mioan pp ), 12.6. Here TP almost
means 'beginning', finally, at the end of the book, the
angel tells Daniel, "Go your way until the end; and you
shall rest, and shall stand in your allotted place at
the end of the days," 12.13. In the Scrolls the instances
where TP is qualified by an attributive in a construct-
connection it is nearly identical to ncxipoq in terms of
"quality" and nearly identical to ay in terms of
"duration". Also a sense of the "present" is unmistakable
following are some examples:- "time of wickedness"
IOpH' 5.7; CD 6.10,14; 12.23; 15.7); "time of wrath"
IQH 3.28; IVQ pHos 1.12; CD 1.5); "time of judgement"
(IQH" 6.29); "time of (God's) glory" (IQH 12.22): "time
of divine favour" (IQH frag.9.8; IQ Ho. 34 3.25); "time
of (an) appointed festival" IQpH' 11.6); "time of the
devastation of the land" (CD 5.20); et al. The meaning
'conclusion' is also preserved. We find "until hie end"
(i.e. the angel of darkness), IQS 3.23; "God has det¬
ermined an end for wickedness," IQS 4.18 (cf. 4.25). The
notion of 'limit' occurs in IQH 6.31.

1. The same phrase occurs in C$ 4.8f without isoo
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i

company of the angels of the presence". The Scrolls
also spealc of the "last time" ( jnnsn yPn ) which
"delays" (lQpH'7.12; see also 7.7; IQS 4.16).2

Among the rather frequent occurrences of a 7 iy

in the genitive two interesting expressions occur in the

hymn section of the Rule Scroll, IQS 1l.36-9a: Kim

cPiy = 'Eternal Being' (or 'that which is eternal')

(lines 4a and 5c);

oViy nrnu = 'eternal possession' (line 7b).

IQS 11.3 Bor from the fountain of His knowledge He has
opened His light,

And my eyes seel within His wonders,
And the light of my heart, within the myste/rv7

4 which has come to pass and which is eternal.4
The support of my right hand is over
strong rock, _

The way of my steps which does not tremble
before anything.

1. See also the phrases amPiy 9 sp 3 m 3 (IQS
4.16), 13? n'p !?n (IQSb 5.18), and nmipn

-ry 9spi a9aw (IQM 10.15).

2. P. Notscher (TTQT, p. 168) comments that if TP by it¬
self alone would already be the "end", then the attri¬
butive inns would be unintelligible or at least
redundant.

3. Cf. Psalm 99.4, i.e. "have the power of sight" (BDB).

4. Or this line may be divided: "That v/hich is eternal
(or the Eternal Being) is the support of my right hand;
over strong rock is the way of my steps ..." P. Wernberg-
M/ller (The Manual of Discipline, 1957, p. 151) states
that the phraseology of CD 2.10 and 13.8 shows that
Kim (Aramaic) should not be separated from nmj .

In line 5a o?iy Knn is found all alone.

5. We see the root yn = 'tremble', 'quake' in the cor¬
rupted text Kiry it9 with E. Lohse, G. Vermes et al.



5 For the truth of God is the rock of my steps,
And His might is the support of my right hand.

From the fountain of His righteousness is my
judgement,

A light in my heart from His wondrous mysteries;
. 6 In that which i3 eternal have my eyes beheld

wisdom which is hidden from mankind,
, - Knowledge and prudent discretion, from the sons

of man,
A fountain of righteousness and a reservoir of

7 might
Together with a refuge of glory (are absent) from
the council of flesh.

God has given them to those whom He has chosen as
an eternal possession,

8 And has made them share in the lot of the Holy One
And with the sons of heaven He has joined their
assembly for a united counsel

And a foundation of a holy edifice,
9 For an eternal plantation with every occurring age

Scholars are about evenly divided whether to translate the

first occurrence of □ 'my mm (line 4a) as referring

to God, as a substitute for the divine tetragrammaton, or

1
as a unique expression for eternity.

1. literally, 'the befalling of eternity'. The verb occurs
in the imperative in Job 37.6: God commands the snow,
"Fall to the earth" (1XX = ytvou ski tpg yqg ). Koehler
and Baumgartner arrive at the conclusion that Kin (from

nun (i) = 'fall') is spelt with an k in order to diffe
entiate it from mn (II) = 'become'. mn in Aramaic
is the same as the Biblical Hebrew = 'happen', 'ex¬
ist', 'be'. There are copious examples of mn in the
Aramaic sections of Daniel and Ezra (especially the infin-
ative: Daniel 2.20, 28f; Egra 4.12f, etal.). The Hebrew
mn = 'become' is found in Ecclesiastes 11.5 with an

apocopated imperfect form (for with K otiosum):
Kin' nur ; ' in } Kin , mn in later Hebrew meant

'to exist', 'to become', 'to occur', 'to come to pass';
or 'to dwell upon', 'to discuss'; and in the pa. 'to
produce', Jastrow's Dictionary. Besides amy sun
= 'the Deity' (A. Dupont-Sommer in both line 4a and 5,
G. Vermes, E. lohse et al.) we find 'that which is eternal
(M. Burrows), 'that which is forever' (A.R.C. Leaney),
'(what) is happening forever' (P. Wernberg-Miller),
etal. Gf. Sirach 48.25.
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The only rendering of DViy as an independent sub¬

stantive in the Old Testament, as we noted above, occurs
i

in Ecclesiastes 3.11, a much-disputed passage. Because

in the passage before us is used in a positive

sense, the limitation by Qoheleth provides an excellent

contrast. Qoheleth (3.11) declares:-

(C-od) has made everything beautiful in its time;
also He has placed eternity ( abnyn ns ) ±n man's
heart - yet not so that man may find out the work which
God has done from the beginning to the end.

2
The meaning of the crux a'yiyn was disputed very early.

As for modern views we will present a summary by H.J.

Blieffert as a contrast to o'piy in the passage before us:

1. Fragments of Ecclesiastes have been found in cave 4 at
Qumran; J. Muilenburg, "A -Qoheleth Scroll from Qumran"
BASOR 135 (Oct. 1954), pp. 20-28.

2. R. Gordis, Koheleth - The Man and his World (1962), p.
221:- (i) eternity (thus LXX ccluv )'; (ii) from the
root n1?? = 'hide' (thus the Targum = nan nau ?

'the ineffable Name of God'); hence 'ignorance' of the
day of death (cf. the Talmudic phrase ins Tb>i?n ,

Ker. 4.2 - 'in a single state of unconsciousness'; (iii)
as the equivalent of the Arabic cognate which means
'knowledge'; (iv) 'world', as in later Hebrew (cf. Sirach
3.18- Hebrew fragment) - cf. footnote 1, page 127 below.
We cite a few examples from Midrash Rabbah on Ecclesiastes
3.11: R. Benjamin in the name of R. Levi said, "Also he
has set abnvn in their heart": " nans
he has set in their heart" - R. Berekiah and R. Abbahu
add, "and a love of children"; R. Nathan said, "a dread
of the angel of death ( n van inVa invna )
he has set in their heart"; R. Ahwah b. R. Zera said,
" 0 9 iyn should be raad as (concealed), which
means that the Ineffable Name was concealed from them."
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One renders oViy = 'futixre' and thereby he
means the impulse to search for the "dark future"
(Siegfried) or "the hidden" (Unbreit and Bickell);
or the fact that God has taught man to wait and hope
(Kohler). Man is given a directed aspiration for
eternity (Delitzsch; also Vahldieck, Kuhn, Vischer)
or a possibility to envisage eternity (Wildeboer);
"notio aeternitatis" (Grimm); "notititia Dei natural-
is insita" (Zockle'r). □b'Ty is therefore regarded
according to the above interpretations as something
divine in man—even the image of God from the creation
story (Hertzberg). God has bound man internally
with Himself (Eichroat). The inner impulse of human
nature corresponds with the divine administration of
the world, as with Stoic philosophy (Siegfried and
Pfleiderer). The fact that God has placed a veil over
man's understanding means that He has restricted the ^
human possibility of knowledge from the first (Haupt).

There is some likelihood that the author of the hymn

before us (IQS 1*1) has in mind the words of the angel to

Daniel, "Go your way, Daniel, for the words are shut up

and sealed until the time of the end ... none of the wicked

shall understand, but those who are wise shall understand"

(Daniel 12.9f). In Ecclesiastes 3.11 eternity ( nbnvn )
in man's heart fails to give him insight into God's work

from the beginning to the end. But in the hymn of the

Rule Scroll the light of the author's heart ( miai

ui1? ) penetrates within the mystery which has come to

pass and which is eternal ( a'7U? sivn ): lines 3f).
*

The light in the author's heart is from God's wondrous

mysteries (line 5c; cf. Daniel 12.6). Here again the

mystery which is revealed is further described: "In that

\

1. H.J. Blieffert, V/eltanschauung und Gottesglaube im
Buch Kohelet (1938), pp. 26f.
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which is eternal ( ably snna ) have my eyes "beheld

wisdom which is hidden from mankind" (line 6). In contrast

to Qoheleth the author of this hymn describes a miraculous

activity which allows him to see into things eternal.

But obiy as a substantive thereby is not lifted nec¬

essarily into the future world.

The "eternal possession" ( abiy nnnK ) in
\

IQS 11.76 recalls "to possess oneself of the future age",

a popular Jewish expression whose use from the end of the
1

first century onwards can be demonstrated. II Baruch

44.13 speaks about "the inheritance of the promised age"

(Syr: ^>^30; yvLUD.j/ ) Lo L js ). In IV Ezra 6.17
the angel asks Ezra why he has not considered in his heart

"what is the future, rather than what is present (quod
* O

futurum, sed quod in praesenti)?" The origin of the

expression "the future age" may come from the LXX trans¬

lation of Isaiah 9.5 where iv is rendered xccTf)p

too pewovtoq octavoc? There appear to be no examples
v

*

1. G. Dalman, on. cit., p. 125.

2. Eleazar ben Zadok /c. 100 A.I).) has obiyn wt
Kin

, , b. Kida. 40 ; Kan abiy "n bna , b.
Sot. 7 in a Baraitha; ;on "n ,

j.Pes. 33a. Note the variety of expressions.

3. The comprehensive idea of m n > qp is the real
historical precursor to the idea of the future age—not
von Orelli's derivation from the plural a'abiy ,

according to G. Dalman, op. cit., p. 152.
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1
of "the future age" in the Apocrypha. v In I Enoch 71.15 \
the angel speaks to Enoc„h regarding the Son of Man, "He

proclaims peace in the name of the world to come ..."
(cf. 48.7).2 Further, in II Baruch 14.13 we find "the age

to come" (Syr: w L ^ ' /o>Q\.X.) opposite
/

"this age" (cf. 15.7f; 44.15). We also find "that endless

age" (Syr: \9cjdj ock opposite
"this passing age" (Syr: i ^ ) v ) J <X ) in II
Baruch 48.50 (cf. 40.3,6). Other expressions in II Baruch.
include "the new age" (Syr: il yjj lv >Av V : 44.12) and
"the immortal age" (Syr: Ay Ax? JU ; : 31 .3).
(Syr): yAAx.is further used as a time-concept in II
Baruch 16.1, 44.1 Iff, and 51.8,10. In IV. Ezra 7.50 it is

*

told to Ezra that the Most High has made not "one age hut
*2

two" (unum saeculum, sed duo). In IV Ezra 7.113, "The

Day of Judgement shall he the end of this time and the
beginning of the future immortal time" (finis temnoris

1. G. Dalman, op. cit., pp. 148f. But oViy = 'age' (or
even 'world'") is found in the Hebrew fragments of Sirach
published by S. Schechter and C. Taylor in The Wisdom of
Ben-Sira (Cambridge 1899). Sirach 16.7 mentions the
princes of old time whom God did not forgive. These "rul€
(?) the world by their power" ( aiiy nman
mil a an )—see above publ. p. 52, note 7, regarding

the difficulties with. nnrnn . Sirach 3.18a
admonishes, "Diminish your soul from all the great things
of the world" ( ^

2. Both these passages are from the "similitudes", which
is considered to be a later addition.

3. The main Latin equivalent for Greek: ocirnv and_Hebrew:
abiy is "saeculum" = 'an indefinite long time';/...
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huius et initium futuri immortalis temporis). But compare

IV Ezra 6.8b-9, where " ... Jacob's hand held the heel of
Esau from the beginning" (ab initio). The end of this age

is Esau, and the beginning of the following one is Jacob
(Einis enim huius saeculi Esau et principium sequentis Jacob:
cf. 6.7-10; 7.29). Elsewhere in IV Ezra "hoc (nraesens)
aaeculum" is opposite to "futurum saeculum" (4.2,27; 6.9;

7.12, 47, 112; 8.1f); "hoc tempus" is opposite to "futurum
tempus" (7.113; 8.52). No similar expression pertaining
to the future age is found in Jubilees or the Assumption
of Moses which are considered first century B.C. (cf. II
Enoch 56.4).^

An addition to an alleged saying of Hillel (Ab. ii.7)
declares that he who acquires for himself the words of the

law "acquires for-himself the life of the age to come"

( Knn oViyn »vn i b nap ), The earliest use

of the phrase occurs in Daniel 12.2, where "many of those
who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to
eternal life ( obny "n1? ) and some to shame, to

eternal filth". Also in Daniel the expression occurs as an

appellative to God: □Viyn 'na , 12.7;

, 4.31. In I Enoch 37.4 the author acknowledges
that from the Lord of Spirits the lot of eternal life has

time'); cf. R. Loewe, "Jerome's Rendering of c0LAM,"
Hebrew Union College Annual 22 (1949), Cincinnati, p. 271

1. o oucov outoq occurs seven times in the "genuine"/...
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been given to him (cf. 40.9, 58.3, 62.54; see also 15.4,6).

The author of the Psalms of Solomon rejoices that "those

who fear the Lord shall rise to life eternal" ( eiq
a

atmvuov ): 3. (12) 1 6; cf. 13.9). £a)f) ocIwvioq is found in

the New Testament (Matthew 19.16,21; Acts 13.46; Romans

2.7; I John 1.2; Jude 21 et al. — forty-three times in all

Having noted "eternal life" in the Old Testament, Apo¬

calyptic, and the New Testament, we present a passage from
p

cave 4 of Qumran, No. 181, 1.3b-6a. After the author ack¬

nowledges the sins of mankind resulting from their rebellion

( ormb '31? ), (line 2) from the "council of the sons

of h/eaven7 and earth" he declares:-
3

1.3b So God has performed a miracle; his glory has
brought near (some) of_the sons of the world to

.4 consider with Him in /---7» for a holy congrega¬
tion in the station unto eternal life ('tj1?

_

.5 ) and in the lot with His holy ones /_
He con7secrates4 him, each in accordance with his

"genuine" letters—Romans 12.2, I Corinthians 1.20 and
2.6(bis), 8 and 3.18, II Corinthians 4.4. (Cf. "this
present evil age", Galatians 1.4; "this age" and "the
coming evil age", Ephesians 1.21; see also Matthew 12.32,
Mark 10.30, Luke 16.8 and 18.30).

1. Cf. II Maccabees 7.9,26; IV Maccabees 15.3; II Baruch
14.13, 15.7f, 44.15, 48.50; II Enoch 65.10, 50.2, 61.2.

2. First partly published in The Annual of Leeds University
Oriental Society 4 (1962-3), Leiden 1964, pp. 3-5. Now
found in Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of Jordan V, '
ed. J.M. Allegro (1968), p. 79.

3. f hiph; cf. Deuteronomy 28.59; see also
Isaiah 28.29.

4.
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— 1 — 2
lot which he_had ca/s7t for /Jiim —-7

.6 to et/erjna./T/'i life--
Elsewhere we find the expression jjsj »>n 'per¬

petual life5 in IQS 4.7^ and CD 3.20. Those who hold on to

the firm house in Israel which did not stand in the former

times up to the present and which God has "built for them

"belong to perpetual life" (CD 3.19f). M. Black, writing

before the publication of the above fragment, No. 181

(which has the expression oViv ".n ), identified

nsj >»n with £cof) cc£covi,oq of the New Testament.^ We
find that the evidence from Scroll No. 181 which is found

in cave 4 strongly substantiates that assessment. Also,

1. Wan

3. —

4. D. Hill (Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings (1967), pp.
I68f) has a valuable note on the form a*'n . His
findings are as follows: (i) plural of mystery or
majesty - "beyond man's grasp"; (ii) intensive plural -
"the abstract idea of the qualities of the living being"
or "diversity in unity" (G.K. Cowley); (iii) abstract
plural — "the idea of the primitive tendency to attribute
vitality to various parts of the body and not to one
single source" (Brockelmann); (iv) temporal significance,
not abstract idea - "consists of successive instants or

moments or days or years" (B.C. Burkitt).

5. See above, Chapter III, p. 51, in the translation of
the "Doctrine of the Two Spirits".

6* Op. cit., p. 139. Black points out (p. 138 fn.) that
over against the "joy in eternal life" is set the fire of
the dark regions ( o'owna uk ), IQS 4.15).
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from cave 6 in No. 18 (Composition Hymnique), frag. 2

are n:s: ,-,n (line 2) and D'oViy -».n (line 5)

in the same fragment.

We conclude this section by a brief summary of our

results:-

1. Doubling and accumulation of expressions with abiy

do not alter its meaning as a duration of time.

2. The plural of which is found more frequently

in the Old Testament is synonymous with the singular.

It does not indicate "multiple ages" in the Scrolls.

TP certainly does.

3. There is no evidence that aVii? brings an other-
1

worldly spatial dimension into the picture.

4. It is nearly impossible to assess nVu? (sing, or

pi.) eschatologically when it is in the genitive —

although certain expressions would seem to ectend into

the after-life when ( aVny ) qualifies then, e.g.

mmx = 'possession', nbo = 'destruction', etc.

On the other hand, aViv with aV5n would be

redundant unless understood in an eschatological sense.
f

1. H. Sasse (TV/ITT, vol. I, under octcov , p. 204), who sees
that the spatial significance is just -as definite as the
temporal, cites habitantes saeculum (IV Ezra 8.41 etc.).
R. loewe (on. cit., pi T&9) comments that "the step from
the world duration to world is slight and atwv thus
came to be used in the latter sense, parallel in meaning
to Koapoq ."
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The interpretation of aViv as 'boundless time' stresses

its on-going character. With this definition atpiy can

apply equally well to a "this-worldly" eschatology or to

the 11 other-worldly". ( later came to mean

almost in the Platonic sense).
on = 'eternal height' (line 20)

The author is brought up from Sheol Abaddon to an

"eternal height" ( an ). Shortly after the

initial publication of the Scrolls A. Dupont-Sommer saw

in this phrase a reflection of the Essene belief recorded

by Josephus (BJ II, viii, ii) that "the soul, once detached

from the ties of the flesh ... takes its joyful flight
2

toward the height". This interpretation has since then

been much criticised. R. Laurin states that the phrase

"everlasting height" is not a reference to heaven, but '

rather connotes the security enjoyed by the author.

laurin's interpretation—especially the word "connotes"—
*

precludes any reality at all from the phrase. He in fact

insinuates that it is figurative or symbolic of something

else. J. Licht believes that "the mysticism lies in the x

\

1. Plato (Timaeus 371) distinguishes atcov = 'eternity'
from xpovoQ = 'on-going empirical time'. The combination
of bothalcov and xpovoQ probably governs our thinking
when we think of eschatological eternity.

2. The Dead Sea Scrolls (1952), p. 72.

3. "Th"e Question of Immortality in the Qumran Hodayoth, "
JSS 4 (1958), p. 346.
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1
metaphor and not in the subject". Licht sees that it is

a pregnant expression, but it is not an actual lofty place

in eternity—or that the righteous live in the "height

belonging to the corning world" (ibid.).
aVIy an does not appear in the Old Testament,

and the noun on is only found in the sense of 'pride5

apart from Proverbs 25.3 where it is used figuratively for

the 'height' (of heaven). ana , while meaning height

or elevation, may be equivalent to 'heaven' or the 'height

of heaven' (Micah 6.6; II Samuel 22.17; Psalm 18.17;

Isaiah 32.15). Isaiah 24.21 reads, "On that day the Lord

will punish the host of ana i-n ana and the kings

of earth on earth." ana is also opposite to the earth

in Isaiah 33.5 et al.; it may mean 'proud' in Psalm 56.3.

an in the Scrolls means 'pride in IQS 4.9. It is

the paragon of God's strength which at the appointed time

will shine "to the ends of ,/eternity7" (IQM 1.8), or it is

even used as an epithet of God, 'Height of Glory' ( an

*mo : IQS 10.12). It may be translated 'height'— as

the 'height' of cedars (CD 2.19), 'height' of (river-) banks

(IQ 3.29), 'height' (figuratively) of luxuries (IQH 10.30)
or wickedness (IQH frag. 5.7). In two additional fragments

of the Hodayoth we find 'pride without service' (IQH frag.

7.2), and 'a congregation of pride' (IQH frag. 55.2).

1. The Thanksgiving Scroll (in modern Hebrew) (1957), p. 84.
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Besides the passage before us o3iy an occurs

in the Book of Blessings (iQSb 5.23), "The Lord shall li^ft
y7ou to 'an eternal height' and as a tower of strength at
the elevated wall." The lacunae are numerous, but the

sense is quite olear, for from this position "you (the one

lifted up) shall exterminate the earth with your rod and

by the breath of your lips you shall slay the wick^ed/."
\

Equipment for this undertaking shall be "eternal strength",

"the spirit of knowledge", "tbe fear of God", "a girdle

£-~J (which) is righteousness", "horns of iron" and "hoofs

(or feet) of bronze" (cf. Ephesians 6.10-17). uln

DViy in the Book of Blessings seems to be the mental and

spiritual state which empov/ers one for Holy War. The

following expression, "a tower of strength", further describe

this ecstatic condition (cf. IQM 12.5).^
In the passage before us (IQH 3.19-20) v/e must note

two ideas in the immediate context in which an

occurs. Firstly, it appears as an antithesis to
2 N

Sheol Abaddon. Secondly, the result of this deliverance

1. M. Black (op. cit., pp. 151ff) believes that this pas¬
sage may refer to the Davidic Messiah. In CD 1.15f A.
Dupont-Sommer and G. Vermes translate aViy mnnA
as 'everlasting heights' in the passage where the Man
of Contempt led Israel astray "in order to bring low
( oViy ninna )..." E. Lohse translates 'ewigen
Stolz' and alludes to Habakkuk 3.6. We have a picture of
the insidious shattering of Israel's ideal—not necessarily
an eschatological destiny.

2. This is H".-W. Kuhn's main argument, as we noted at the
beginning of this chapter, p. 95ff.
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is that the author is ahle to "walk to and fro on a level

place (or plain) without limit" (line 3.20b); and he now

knows that there is hope (line 20c). We also note the

larger context, viz. the entire deliverance section

(lines 19-23). Here the "eternal council" ( no

abiy _ line 21a); the "estate with the host of holy ones"

( Q'unp io* ay -ray,a ) _ line 21c); and "the

congregation of the sons of heaven" ( 'n my

D'a® - line 22b) are parallel terms to oby on

The appearance of these metaphors in the same context

suggests that we understand oby on at least as

an esoteric realm. A passage in one of the hymns of the

Rule Scroll (IQS 11.2-9), which we examined in connection

with any f discloses that the author has been granted

extraordinary vision through the wondrous mysteries of

God—that light is in his heart by way of the mystery

which has come to pass and his eyes behold wisdom which

is hidden from other men. An esoteric sect envisions life

in terms of its own inner experience. This vision may

border on illusion to outsiders, but to the esoteric it

is reality. The world of the Qumran sectarian and that

of the angels he mentions seems identical. an

, an inner state of extraordinary strength in IQSb

5.23, identifies an inner realm in the passage before us

(see also IQH 2.20-21).
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\
M. Mansoor r\ote3 that aViy an appears twice

in the Jewish daily morning service as the seat of His
i

divine majesty, where angels attend on him. However,

this does not mean that the expression in the Scrolls had

assumed such propprtions: that it was an external realm

and belonged to the coming world, lie cannot discount the

idea that it meant 'security' for the author—in light of

similar expressions in the Psalms (above). But we note

that the Epistle to the Hebrews uses celestial or heavenly

expressions in reference to a heavenly place believers

have come to in the present—where there is no doubt

concerning an after-life (Hebrews 12.22-23). The point

at issue is not whether on means present

'security' or 'heaven', for in the sense of Hebrews 12,22-

23)it could mean both (I Enoch 100.6 reads, "And the

children of the earth shall see the wise in security ...").

The point at issue is whether it belongs also to the

coming world (which Licht denies) and is identical to

heaven, the abode of the blessed.

A comparable form of dVij an is found in the

Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch (II Baruch 51.10), a

composite apocalyptic work of the latter half of the

first century A.D. or early second century and originally

1. In addition H.-W. Kuhn (op. cit., pp. 56f) finds further
support in the tannaitic literature for the expression =
'heaven'. ab'iy an occurs in the Targum Jonathan
(Jeremiah 31.15).
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written in Aramaic or Hebrew and translated into Greek,

apocalypse. Baruch goes to Hebron and prays (47.Iff). God

answers hiri and in the course of conversation Baruch enquires

about the nature of the resurrection body and the final

destinies of the righteous and the wicked (ch. 49). God

answers Baruch (ch. 50-51). It is clear that the final

resurrection is meant, for God declares that "the earth will

most certainly return the dead which it now receives" (50.2a;
see also 50.3). "Wonders shall appear (to the righteous)

in their own time" (51.7d). "Bor they shall behold the

world which is not visible to them at the present, and they

shall behold the time (or age) which is just now concealed

from them" (51.8). "Time shall not return (and) age them,

for in the heights of that world shall they dwell, and they

- 51.9s.10ab; see also 51.5). V. Ryssel notes in his

translation that "the heights of that world" equals heaven,

"Denn in den ,/Himmels =/ Hohen jener Welt werden sie wohnen

1. Chapters 1-77 only survive in the one Syriac MS. This
sixth-century MS, discovered in Milan, was called 'A*-by
A.M. Ceriani who in 1871 edited it there,in his Monumenta
Sacra et Profana, torn. V.

1
and from Greek into Syriac. We turn our attention to this

und den Engeln gleichen ..."
2

2• Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des -Alien Testaments,
2. Band (T900) , p. 431. *
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\

The adjective "high" or "lofty" (Syr. lOO O ) in the
•Old Testament is used adverbally in II Kings 19.22 where
we can translate 'haughtily'. The idea of "security" is
present in Isaiah 33.16. And in Isaiah 33.5 it refers to
"heaven" (Hebrew ana ); "The Lord is exalted, for he
dwells,on high." In Sirach 24.2 (of the apocryphal lit¬
erature) it is the dwelling-place of wisdom (Greek sv
ucjjpKoLQ ). In the New Testament it appears in the Gloria
in Excelsis of Luke 2.14, "Glory to God in the Highest",
see also similar uses in Matthew 21.9, Mark 11.10, Luke
19.38). In Hebrews 1.3b it is the resting-place of Christ
("at the right hand on high") after he had made purification
for sins. In Ephesians 4.8 "when Christ ascended on high
(ev u<j)OQ ) he led a host of captives'..."

(Syr.) in latter Christian literature came to be
used as an equivalent to heaven, especially in liturgical
formulae.'' In a sermon about the God-bedring virgin (Codex
Nitr. V. foil 69), St. Jacob (451-521 A.D.), bishop of
Serugh and a Monophysite, uses (Syr.) Lhk? o gX? as the realm
("glorious in the heights") of the Son of God's co-existence
v/ith the One sending Him. A homily on the nativity of the
Lord by St. Jacob (BO vol. i, p. 304) quotes the Gloria in
Excelsis (Luke 2.14*77 Bar Hebraeus (1226-1286) in his his¬
tory of the eastern division of the Syrian Church from St.
Thomas the apostle onwards includes a certain Jaballaha in
the names of the oriental patriarchs who are reviewed.
There he writes, "Jaballaha, simple and wise in the church,
tended the sheep of the Most High as long as he was com¬
manded from (Syr.) o)j>0 ,"3 One of several ascriptions
of praise to God in a prayer of Elias III the Patriarch
(1176-- ) appearing in the Catalogue of Books by Abhd-
isho ( -1318) is the phrase, "Nov/ to thee who dwells in
the heights ..."4 The liturgical proclmation of the about-
to-be-consecrated bishop's decision concerning his selection
includes" ... and with the eyes of his mind free in the

1. The following examples are taken from Bibliothecae Orien-
talis Clementino-Vaticana (abbrev. BO below), recensuit
J.S. Assemanus, torn, i, ii, ii.i, iii.ii, Romae (1719-
1728).

2. BO i, p. 295.

3. BO.ii, p. 390.

4. BO iii.-i, p. 292.
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i

heights with thee who dwells in the heavens ..."

(Syr.) and its Hebrew equivalent ana maj

mean 'heaven' but there is no indication that they took on

an eschatological dimension in the Old Testament. (Syr.)

J^Ooy^O in II Baruch 51.10 definitely is the "paradise"
of the next world. Its cognate on in the passage before

us (IQH 3.19-20) is very comparable—especially in con¬

nection with a "like-angelic" existence.

"A plain without limit" ( npn 7 •>k mwa : 3.2
is parallel to nhv on (above). Although M. Mans001

and K.G. Kuhn translate mw,n as 'uprightness', recallir

Psalm 119.45 and 143.10, the meaning 'level place' or 'plair

is most likely meant. (Without ipn 7*k there.would be

considerable doubt: seel Enoch 92.4,5.) The accompanying

expression npn 75k means 'unsearchable'—cf. Psalm

145.3, Proverbs 25.3, Isaiah 40.28, Job 5.9 and 9.10. A

plain within the first heaven is found in the Greek Apoc¬

alypse of Baruch (III Baruch 2.3). There Baruch asks the
\

2 /

angel Phanuel "the thickness ( k&xoq ) heaven in
which we journeyed, or what is its extension (xb 6i&aTqpcx ),
or what is the plain (t6 tcs&lov) ...?" (2.4). The angel

answqrs that the length of the plain is "as great as is

1. BO ili.ii, p. 693; other comparable litxirgical expres¬
sions in the rites of the consecration of the Nestorian
hierarchy are found in BO iii.ii, pp. 673, 687, 703, 807,
841 .

2. The name occurs in the Slavonic version.
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the distance from North to South" (2.5). There is also a

plain in the second heaven (3.3), and a "plain and a serpent"

(which resembles Hades—but in 5.3 it equals Hades) in the

third heaven (4.3). In the fourth heaven there is a single

plain (nebtov drcXouu ) and in the middle of it a pool of

water (10.2). The angel tells Baruch that the plain which

contains in it the pool and other wonders is the place

where the souls of the righteous come (10.5).

In IV Ezra 7.96 one of the joys of the fifth "order"''
which awaits the righteous is that they "rejoice ... that

they see the restriction and pain from which they have been

delivered, and the spaciousness (spatiosum— Syr: )/U O") )
which they are destined to receive with enjoyment and im¬

mortality" (cf. IQH 9.28, 15.16). The heavenly world which

is shown to the righteous in II Baruch 51.11 is described

as "the extents of Paradise" (Syr: J\z£ls )\S) ? C( CL^ LSS ). ^
It may be argued that o3iy mn has not yet come

to mean 'heaven' as had its equivalents in "later" (?)

literature. The key to our appraisal rests in its contrast

to nnu and 3ik® . Their eschatological dimension
*

will be further defined in section 2.

1. Ordo = r) T&qiq , a disposition of the mind: G.H. Box.,
A&P, p. 588 fn.

2. The Syriac word means 'latitudo' (xXdroq), (Syr.)
/ L o/\_9 means both 'l&titudo' and 'amplitude1: R.

Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus.
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o ^ i y td = 'eternal council' (line 21)

The question inevitably arises whether u^iy no

in the phrase, "I know that there is hope for him whom thou

hast formed from dust unto an eternal council," pertains

to an earthly or heavenly community. S. Holm-Nielsen be¬

lieves that it is the community and life within it which

are depicted as a paradise. J. van der Ploeg earlier had

proposed that the community is visible in this world, but
2

nevertheless continues its activity in the other. In a

more detailed description P. Notscher suggests that the new

company in order to express the always continuing obligation

and availability to their institution consider themselves

"an eternal covenant" ( araViy ma : IQS 4.22, 5.5f)
or (fully) "a covenant of an eternal community" ( 1)113

caViy -riv> *• IQS 3.11 f). aviy no is an ex¬

pression of the destination of man formed from dust and
3

delivered from Sheol.

The meaning of no by itself, however, is most var-

iable and offers little insight toward an interpretation

1. Op. cit., p. 67. M. Delcor ("LrEschatologie des Doc¬
uments ae Khirbet Qumran," RSR 26 (1952), p. 377) states
that the expression refers to angels. Delcor questions
what the expression "whom thou hast formed from the dust"
could mean if the eternal assembly was the Sect. All men
are formed from dust.

2. The Excavations at Qumran (1958), p. 171.

3. TTQT, p. 156.
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of the phrase. Pour meanings are assumed in Biblical and

Rabbinic Hebrew: 'foundation', 'council', 'counsel' and

'secret'. Whatever more precise meaning -no originally-

had is evidently lost. Even at the time of the LXX trans¬

lations the gist of it v/as dependent on the context in which

it was found. Out of the twenty-two instances of "no in

the Ml it is rendered by no less than thirteen different
*

Greek words (in addition Proverbs 20.19 is left out in the

LXX and Proverbs 3.32 and 25.9 are modified from the Hebrew).

Also -no may belong to one or more of the following themes

(1) The heavenly council: cf. Job 15.8, Jeremiah 23.18,22.

The divine council participates as a cosmic or heavenly

army in the eschatological v/ars of Yahweh, those military

activities associated with the Day of Yahweh. These con¬

flicts involved a joint participation of human forces and

1. M. Hansoor, The Thanksgiving Hymns (1961), p. 117. S.
Mowinckel ("Some Remarks on Hodayoth 395-200," JBL 75
(1956), p. 272) considers that in Biblical Hebrew "n D
means 'council' rather than 'counsel'. It is the intimate
fellowship and harmony, the group of intimates and the con¬
fidential talk within a group. L. Kohler (The Hebrew Man,
1956, p. 102) cites Jeremiah 15.17, Ezekiel 13.9 and
Psalm 111.1, and states that in these places sia can
be translated 'circle 7.

2. We find |3ouAf) (Genesis 49.6, Psalm 88(89).7 and 110
(111). 1, -Proverbs 11.13); yvcopp (Psalm 82(83).4);
01 etboTsc (Job 19.19); sn laxoTtf] (Job 29.4); xpa-ratcopa
(Psalm 24(25).14; opovota Psalm 54(55) .14(15)); naL&sua
(Ezelciel 13.9, Amos 3.7); auvaytoyr) (Jeremiah 6.1);
ouvs&piov (Jeremiah 15.17) Proverbs 11.13 and 15.22);
ouvxaypa (Job 15.8); auarpocpfj (Psalm 63(64).2);
umooTdoLQ (Jeremiah 23.22); u710art)pa (Jeremiah 23.18).
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i
divine or heavenly armies.

(2) The council of the pious (ouvedpiov ooloov ): Psalms

of Solomon 4.1; of. the previous verse 3.(12)16 where

those who fear the Lord shall arise unto eternal life.

See also 17.(18)16, ouve&piov, which may stand for

no , also designates the council of the enemy—IV

Maccabees 17.17 cuppouXiov - Codex Sinaiticus); cf.

II Maccabees 14.5. R.H:. Charles believed that "the

council of the nation" ( r) yspouoLa tou eCvouq ), i
p

Maccabees 12.6) later developed into the Sanhedrin.

The earliest reference to the Sanhedrin may perhaps

be II Chronicles 19.8. See also Josephus, Antiq. XII,

iii.3; XIV, ix.4.

(3) Temple symbolism. The link between the community and

the world of the angels in heaven has formed an intrin¬

sic part of the temple symbolism in the Qumran texts.

The holiness of Israel has become concentrated in the

community which thereby becomes a substitute for the
3

Jerusalem temple. The angels and members of the

sect make up a holy council of eternal significance.

1. P.D. Miller, Jr., "The Divine Council and the Prophetic
Call to War," VT 18 (1968), pp. 100f.

2* A & P I, p. 111 fn.

3. B. Gartner, The Temple and the Community in Qumran and
the hew Testament (i~9^>5")~ P»
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(cf. Ephesians 2.19, Hebrews 12.22, I Timothy 5.21).''
(4) Council for the prophets. no conveys the mystery

(or decision) of God which he manifests to his servants

the prophets; cf. Amos 3.7; see also Psalm 25.14 and

64.3, Proverbs 3.32, 11.13, 20.19 and 25.9, Job 29.4.2
P. Notscher can even call it a synonym for the late-

3
biblical t*i = 'mystery'.

Survey of tip in the Scrolls. The word denotes a

circle of people with the same plans or aims—generally of

the Qumran community (IQS 2.25, 6.19; CD 14.10 et al.),

but also of their antagonists, the congregation of Belial

(IQH 2.22 et al.; cf. IQS 4.1); and is used of both com¬

munities (IQS 11.3-9). The author of the Hodayoth can

refer to "my council" (IQH 5.24, 7.9, 14.18). The author

of the Rule Scroll hymn even considers that he belong "to

wicked humanity and to an assembly of unjust flesh (hd^i

ica )... an assembly of worms ( non ud

those who walk in darkness" (IQS 11.9f; cf. IQH 1.22).^

1. Ibid., p. 96. M. Delcor (op. cit., p. 382) cites I
Peter 2.4f in this connection; M. Mansoor (on. cit., p.
117) refers to I Enoch 60.2.

2. H. Kosmala, Hebraer ..., p. 237.

3. TTQT, p. 76. See also R.E. Brown, "The Semitic Backgrou]
of the New Testament Mysterion (II), " Bib. 40 (1950),
p. 738.

4. IQS 11.9f is probably a confessional section of the
liturgy.
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Th e phrase "the council of (thy) truthoften occurs. God

is the source of the "council of truth" (IQH 1.27) which

is the means to knowledge (IQH 11.4,9,16)\ or to a strength¬

ening of the heart (IQH 5.9). The author in turn is made

a "council of truth" to the upright (IQH 2.10). Guilt can

cause the "council of truth" to "be covered (IQH 5.26). The

works of the spirit of truth v/hich enlighten the heart of

the righteous are .called "the counsels of the Spirit" (IQS

4.6). The author of IQH 6.25f exclaims, "I deli^/ghted myself

in7 thy truth, my God, for thou wilt lay the foundation
-I

( vio. ) upon rock." In a passage similar to the one "before

us, God cleanses man in order "to raise from dust the worm

of the dead to /---7 council ( T1 ° ), and from a perverted

spirit to 7thv7 ("bestowed) understanding" (IQH 11.12). The
ideas of "assembly", "purpose" and even "mystery" shine

through the above passages. The same diversity which the

Old Testament has rendered prevails in the Scrolls. The

question whether -no pertains to an earthly or

1. It has been suggested that mo has taken on the mean¬
ings of HD' (M. Mansoor, op. cit., p. 117 fn.) or vice
versa (J. Pryke, "'Spirit' ana 'flesh' in the Qumran Doc¬
uments and some New Testament texts," RdQ 5 (1964-66), p.
348). Pryke suggests for hd' the meanings "foundation',
"institution", "assembly", "secret", or "fellowship" of
friends engaged in common interests. mo1' in the
Scrolls does indeed develop beyond an architectural term
("foundation" or "base") to denote the idea of "constitution
or "principle" and may perhaps mean "assembly." f1 D
may be "foundation" in IQH 6.25f (above).
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heavenly community may be limiting, or perhaps premature,

to an elucidation of lay = 'dust1.

Three plausible meanings for lay emerge

(1) nay in the Scrolls is widely used as a metaphor for

the frailty and transience of man. The author of IQB

10.5 bemoans the fact that he is "dust and ashes"

( nasi nay ). jn iqh 15.21 he questions, "And

can (the one who is) dust establish his steps?" In

IQH 12.25 the author calls himself a "container of

dust" ( lay 'ipa ) or in IQH 13.15 a "building of

dust" ( ">ay nana ) or in IQH 18.24 a "heart of

jlust" ( nap ), et al.

(2) lay denotes the origin and destination of man, viz.
1 —

the physical element of the earth (IQH 12.26f; re.

origin, IQS 11.21, IQB 12.24, frag. 2.4; re. destinatior

IQH 10.4,12 and 12.24,26 et al.).

(3) N.H. Ridderbos shows rather convincingly that nay

in certain texts of the Old Testament does not mean

2
"dust of the grave", but much more, the dust of Sheol

(cf. IQH 11.12, 6.34).
The expression " ... for him whom thou hast formed from

1. Cf. CD 11 .11; 12.16.

2. " nay als Staub des Totenortes," Oudtestamentische
Studien, Deel V (1948), p p, 174-178. Ridderbos cites the
controversial Job 19.25; also 21.26, 40.13, 41.25; Psalm
22.30, 30.10; Daniel 12.2. We may also consider Isaiah
26.19.
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dust" ( naya nrnx' ) recalls Genesis 2.7, \

"Ana the Lord God formed'( ) man of dust from the
\

ground" (cf. Sirach 17.1, 36(33).10). However, the activity

of rims1 = 'thou hast formed' does not pertain to the
-]

original creation of man from dust. Rather it includes

man's deliverance to "an eternal council" so that a new
t

2
creation of "belonging to the community is meant. Four

times^ in the Hodayoth (1.8,15; 4.31; 15.22) is the spirit

( n n ) of man the accusative result of the verh ns*

(only in Zechariah 12.1 is this idea found in the Old Test¬

ament). "Hope" ( mpa )^ is not merely for an "eternal

council", but—much more— what lies beyond that. When

man has already been formed from "dust" to an "eternal

council" therein is his new basis for hope. The "eternal

1. H. Kosmala translates 'Staubgebildeten'.

2. E.G. Kuhn ("Lie .in Palastina gefundenen hebraischen
Texte una das Weue Testament," ZTK 47 (1950), p. 201 fn.)
states, "Es ist zu beachten, dass hier mit dem Wort m1
nicht von aer Schopfung des Menschen die Rede ist, sondern
gewissermassen von einer Neuschopfung, namlich der Zuge-
horigkeit zu der Gemeinde."

3. Five times, if the conjecture in 10.22 is ( nn )— thus
J. Licht and E. Lohse.

4. mpa comes from the root niP from which emerge two
different ideas: (i) 'to wait for', and (ii) 'to collect'.

mpa respectively means either 'hope' or 'collection'
('collected mass'). M. Wallenstein ("Some Lexical Material
in the Judaean Scrolls," VT 4 (1954), p. 214) favours the
second root meaning and takes to mean 'abode'. But note
'expectation' ( riVmn ) is parallel to 'hope' ( mpa )
in IQH 9.14.
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council" then assumes a dimension appropriate to "dust".

We conclude by re-examining the three plausible meanings

for "dust".

If isy = 'a frail man of dust' (No. (1) above) is

formed into the membership of an "eternal council" he has

reason to hope—even though his new identity has only a

this-worldly dimension. He belongs to the new Israel and

can be confident of her continual existence. He dies, but
1

the community lives on.

If ^sy = 'a physical man of the earthy (No. (2) above)
does not allude to the original creation story ('Staubge-

bildeten')* But °n "the other hand it does not exlude the

possibility that when God forms man "from dust to an eter¬

nal council" He re-creates man whose origin and destiny
?

once belonged to the physical element "dust". Indeed the

author re-emphasizes that idea in the "lament" (lines 23c-

25). In an eschatological sense we note the contrast in I

Corinthians 15.47f between the and the sxoupdvuog

(see also Galatians 6.1: upeiQ oi xveupocTiHOt ).

1. A.R.C. Leaney (op. cit., p. 136) would add that the
assembly will be the form in which Israel, after the final
struggle with evil, will enter the world to come.

2. H.-W. Kuhn rejects the meaning that nsy means "Stoff,
woraus der Mensch geschaffen ist"; op, cit., p. 49.

3. This contrast is suggested by X.G. Kuhn ("Die in Palas-
tina ..., " p. 201.
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If ~iay = 'the dust of Sheol' (No. (3) above), hope

is for the future world. As a contrast to "dust" which

includes all the aforementioned possibilities the future

world is a heavenly community. We might compare the hope

expressed in Job 17.13-16. Job despairs:-

17.13 "If I look for ( mpK ) Sheol as my house,
(if) in darkness I spread my couch,

14 (If) I say to corruption, 'You are my father,*
And to the worm, 'my mother,r or 'my sister,T

15 Where then is my hope ( »mpn )?
Who will behold my hope ( jnt^)?

16 They (Job's hopes) shall descend to the bars
of Sheol;

When together we go down unto the dust."

Since there exists the possibility that nay = 'a

frail man of dust' (No. (1) above), we cannot state con¬

clusively that obny "tio belongs to the future world.

However, we must call attention to the fact that when "hope"

belongs to the man who has been formed "from dust unto an

eternal council" one cannot help but sense that there is

something beyond. Or on what grounds would he have reason

to hope? (cf. Romans 8.24f).

o 7 7 y = 'eternal lot' (line 22)

M. Delcor sees the "eternal lot" as "eauivant pra-

tiquement k 'vie eternelle'" as in Daniel 12.13b: "You

shall stand at your allotted place at the end of the days"
A

( I'Q'n ypV ^"n;^ vaym ). The question we

1. "L'Eschatologie des documents de Khirbet Qumran," RSR
26 (1952), p. 384.
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must ask is whether the "eternal lot" as life ad perpetuum

might be too strongly stated in light of the Levitical

inheritance which amounts to perpetual priestly service to

God on earth (Numbers 18.20) (in CD 7.5f the covenant of

God stands firmly to sustain the sectarians for a thousand '

generations). The Levites, it is true, received cities

by lot (Joshua 21.8), but the tribe of Levi received no

(long) inheritance for "the Lord God is their inheritance"

( onVn^ ): Joshua 13.33; cf. Jubilees 32.1, Test. Levi 8.3

The "lot" (as well as "inheritance" — nYnj ) is a

characteristic concept in late Judaism in the description

of eschatological salvation or disaster. H.-W. Kuhn has

grouped the evidence for this into three categories: the

spatial aspect, which corresponds to the Old Testament

nVm as the promised land; a designation for future

salvation or disaster; and a subjective "state of health"
1

of the pious.

(i) The spatial aspect of the "lot":

I Enoch 39.8: 'that dwelling-place'
I Enoch 71.16: 'dwelling-places' parallel to
'heritage r.

Psalms of Solomon 14.9: " ...their inheritance
is Hades and darkness and destruction" (...
x\r)povo[j.Ccx aiHcov a&pc; xau anSioc, h<x£ axdjAe ioc ,

IV Ezra 7.9,11: 'the inheritance' is compared
to a city.2

1. On. cit., pp. 73f.

2. Note in vs. 17 that the "ungodly shall perish".



II Enoch 9: "for them is prepared this place
for eternal inheritance" (cf. 10.6).

II Enoch 55.2: (a) 'the uppermost Jerusalem';
(h) 'the highest heaven'.

\
(ii) future salvation or disaster:

>

I Enoch 37.4: 'the lot of eternal life'.
I Enoch 48.7: "the son of man has preserved
the lot of the righteous".

Psalms of Solomon 14.9: (see (i) above).
Psalms of Solomon 15.10: "the inheritance of
sinners is destruction and darkness" (r)
xKrjpovop fax twv apapxcoXcov aTtooKsia Hal oxotoq) .

Pseudo-Philo Ant. 23.13: there "would fall the
lot on each one of you for eternal life".1

(iii) The lot as a subjective state:

I Enoch 58.2: "G-lorious shall be your lot"
(verse 3, " ... in the light of eternal life").

I Enoch 103.2f: re. the righteous " ... your lot
is abundantly beyond the lot of the living".2

Wisdom 5.5: "How is he reckoned among the sons
of God, and his lot is among the holy o^e^s?"
( Temp xaxekoYto'6p ev uloTq 8eou xat ev dytoiq
o xkppog auxou sotlv;).

H.-W. Kuhn considers that in line 22 has all three

meanings."5 The evidence for the "spatial aspect" (No. (i))

does not directly pertain to ( xkrjpoQ ) , but

to n3m ( xXppovopta). Yet in cave 11, fragments on

Melchizedek reveal both the expressions "from the heritage

of Melchizedek" ( pis "oVa nVnaa ) in line 5 and

"men £of the l7ot of Mel/chi/zedek" (

1. H.-W. Kuhn includes Wisdom
II Baruch 44.13.

2. Certain lines of the Greek
at this point.

3. On. cit., p. 75.

3.14: cf. I Enoch 99.14,

translation are missing
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( pis /*■> n/ 9 a 5-n/i in line 8. Also K.G. Kuhn compares

ba 5tia (IQS 2.2) with HXqpovopta ( Qeou ) in Ephesians
f

1.18 (cf. 5.5) and sees obiv b>-n.x in our passage

as an individual coinage that is part of a dualistic, all-

inclusive "background of Paul's cosmology. We find also in

the Pauline writings that he exhorts the ^Colossians to give
thanks to the father "who has qualified us for a share of

the destiny of the holy ones in light ( ... slq xf)v

pept&oc tou nAppou xu>v cxyucov ev xo5 900x1 ); Ke has delivered

us from the realm of darkness and transferred us to the

kingdom of his beloved Son" (Colossians 1.12f). Elsewhere
*

in the New Testament we find that Jesus' purpose for Paul's

apostleship to the people is " ... that they may receive

forgiveness of sins and the lot among the ones sanctified

by faith in me", (too Accgstv ca)xouq ... xAqpov ev xolq

t)y taapevo lq xCaxei xrj etc, epe : Acts 26.18; cf. 20.52).

The Epistle to the Hebrews 9.15 states that Christ is a

mediator of a new covenant so that "those who are called

might receive the promised eternal inheritance" ( xf)v

eTcayyeXCav AafBcooiv 01 xexAqpevoi, xpq atcovtou KAppovoptaq ;

cf. I Peter 1.4). We note that atujviOQ and xAqpovopetv

occur together in Matthew 19.29, Mark 10.17, and Luke 10.25

and 18.18 (xAqpovopeLvis generally used in the New Test¬

ament in reference to an eschatological inheritance).

1. "Lie in Palastina ...," p. 200; cf. H. Braun, op. cit.,
Band I, p. 216.
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appears in the Scrolls as the lot allocated

by God in connection with retribution as reward or punish¬

ment (see particularly IQS 4.26, chapter 3). The one un¬

faithful to the covenant keeps his lot in God in "the midst

of the eternal curse" ( >' 1 ' IQS
2.17). The lot of wrath ( ^ !?in ) falls in judgement

in the time of wrath when God abandons sinners (IQE 3.27f—

see below; cf. IQM 4.1f). When the sectarian thanks God

that He has not cast his lot to him by the congregation of

nothingness (IQH 7.34), he considers that he is not numbered
i

with sinners nor does he share their destiny. So P.

Notscher can say that in the positive sense it is the fortune

and happiness of the content of the eternal' lot which God

apportions to righteous man. It brings him into the state

and community of the "spirits of knowledge" (IQH 3.22),
the "angels of the Presence" (IQH 6.13) and the "holy ones

O

of God" (IQH 11.11f). The sectarians not only are in the

midst of the community of angels, but also participate in

their destiny. See IVQ No. 181, 1, 4f in the excursus to

(above), where the "lot with His holy ones" is

parallel to "eternal life" ( ">->n ). In the Book

1. Y. Yadin (The Scroll of the War ..., p. 79 fn.) suggests
that y-nu = potpa. He""refers to Josephus, Bel. Jud.
Ill, viii.10 and Antio. VII, xiv.S.

2. TTQT, p. 173.
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of .Blessings (iQSb 4.26) it is written that the sectarian

shall he "decreeing destiny "7'32 together

with the angels of the Presence". A. Dupont-Sommer, who

also suggests IQS 4.26, adds that this responsibility

"would then allude to the justiciary role, the role par
*

1
excellence of the priest at the last Judgement".

We can conclude with certainty that the "eternal lot"

pertains to an eschatological salvation which endures beyond

this earth. This is shown to be true by the fact that those
\

who are delivered share the destiny of angels (see especially
*

Wisdom 5.5, Colossians 1.12f). The opposite lot (or fate)

of the wicked appears in the apocalyptic section (lines 25,

27) which we will now examine.

2. Deliverance from Corruption/Destruction in the

Context of the Lament and Apocalypse

We have included the "lament" (lines 23c-25) as part

of the context of the "apocalypse" (lines 26-36). The ex¬

pressions of salvation in the "introduction" (lines 10-23)

only reach their full magnitude when the dynamic eschatology

of the "apocalypse" unveils a fuller expression of the dis¬

aster from which the author is delivered. The "lament"

relates the author to this fuller expression of deliver¬

ance in light of the deliverance which has been acknowledged

1 • EWO, p.' 112.
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in the "introduction". The following paragraphs correspond

to the numbered expressions in our translation.

(1) The first two cola (line 24) express the
reason, the author's human frailty, which causes him
to identify himself-"within the "boundary of wickedness"
(line 24c) j "A formation of clay" ( ian ),
which only occurs in the Hodayoth among the Scroll
literature, portrays man as a frail human "being (cf.
IQH 1.21, 4.29, 11.3, 12.26,32, 18.12, frag. 1.8,
frag. 11.7).

(2) Va.ao is the pual participle of the verb
. The root which means 'mix' or 'knead'

in Aramaic is not found in the Old Testament. J.C.
Greenfield gives copious examples from the Mishnah
which illustrate this meaning.1 In Christian Pales¬
tinian Aramaic 5aa means 'finxit' or 'formavit1.
Syriac also translates 'creavit'. Greenfield stresses
that the author of the Hodayoth has used the generic
creation of man rather than the conception and develop¬
ment of the individual man as a sign of man's inher¬
ent lowliness.2 This is true, but the author also
v/ishes to make clear in what way he belongs "within
the boundary of wickedness" (line 24c). He could also
say that he is "flesh and blood", if it were not for
the fact that he wishes to identify himself with the
physical elements of the universe (which are consumed
by fire—lines 29-31). S. Holm-Nielsen has called

"!3n -);*•> an£ Dvj VnAa technical terms for
man's sinfulness as contrasted with divine nature.3
We should rather say "humanity" than "sinfulness".
The author has used these designations not especially
to call attention to a "creator/creationis" distinction,
but—most significantly—to the ephemeral mode of ex¬
istence which he shares with all humanity. The fact
that the author is "delivered from nnu " (line 19)
and yet stands within the boundary of wickedness
suggests that he now belongs to a different sphere
while he yet can identify himself (line 24f) within

1. "The Root 'GBL' in Mishngic Hebrew and in the Hymnic
Literature from'Qumran," RdQ 2 (1959-60), pp. 156f.

2. Ibid., p. 161.

3* Op. cit., pp. 24f. x
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the present wicked world which is soon to be con¬
sumed in the great conflagration (lines 29ff).

(5) "The boundary of wickedness" (
nycn : cf. Malachi 1.4). could be translated

'realm' or 'domain' (A. Dupont-Sommer, G. Vermes,
M. Mansoor et al.), but it seems that 'circle' (M.
Black) is too strong a word, for it suggests a kinship
with pvil in the sense of being a part of its company.
The author's picture of himself circumscribes his
state as "cleansed from much transgression" (line 21).
(Yet see IQS 11.9f)• T. Gaster translates 'where
wickedness reigns'. This rendering seems to capture
the meaning quite well. The idea of a boundary con¬
notes a restriction (G. Lambert suggests 'Sheol').
Note also the idea "without hope" (line 27b) and more
so "without escape" (line 28c). ^

(4) "(The persecutors" ( ) bring about
and hence define the "boundary of wickedness", (line
24). □,>KD1?n in the Hodayoth always occurs in
connection with nysn VmA = 'boundary of wick¬
edness', nytzn nnixa = 'snares of wickedness',
etc., and always means 'persecutors' according to 0.
Komios. 1 jo*7n in the Old Testament means, 'hapless'
or 'unfortunate". Komlos notes that roVn has a

passive meaning, 'persecuted', whereas NoVn is
active and means 'netlayer.' "The net of the persecu¬
tors" ( D'io^n moaa ), line 26c) impels us to
use the active meaning (cf. IQH: 2.8). When the author
stands "with the persecutors by lot" this does not
mean that he belongs to their company, but on the
contrary, his fate (or lot, ) is that he is
Subject to persecution.

(5) Opposite "the persecutors' and victim to
their maltreatment is "the soul of the poor one". The
appellative "poor one" ( ]iuk ) in the Old Test¬
ament Psalms does not have in mind oppressed laymen
in the lower strata of society. The term ( in the
plural) refers to "Israel", the people and the congreg¬
ation themselves, who are "weak" and "helpless"
and actually"suffering" in relation to powerful pagan
enemies and oppressors.2 The idea of weakness is
implied in its use in this passage, not mendicancy

1. "The Meaning of - noVn ," JSS 2 (1957), p. 245.

2. S. Mowinckel, The Psalms .... Vol. 2, p. 91.
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as T. Gaster, who translates '"beggar', "believes. The
distinction is not based on social or political, but
on national* and religious grounds. We must understand
Qumran as a sectarian group cut off (voluntarily) from
mainstream Judaism. Whatever factors or doctrines were

responsible for this break constitute a new division
of piety, a new distinction of Torah and a new defin¬
ition of enemies.

(6) The notion of sojourning (line 25b) is
significant—especially "within the boundary of wick¬
edness" (line 24c). The author is stationed within
a "realm" but his relationship to it is one of a
sojourner in a strange land. Where is his true home¬
land? on ? -no ? (line 20f).
The author comes close to a dualistic dichotomy of
body and soul (cf. Philo Judaeus).

Elsewhere in the Scrolls ha pertains to an exile
"in the land of Damascus" (CD 6.5; cf. 4.6 where the
"years of their being exiled" ( onnnn nui )
probably precludes a metaphoric use of -n a and
restricts it to an historical one). In the Hodayoth
(IQH' 5.5), the author thanks the Lord, "for thou hast
not abandoned me when I sojourned ( nna ) among
a stran/ge/ people ..." ( im also occurs in frag.
3.15, but the context is unclear). The noun ma
is found in the same psalm as the verb noted above
(which begins at IQH 5.5). The author declares, "Ana
thou hast set me in a place of exile ( ma ) among
many fishermen who stretch a net upon the face of the
waters" (IQH 5.7-8). Q'^in ay ma
occurs in IQH" 8.26 where most scholars translate in
the sense of 'exilium'. K.G. Kuhn lists nja here
under 'formido';1 . S. lohse supports this with
'Schrecken'; M. Mansoor takes the root as *u» =
'cast' or 'throw' and compares Ezekiel 21.17 and Psalm
89.45. The very figurative context really allows for
all three translations. The last instance of tud
occurs in IQ.S 6.2. Here the sectarian is instructed
to walk in the given precepts, each with his neighbour,
in all their places of exile ( anna^ ). G. Vermes
probably captures the meaning most simply: he
translates 'wherever they dwell'.

1. Konkordanz ...
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The notion of "sojourning" has a definite eschatol-
ogical meaning in portions of the New Testament. In
the Epistle to the Hebrews (11.13) the writer testi¬
fies to the faith of the patriarchs who did not
receive what was promised, hut seeing and greeting
them from afar, they confessed that "they were
strangers and exiles on the earth" (^evoi hoc I
Ttccpex t&rjpo i e Loiv £ni xrjq yrjg). The writer to I Peter
(1.17) exhorts his readers to conduct themselves with
awe "during the time of (their) exile" (xdv xqg
xapo intocQ (upcov ) xpovov )• may "be argued that
the writer has in mind the historical dispersion in
Pontus, Galatia, etc. (1.1 ), hut elsewhere he considers
his readers "as aliens and exiles" (wg xapotHoug
nat mapsnLhppouc;) and beseeches them to refrain from
the fleshly passions which wage war against the soul
(2.11). Paul considers his citizenship (xoAtxeuiia)
to exist in heaven (Philippians 3.20). (in II Cor¬
inthians 5.Iff Paul speaks about his future existence
as "a building from God" ( o Cho6o|_it)v sh Qeou ),
"a house made without hands eternal in the heavens",
"the dwelling which is from heaven". His present
abode is "an earthly tent-house" (r) extyeioq oIhIcx
too ohrjvouq). In Ephesians 2.19 the writer's (PaulTs)
readers are no longer considered strangers and so¬
journers (^svol nat xdcpo iho i), but this is in relation
to the household of God with whom they are "fellow-
citizens" (aujiTroXixai,; cf. 2.12).

(7) The sojourn is accompanied by "much disquie¬
tude" ( nm nujina ) and "raging devastations"
( noma mm ). W.F. Albright has pointed out
to M. Mansoor1 that mm (usually translated by
'desire' or 'destruction' in the Old Testament) has
a cognate in the Ugaritic 1hwt' which means 'word'
or 'deed' like the Hebrew am .2 S. Holm-Nielsen
also notes this, and applies this knowledge to the
Old Testament.3 He finds the idea of an action which
can find its expression also in a word especially clear
in Psalm 38.13 and 52.4, where it means possible
'words of sorcery'. In Psalm 38.13, parallel to

1 * 0?» cit., p. 105.

2. Cf. G.P. Glanzman, "Sectarians Psalms from the Dead Sea,"
TS 13 (1952), p. 510.

3. Op. cit., p. 33.
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"those who seek my life lay their snares" is "those
who seek my injury speak destruction" ( myn 'um

mm mm ). In Psalm 52.4a, "Tour
tongue devises destruction" (( awrin n1m

inu1; ); cf. Psalm 91 .3, 94.20). M. Mansoor in light
of IQH 2.36 ( o'yoi mm tiidq ) suggests
' threatsr as the meaning of nm . nm is parallel
to = 'destruction' in IQH 6.3 and nm
mm is parallel to hown mn ±n jqh 7.11.

IQH 7.4 reads, "Belial (or worthlessness) (comes ahout)
with the shining forth of their destructive impulse
(or propensity)" ( M'm in ), The devastating
influence of nm is best seen in IQH1 7.5: "A spirit
of confusion ( mmm nm , cf. Isaiah 19.14)
engulfed me (resulting) from the sorceries of their
transgressions" ( aywa m mo ). mm could
be a singular construct or plural absolute (or construct)
in the Scrolls. mm is found in IQS 4.13 and
IQH 3.38.)

The genitive to nm in line 25 is nan-to which
only occurs in Isaiah 14.4. This word is often amended
to nama = 'raging' (LXX, o hit lonovbaotfjc, ). The
only o>her occurance of namo in the Scrolls is
found in IQH 12.18 where there is no context to clarify
the meaning. namo mm (3.25) is parallel
to nan mama ( nan used adverbially). We
correspondingly render namo = 'raging' (which
is the meaning of nanno f its emendation in Isaiah
14.4). Finally, in the word nm an aspect of the
devastation which befalls the world in the final con¬

flagration (lines 33a and 34s) is present with the
author; it accompanies his steps. Por E. Lohse the
"end time terrors" make it impossible for the author
through his own strength to hold his ground.1

(8) "All the traps of corruption" and its
parallel expressions, "all the snares of wickedness"
(line 26b) and "the net of the persecutors" (line 26c)
are typical expressions in the Old Testament for evil
plots by one's enemies (cf. Isaiah 19.8, Ezekiel 19.8,
Psalm 35.7 et al.). There, deliverance came through
God's judgement of restoration and renewal. In the
hymn before us these expressions pertain to a more
universal, rather than individual, aspect of evil.
"All the traps of corruption" ( nn® ma Va ) is
a more descriptive expression than simply "corruption"

1. Die Texte aus Qumran (1964), p. 288.
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in line 19, "but their essence is the same. It would
"be awkward and even redundant to translate, "All the
traps of the Pit", although the idea that nnu rep¬
resents the "Pit of the underworld" underscores the

.

demoniac element in this apocalypse.

(9) The dominion of evil represented "by the
"traps" and "snares" and "net" (line 26) is further
accentuated "by "the relentless flying of all the arrows
of corruption which disperse without hope" (line 27a).
T. Gaster holds that is?n jnV pertains to the
victims of the arrows who are unable "to turn them
hack" (cf. M. Black—"without being repelled"). Most
translators indicate that the arrows fly relentlessly
without ceasing. S. Holm-Nielsen notes that the ex¬
pression 2i?n fn does not appear in this form
in the Old Testament, but in Esther 8.5,8 i ■>k

is used of an edict which cannot be withdrawn.
Arrows are released by the wicked (Psalm 11.2; cf.
64.4, 91.5,6, and 120.4) or by God on his enemies
(Psalm 18.15; cf. 7.14, 64.8, 144.6) or on the psalmist
(38.3). The expression "the arrows of corruption"
is also found in IQH 3.16 with the qualification,
"with their pursuit" ( Doasn oy )# The picture
of the relentless, unrestrained movement of wickedness
if presented. The idea that "all hell is breaking
loose" emerges.

(10) "... the line fell upon ."judgement" ( ip
s QDcn Vy ) and "the destiny of wrath" ( ,

line 27c) and "the time of burning anger" ( Yp
7 ion, line 28b) are parallel expressions. The phrase
"the line fell upon judgement" recalls II Samuel 8.2
where David having measured the Moabites with a line
( Vina ) put to death two-thirds and spared the rest
(cf. Isaiah 28.7). The verb which describes
the line marking off for judgement is often idiomatic
with Von , which occurs in construct with
in the following colon, and supplies the verbal elipsis.
"The lot of wrath" suggests a period of time ( Von )
where the armies of Belial prevail. IQM 1.13-14 reads,
"For three lots the sons of light shall be strongest
and for three (lots) the army of Belial ... in the
seventh lot the mighty hand of God shall subdue
^Belial and al7l the angels of his realm."2

1o Op. cit., p. 70.

2. Cf. Y. Yadin (The Scroll of the War ..., pp. 261f) com¬
ments that these- lots are "pre-ordained occasions"—cf. II
Baruch 1.53-69, I Enoch 2.22, ch. 42).
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The phrase "the line fell for judgement" is a
definite sign of the sudden catastrophic beginning of
the final conflagration. These pictures dramatically
build up to indicate the thorough, unrestricted and-
unrestrained unleashing of the forces of corruption.

(11) "The forsaken" ( d^tv: ) and "the con¬
cealed" ( D'aVyj ) in line 28 are nearly always
translated in the Scrolls as appellatives for the
wicked. Scholars generally translate as
'hypocrites' or 'dissemblers'. The niph. plural part,
form of oVy = 'conceal' is found in the Old Test¬
ament in Psalm 26.4 parallel to v\v? "»nn =
'fdl.se men'. T. Gaster notes that it is quite common
in the Samaritan dialect and means 'wrong-doers'.1
The "concealed" conceive the devices of Belial
(IQH'4.13); and the expression a»oVyj -no ±s
parallel to u? my = 'congregation of vanity'
in IQH 7.34. E. Lohse translates 'Verborgene' (= 'those
hidden'). Is there reason to isolate the wicked? The
judgement may be universal—upon good and evil alike
(cf. Ezekiel 21.3). In Ecclesiastes 12.14, "God will
bring every deed into judgement, upon every hidden
thing ( aVyj Vo ^y )? whether good or evil." The.
judgement may be so thorough that even the hidden do
not escape (cf. Amos 9.1-4). I Enoch 100.4 reads,
"In those days the angels shall descend into the secret
places and gather together into one place all those
who brought down sin ..." (a judgement on the fallen
.angels). But I Enoch 104.5 reads, "You shall not
have to hide on the day of the great judgement" (cf.
I Enoch 23.11,13). Nevertheless, it is a strong
assumption in this passage to identify only the
wicked with the "forsaken" and the "concealed". In
the term "forsaken" we have the counter-expression
to the fate of the author who is delivered (line 19).
The fate of the wicked is that they are forsaken and
given up to the "outpouring of rage".

(12) "All Belial" ( ^ ) is seen •

by H. Iluppenbauer as a special collective term for
the "miserable", "forsaken", or "cunning men"— as
they are found in other places—who stand against
the pious.2 S. Holm-Nielsen translates 'all corruption',

1. The Bead Sea Scriptures in English Translation (1956),
p. 20b.

2. "Belial in den Qumrantexten," TZ 15 (1959), p. 83.
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\
which is more suitable, for it brings the demoniac
element into'play. An Aramaic fragment of the Test¬
ament of Levi (IVQ Levi aramB) contains a comparable
expression. In a prayer of Levi (which is an addition
to our Test. Levi 2.3 found in the Mount Athos MS—
10th century) he prays, "Do /ji/oX let all of Satan
(or every Satan) rule over me11 ( 'n oVsti-Vk

) (,.}. nal jj.-?) Haxtaxuaaxw pe
mag aaxavag xAavrjaai pe mo o6ou aou ...): cf.
XIQPsa I5f, DJD IV, pp. 76f). The expression conveys
the solidarity and thoroughness of the agents of
destruction. Other expressions emphasize the same
exhaustive and conclusive idea: "the arrows of
corruption fly away without return" (line 27); "they
disperse without hope11 (line 27); "the cords of death
encompass without escare" (line 28); "(both) moist
and dry tree are destroyed" (line 30); "the fire
roves about ... until the ones drinking of them are
no more" (line 30); "the torrents of Belial shall
break open (as far as) Abaddon" (line 32); "the
destruction is decisive forever; and there is nought
like it" (line 36).

(13) The expression "the cords of death encompass
me" ( 'J133N n 123 ''pan ) is found in Psalm
18.5 and 116.3. But whereas the psalmist is delivered,
the author of this hymn declares that there is no
escape. The expression is similar to the previous
descriptions of evil: "all the traps of corruption",
"all the snares of wickedness", "the nbt of the
persecutors" and "all the arrows of corruption "
(lines-26-27). The present world to the Qumran sect¬
arian comes under the grip of wickedness. Evil is
conceived as a constant threat to the righteous
community. No longer is the power of wickedness a
recurring threat as in the Old Testament world; it
has now become the general environment of everyone.
Only the righteous community offers security.

(14) "The torrents of Belial" ( 3y'3:i '3m
) occurs twice in the hymn before us (see

also line 32). Reminiscent of I Samuel 22.5 (= Psalm
18.5; LXX xetpappo l dvoptag ) it yields a clear
eschatological character.2 But the torrents of

1. J. T. Milik, "Le Testament de Levi en Arameen," RB 62
(1955), p. 400.

2. P. Notsaber, TTQT, pp. 158f.
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Belial, as H1. Huppenbauer observes, are in no way
against God, as one would expect; the torrents of
Belial carry out His judgement.'' In CD 19.14 God
visits the unfaithful members "for destruction by
the hand of Belial". "The torrents of Belial" (line
29) describe a physical destruction. W. Bousset
alleges that the fire of the West, the torrent of
fire, the great streams of the underworld, etc., are
almost reminiscent of the Greek Acheron, Pyriph-
legethon and the remaining streams of Hades, (but
also) almost reminiscent of an oriental (Iranian)
presentation^ (cf. Daniel 7.1Of; Revelation 19.20,
20.10,14f and 21.8). "The torrents of Belial" in
line 32 further the response to its destructive
action: the panic which is aroused seems to contribute
to the great upheaval and mental devastation. The
expression is parallel to "the breakers of death"
( ma mawa ) in II Samuel 22.5 and parallel to
"the pains (or cords) of death" ( ma 'Van )
in Psalm 18.5. "The torrents of Belial" in the
poetibal-mythical sense of the Old Testament become
literally "torrents of fire" in the hymn before us.

(15) ejas in the Old Testament only appears
in the plural in Ezekiel (38.9, 39.4 et al.) where it
means 'armies'. In Rabbinical literature it means
'river-bank' which is suitable In the present context.
"The torrents which overflow their high banks" recalls
the Noachian flood. The devouring fire is descriptive
of the streams of molten lava which pour down from
out of a voTcanic eruption. M. Black believes that
the fire in line 29f is a mere metaphor for the over¬
flowing torrents of Belial, but in lines 31-36 it is
a "grim eschatological reality".3 It seems though that
the eschatological significance is present in the
first mention of the "torrents" (line 29).

(16) Must we read dhukio for omnms?
(line 29b) with A.M. Habermann, E. Lohse, P. Wernberg-
M/ller et al.? mws (prosthetic?^) is some kind

1. Op. cit., pp. 82f.

2. Die Religion des Judentums im spathellenistischen
Zeitalter (1926),. p. 498~ Gf. K.G. Kuhn, "Die Sekten-
schrift und die iranische Religion," ZThK 49 (1952),
pp. 296-316.

3. Op. cit., p. 138 fn.
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of aperture parallel to 7"iVn = 'window' in
Judges 5.28 and Proverbs 7.6. In the Noachian flood
the fountains ( nmya ) of the great Abyss burst
forth at the same time as the windows ( nmK )
of heaven open (Genesis 7.11, 8.2). However (in
agreement with the above scholars), by emending
□ 'niou? ^-0 ain? , (all) 'that draw from
them', we are able to have a parallel expression to
dn'me; = 'the ones drinking of them'.

(17) "The green and dry trees" recall an allegory
in Ezekiel where trees represent the Pharaoh of
Egypt and his people. Ezekiel 31.14 reads, "... and
that all trees that drink water may not reach up to
them in height, for all of them are given over to
death, to the netherworld in the midst of the sons
of mankind, to those who go down to the Pit ( ).»
The fourth form of fire (out of six kinds) which the
Rabbis refer to consumes both what is moist and what
is dry. This distinguishes the fire of the altar
(b. Joma, 21b, Barl; see TDNT (Kittel) Vol. VI, under
Tcup, p. 938, for other forms of fire).

(18) It is very evident that destruction in lines
30ff is thorough and excludes neither man nor nature.
The metaphors in those lines are reminiscent of the
Song of Moses: "For a fire is kindled by my anger,
and it burns to nethermost Sheol; it consumes the
earth and its increase, and sets on fire the founda¬
tions of the mountains" (Deuteronomy 32.22). In
Amos 7.4, "God was calling for a trial by fire which
consumed the great Abyss and ate up the territory"
(of. Isaiah 34.9). In the apocalypse before us there
is little doubt that a literal conflagration is meant.
In I Enoch 83.4 (cf. 7) there is mention of a
catastrophic judgement in which the heaven and earth
will sink into the Abyss of fire and be destroyed.
The Abyss is mentioned along with "fire" in I Enoch
10J13, 18.11, 21.7, 54.5f, 90.23-26 (these last cit¬
ations refer to a forensic judgement).

(19) Gf. Job 31.12.

(20) Most scholars read 'acno = 'depths'
for 'ncna (cf. Psalm 74.20 and IQS 4.13 where
o'D^no = 'dark regions' appears). But H.E. Del
Medico translates 'phantoms'; M. Black, 'prisoners'
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S. Holm-Nielsen, 'those who plan, reckon' (pi. part,
of awn ). The ourono belong also to the earth
(line 33). In IQH 4'.12f we find the expression "all
the devices of Belial" ( 3y3a nawna 3d ).
"The devisers of the Abyss" may be seen as the inst¬
igators of the "torrents of Belial" (see line 32).

(21) Cf. II Samuel 22.14. But in the Scrolls
God thunders* in assent to what has been pre-ordained:
the destruction of the world.

(22) Cf. Isaiah 63.15, Jeremiah 25.31f.

(23) The army of heaven participates actively, \
not passively, in the judgement over the world.1

(24) does not occur in Biblical Hebrew
but is known from Aramaic k'wk (plural emphatic)
meaning 'foundation' (cf. Ezra 4.12, 5.16, 6.3). The
root wx = 'establish', 'found' is behind the hithpo,
verbal form in Isaiah 46.8 and it may be this root \r
which is behind wis in the Scrolls, rou is
always in the construct plural in the Scrolls with
the meaning 'foundations'—twice with the attributive

in the genitive (IQH 3.35 and 71.9; elsewhere
wik is found in IQH 3.13, 30, 7.4, frag. 15.7;
IQSb 3.20; No. 36 17.2). Nothing could describe the
destruction of the world more than the "melting of
its eternal foundations" (cf. I Enoch 83.4).

(25) The onm in the Scrolls either desig¬
nate the valiant Advocates within the sect which are

of a divine nature (IQM 12.8,9; IQH 5.21, 6.30, 8.11;
et al.) or the "Mighty" (fallen angels or strong human
opnonents) who are enemies of the sect (pH 2.12; IQM
10.6, 11.1,13, 12.4,8, 14.8,11; IQH' 2.25, 6.33; CD
2.17, 3.9; et al. See also No. 19 2.5, No. 40 2.1).
In our context, "the war of the Mighty of heaven",
onin most likely refers to divine advocates
(cf. "the host of heaven", line 35a). But see the
following note.

(26) "War" and cosmic destruction" occur to¬
gether in I Enoch 56.5-8. Note that the torrents of

1. E. Notscher, "Heiligkeit in den Qumranschriften," RdQ 2
(1959-60), p. 326.
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Belial which become as fire "rove about" utterly-
consuming everything (line 30). The type of warfare
which wickedness employs appears as self-destructive.

(27) Of. Isaiah 46.9, Daniel 9.27.

Summary of the Apocalypse

H.-¥. Kuhn rightly observes that the "lament" (lines

23c-25) does not pertain to the still vain existence of the

author, nor to a look in retrospect on the situation of

one standing outside the community, but to both: the present
i

existence of the author is meant. The author is an alien

who has a double environment. He sojourns in a corrupt

environment which God will allow to unleash its full fury

and culminate in a great conflagration. H.W. Huppenbauer

observes that until line 23 the author speaks of himself._
After that there is a question whether the three infinitive

constructs which follow ( nnVnn , line 26; ,

line 26a; , line 27b) refer to past or future

events. Huppenbauer suggests that the experiences of the

pious are the precursors of the coming judgement, so that
2

the author can relate to either. J. licht explains that

the author speaks of the future deliverance in terms of

1. Op. cit., p. 63.

2, H'.W. Huppenbauer, Per Mensch ♦... p. 73.
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1
the past.

Because of the "apocalypse", deliverance from

"corruption" (line 19) gains a dual eschatological dimension:-

(i) the present (preconflagration): the author is a

"sojourner" within the boundary of wickedness (line 25);
and also (ii) the final fiery judgement: the complete

unleashing of corruption brings in its own ultimate

destruction (lines 29ff). Evil has become unrestrained:

"the torrents of Belial overflow all their high banks"

(line 29). The previous colon, "The cords of death have

encompassed without escape" (line 28c), emphasises the

finality, the eschatological character of this hymn.

We can state with certainty that when the author is

delivered from nnp (line 19), he is delivered also from

the sphere of corruption portrayed in the apocalyptic

section (lines 24-56). The author exists as a sojourner

within the corrupt world. Since this world is heading

toward ultimate destruction, the author can also relate

himself to deliverance from Sheol Abaddon (line 19) in

the most ultimate sense. nnw = 'corruption' in the

present becomes = 'final destruction'. At the climactic

1. "The Doctrine ...," p. 97.
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moment of utter destruction in the apocalypse the extent

of deliverance in the introduction for the author shines

through even more. a^y on is indeed 'security',

hut much more: 'heaven'. oViy -no as a parallel

expression is the new Israel which lasts forever.

o^iy bmA expresses the author's ultimate destiny

as that of the angels. Though the author is delivered from

destruction it must be said that he belongs to a humanity

which is given over to the forces of corruption (from
which there is no escape and which eventually erupt into

a final conflagration). He is "in the world", but not

"of the world" (cf. John 15.19, 17.11,16).
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3. The Doctrine of IQH 3.19-36

The doctrine of the new creation (even the renewal of

man) can be considered the theme of this hymn in the

Hodayoth. Nevertheless another doctrine, we think, has more

fully taken into consideration the dual eschatological

dimension. The doctrine of immortality has come down to us

through apocalyptic as a "negation of corruption" and has

been preserved in the Latin and Syriac traditions. One
\

belongs to either one of two spheres: corruption or incor-

ruption (= immortality). Concerning its roots in the Old

Testament, W. Eichrodt understands that when guilt was under¬

stood as a forced involvement in the sphere of destructive

power retribution might involve either (i) a consequence

inevitable in the nature of the morbid sinful matter which

works upon the one inflicted by it; or (ii) the protective

measure of the community which averts the contagion from
2 .

itself. Eichrodt notes that the suspicion is awakening in

the Old Testament that there exist laws of the spiritual

world, in accordance with which sin must work to undo and

destroy its perpetrator. God punishes sin with sin (so

creating a just requital), the consequence of which is then

1. H.-W. Kuhn, op. cit., p. 78.

2. Theology of the Old Testament, Vol. 2, p. 423.
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inevita"ble catastrophe (Exodus 10.20,27; I Samuel 2.25;

Judges 9.23f; Deuteronomy 2.30; Joshua 11.20; I Kings 12.15).''
The consequence inevitable in the nature of morbid

sinful matter which culminates in ultimate catastrophe finds

a most dramatic and concrete description in the "apocalypse"

of the hymn before us. The "lament" clarifies in what way

the author bdlongs to a world which must be consumed in the

great conflagration. He is deeply grieved when he perceives

its end. The final destruction, of course, is in sharp

contrast to the sublime "introduction" where the author

already enjoys deliverance from corruption/destruction =

immortality. This idea becomes filled out as we sketch the

doctrine of corruption in the apocalyptic literature and

the New Testament.

The idea of corruption occurs in the Wisdom of Solomon

and the fourth Book of Maccabees. Its negation is equivalent

to immortality. In Wisdom 2.23 we read, "For God created

man for incorruption and made him in the image of His own

eternity" (oxi, o deoq Zhtiocv tgv avBpumov emV,acp0apatcx
Hat sixova xqq iblac, &u&lOTrj-uoq emotqaev huxov). Devotion
to the laws (of wisdom) establishes immortality ( &90ctpat(X(; )
which brings one near to God (6.18f). In the Fourth Book

of Maccabees the writer describes the noble courage of the

1. Ibid., p. 426.
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first of the seven sons who would not relinquish his faith

despite painful death, "hut as if being transformed by fire

unto immortality ( &90apotav ), he nobly endured the torture

..." (9.22). After all seven sons had been martyred, the

writer concludes (I7.11f) that it was truly a divine combat

( cxydiv 0etoq ) which was waged by them. At the time that

virtue was being tested through endurance it suffered for

the prize of victory: "immortality in everlasting life"

(&cp0apoLcx ev moAuxpovtci) ).

The doctrine of corruption is first found in Genesis

6.11f as a result of the union of the sons of God with the

daughters of men (Genesis 6.1-4). Genesis 6.11f reads,

"The earth was corrupt ( nrmm ) in Godrs sight, and the

earth was filled with violence. And God saw the earth, and

behold, it was corrupt ( nnnizo ); for all flesh had cor¬

rupted ( n'nun ) their way upon the earth." But it was

apocalyptic literature which developed completely the idea

that whatever aspect or domain of mankind came under the
1

influence of evil spirits or wicked angels was corrupt.

Jubilees 5.2f echoes the Genesis (6.4-4, 11f) tradition
of corruption, but there is considerable development of the

spirit-world. Noah prays to the Lord that the sons of the

1. I Enoch 6.1-6, 15.3, 69.4f, 86.1-3, 106.13; II Enoch
18.3-7; II Baruch 56.11-13.
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Watchers, "the spirits "who are malignant, and created to

destroy", might be imprisoned and held fast in the place of

condemnation (10.5). Mastema (the chief of the spirits)

intercedes in order that some of the spirits might remain,

"... for if some of them are not left to me, I shall not be

able to execute the power of my will on the sons of men;

for these (spirits) are for corruption and leading astray

before my judgement, for great is the wickedness of the

sons of men" (10.8; see 11.5 and 23.21). Jacob guards him¬

self in his spirit against sinning or being corrupted

(which is usually associated with lust and fornication—

25.7; see 20.5 ana 25.10). After the wicked sons of man had

slain one another (5.9), they were bound in the depths of

the earth until judgement had been executed "on all who

have corrupted their ways and their works before the lord"

(5.10; see 5.19); "and God made for all his works a new and

righteous nature" (.12).

In I Enoch corruption resultsbbecause of the teaching

of Azazel and the Watchers. God's command to Raphael after

binding Azazel and casting him into darkness is, "The earth

shall be healed which the angels have corrupted, and pro¬

claim the healing of the earth, that they shall heal the

plague, in order that all the sons of men might not perish

through the entire mystery which the Watchers 'smote' and

taught their sons; and the corrupted earth was desolated
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through the works of the teaching of Azazel—to him ascribe

all sins" (uocOf)a£xa u r) y?) pv i^cp&v taav 01 6cyyeA.oi, next

tt)v tciaiv xrjc; yrjQ bfjAwaov, Tva t&aovrai xf)v mArjy^v , i\><x pr]

&TCO\u)VTOC l, TCOCVTSQ 01 ULOL TWV &V0pU)7UOV £v T(Jj pUOTr|pty
T 1 t t

o\(f> (J) Em&xa^av ol £ypf|yopoi nat I&l6a<f|av toOq ulodg
Y

cxijtwv, nat rjpripcoQr) Ttaaa rj yp &cpata0£iaa £V\toTq epyotgA

rrjc; 61,6aanal tag 'A^apA nat em' auxq) yp6a};ov t&q apapxtaq

Tcdaag: I Enoch 10.7f; cf. 8.2). In I Enoch 69.28f after

the final judgement the works of sinners (shall) vanish from

the face of the earth. And from henceforth there shall be

2
nothing corruptible.

In the Testament of Naphtali 3.1 corruption is associated

with Beliar. The patriarch warns, "Be ... not eager to

corrupt your doings through covetousness or with vain words

to beguile your souls; because if you keep-silence in pur¬

ity of heart, you shall understand how to hold fast the will

of God, and to cast away the will of Beliar." In the Testa¬

ment of Reuben 6.3 associations with women (with the possi¬

bility of fornication) are "for a destruction (by) Beliar

and eternal shame" (sic, 6As0pov (tou) fieXiup Hat ovei&oq

alcoviov). R. H. Charles considers that it is possible

1. Supported by the Ethiopic and A. Lods who cites I
Chronicles 21.10— ncn .

2. Literally "was verdirbt"—A. Dillmann, Das Buch Henoch
(Leipzig 1853), p. 215. " ~
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that |360poc; and S4e0poc; in the Testament of Reuben 4.6 may
1

be different renderings of nn® .

We find copious evidence in the Syriac Apocalypse of II

Baruch and in IV Ezra of the idea that corruption belongs

to the present domain of mankind. That these writings are

related is undenied; but it is open to debate which one was

written first. In the Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch corruption

is not a static concept: "for the days are coming when every¬

thing will be given up to corruption and become as though

it had not been" (Syr: LI I CLs ^
y>) ) cqj o . loot) poxOiiu /Ljo
"rlooi- > ): 31.5; of. 48.29). Every delight and joy of

this time is turning to worms and corruption (83.15). "Cor¬

ruption shall take those which are its 'own, and life those

which are its own" (Syr:
■ ) j j'J O PL j) ; ) ; and

the dust will be called, and there will be said to it, 're¬

turn that which is not your own and raise up all of which

you have kept to its time'" (42.7f). Those who belong to

corruption will eventually be devoured by the fire (48.42;x

85.13 which are already cited; cf. 48.39, 44.15, 64.7).

1. The Greek Versions of the Testaments of the XII Patri¬
archs (1908), pT 9] cfh Testament of Simeon 4.8, 5.4;
and of Judah 19.4. Corruption comes simply through wick¬
edness in the Testament of Asher 7.5; of. Testament of
Gad 8-2.

¥
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A1though everything which is corruptible shall eventu¬

ally pass away (44.8f), Baruch questions how long it will

remain (21.19; cf. 28.5).'' We recall 42.7f (above) where

"life" (shall take) those which are its own". A possible

vehicle of "life" is the principate of (God's) Messiah

v/hich will be revealed at the consummation of the fourth (and

last?) kingdom (39.7). "The principate will stand forever,

until the world of corruption is concluded and the previously-

mentioned times are fulfilled" (Syr: qL/V-aj®-'"> loaLo
... jAoxj > ; joo v\\\ , Ik>q^_o ):
40.3; of. 75.8, 73.1 ). The (end) time is the consummation

of that which is corruptible and the beginning of that v/hich

is not corruptible (74.2). "The hour comes which remains

forever, and the new world, which does, not turn to corruption

all those who depart to its beginning" (44.12; cf. 85.5).
Baruch is told of his death when he will pass from the places

which he sees at the present and shall forget whatever is

corruptible (43.2). (Syr)( translates

nns? in Isaiah 51.14 and Job 17.14, (1) n'nwa(V) i-n
Ezekiel 9.6 and Daniel 10.8. (Syr) )renders
nniz> in Psalm 7.16, 9.16; Isaiah 51.14; Job 33.28.)

1. R.H. Charles (The Apocalypse of Baruch (1896), p. 41 fn.)
considers this verse to be an interpolation.

\
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\

In IV Ezra corruption pertains more to the individual

than in the Baruch Apocalypse. Instead of corruption as a

domain, corruption is of the heart. Man struggles to over¬

come the innate evil thought (cum bis plasmatum cogi'tamentum)
so that it might not lead him astray from life to death

(7.92; cf. 5.20-22,25f; 4.30; 7.48). "The heart of the

inhabitants of the world shall be changed, and be converted

to a different spirit. For evil (the first Arabic version

has "the evil heart") shall be blotted out,' and deceit extin¬

guished; faithfulness shall flourish, and corruption be

vanquished" (6J26-28). The archangel asks Ezra, "Why are

you disquieted that you are corruptible? Why are you moved

because you are mortal?" (7.15). Ezra pleads to the Lord

that man may be given "the seed of a new heart ... whereby

every corruptible one may be able to live" (8.6). Mankind

is a corruptible race; none of the earth-born have not done

wickedly (8.34f). When Ezra despairs that the eternal age

is promised but mankind has only done the works of death,

he also expresses the future in terms of an imperishable

hope (oerennis spes, 7.120). The world is growing old and

the Lord admonishes Ezra to "renounce the life that is

corruptible"—which is further described as "the cares of

mortality" (I4.13f). Those who will perish have become

corrupt in their manners (9.19). For the righteous Paradise

means that "the (evil) root is sealed up, infirmity is
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extinguished from (their) path; death is hidden, Hades has

fled away; corruption forgotten (corruptio in ohlivionem),
sorrow passed away ..." (8.53f). Those who have kept the

ways of the Most High shall he separated from the vessel

of mortality (a vaso corruptihili, 7.88). The Day of Judge¬

ment shall he the end of this age and the beginning of the

eternal age that is to come; wherein corruption is passed

away (7.113f). Corruption is not personal in 7.31 (cf. 7.111)
where the age which is not yet awake shall he aroused, and

that which is corruptible (corruptum) shall perish. In

Paradise the fruit endures incorruptible (7.123). The arch¬

angel, after making Ezra fully aware of his ignorance in

other matters, proceeds to ask him "how it is possible for

a mortal in a corruptible world to understand the ways of

the incorruptible" (4.11). IV Ezra 7.96f reads, "The fifth

order: they rejoice that they have escaped the corruptible,

and that in the future they shall possess an inheritance;

furthermore that they see the restriction and excessive

(toil) from which they have been delivered and enjoy the

spaciousness (which) they begin to receive, and immortality.

The sixth order: when it is revealed how their countenance

begins to give light as the sun and how they begin to be like

1. Corruutio translates nnt? in Jonah 2.7, Psalm 16.10
and 30.10, and Job 33.18,22,24,30.
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the stars'in respect to light, henceforth incorruptible"

(Quintus ordo, exultantes quomodo corruptible effugerunt^
nunc, et futurum quomodo hereditatem possidebunt, adhuc

autem videntes angustum et (labore) plenum, a quo liberati

sunt, et spatiosum, (quod) incipient recipere fruniscentes

et immortalis. Sextus ordo, quando eis ostendeunt, quomodo

inciniet vultus eorum fulgere sicut sol, et quomodo incipient

stellis^ adsimilarl lumini, amodo^ non corrupti).^

1. -"effugerint" in Bensly's collation, but found only in
the Amiens bibl, comm. 10.

2. The other latin variant, "quoniam", gives us the assump¬
tion that the righteous cannot see their former state
until they are freed from it.

5* stellis" is found in the Spanish group of latin MSS
as distinguished by B. Violet and supported by both Arabic
versions; "stellarum" is supported by the Syriac
( JKCZXi 'cud ) I » <a.), Ethip^ic and Georgian versions.
The Armenian version has interpolated the "stars" of verse
97 and interpreted them as angels. B. Violet translates
'interangelos' (or 'cum angelis') (cf. Daniel 12.3, I

Enoch 39.7, 51.5, 104.2; II Baruch 51.10; IV Ezra 3.13,
10,16, 5.6,11; Matthew 22.30); I Corinthians 15.41).

4* -"quomodo" corrected to "amodo" —thus R. Bensly, B.
Violet' and' G.H. Box.

5. The latin version is a collation of the text published
by R. Bensly, The Missing Fragment of the latin Transla¬
tion of the Eourth Book of Ezra, 1875 and subsequent dis¬
coveries. Account has been taken of the Syriac version
by A. Ceriani; Monumenta Sacra et Profana, Vol. 5 (1871);
two Arabic versions (the published texts of H. Ewald (1863)
and J. Gildemerstin (1877); an Ethiopic collation by B.
Violet (Die Apocalypse des Ezra und des Baruch in deutscher
Gestalt, 1924T; a Georgian MS with an accompanying latin
translation published by R. Blake ("The Georgian Version
of Fourth Esdras from the Jerusalem Manuscript," H.Th,R/ ...
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Other apocalyptic literature. In Slavonic Enoch par¬

adise is said to exist between corruptibility and incorrup¬

tibility (8.51"). Both the Garden of Eden (= Paradise) (9.1)

and Gehenna (10.Iff) are in the third heaven. After the

Lord's great judgement, the righteous "shall have a great

indestructible wall, and a paradise bright and incorruptible,

for all corruptible things shall pass away, and there will

be eternal life" (65.10(A); cf. 65.8(B)). In the Ascension

of Isaiah, the writer in reference to a Messianic figure

declares that he who shall be in the corruptible world (qui

existet in corruptibili mundo) has not (yet) been manifested

(8.26). Beliar is the king of this world at the present

(4.2; * cf. 1.3, 2.4, 10.29; John 12.31, 16.11; II Corin¬

thians 4.4; Ephesians 2.2, 6.12). In the Psalms of Solomon

the writer avows, "Let God destroy them that live with the

pious in hypocrisy, by the corruption ( cp0op& ) of his flesh

and also (with) poverty, his life" (4.7).
In the Testament of Job 33.4f1 Job predicts, "The whole

world shall pass away and its glory shall be destroyed; and

all those holding fast to it shall be in its destruction"

H.Th.R. 19 (1926), pp. 360f); an Armenian text found in
the Armenian Bible (first printed in Venice, 1805). We
are dependent on Violet (op, cit.) for the German trans¬
lation of the Arabic and Ethiopic versions and the Latin
translation of the Armenian version.

1. Chapter and verse division according to M.R. James and
followed by S.P. Brock; 7.36f in L. Koehler's edition.

\
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(o nbapoc; oXoq mapeAeucexal nai rj 6o£a auxou cpOappaexai

nat ol 7tpoaex°VT£Q auxy eaovxai ev naxaaxpocprj ). (Job's)
* 1

throne exists in the holy country (xyta yp ) and its glory

is "in the world of what is imperishable" ( ev xcjj atwvi
xou axapaAAaHXOu).

f

The author of one of the Odes of Solomon (22.11) praises

God whose way and face are "without corruption" (Syr: jU ">

/Urou), and makes Him responsible for the World's condition -

for "Thou didst yield the. world to corruption in order that
everything might be dissolved and renewed" (Syr:

.L )5 /v&J 7 ). Ode 15.

8f^ reads, "I have put on incorruption (Syr: jJo-jj /Abo
by means of His Name; and I have put off corruption (Syr:

jjsd) through His goodness. Death has been destroyed
before my face; and Sheol (SyrCL^_JlbO ) has been brought

to nought by my word." In Ode 39 Truth makes clear to the

author all the poisons of error and the sweet allurements

of death (verse 8). He then (verse 9) sees .the destroying

effect of corruption (Syr: jJ-CDJJ I Qt dl ) when the
■z

bride of the corrupt one is being adorned (Syr: A-?

/Jo.ubo) iKhotod )hcxh ■^3C). This bridegroom both

1. A Vatican MS, gr. 1238 foil.340r-349r (13th cent.), reads
£d>p foryrj .

2. Probably an allusion to I Corinthians 15.54f.

3. Reading the MS designated 'B*' by R. Karris and A. Mingana,
which is listed in Wright's Catalogue of Syriac MSS, Pt.
ii, p. 1008.
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corrupts and is corrupted (Syr: y AjAJU©
AoiilsX/O—verse 9) J These two imitate the Beloved and His

bride, and lead astray and corrupt the world (verse 11) whose

inhabitants in turn wander about ravaging and corrupting

(verse 14). The destroying effect of corruption is expressed

also in Ode 33.1f (cf. 24.9; see also 28.14). The author of

Ode 28 expresses his confidence in being ready before des¬

truction (Syr) )sj k-93 ) comes for he has been placed on

(God's) imperishable (Syr) JJvTXu /J> pinions (verse 5).
In Ode 33 Wisdom (personified as a perfect virgin—verse 5)

*

proclaims that those who are clothed with her shall not be

harmed "but shall obtain incorruption in the new world" (Syr:

jJvOJJ JJ )LhU vQ-LOJ AJ) : Cf. 8.23,
9.4, 11.12, 17.2, 40); fellowship with the lord iB incor¬

ruptible—2.15; cf. 7.11).

In the New Testament, Luke records in Acts 2.27 Peter's

apologetic for Jesus by citing Psalm 16.8-11: "... Por thou

wilt not abandon my soul to Hades, nor let thy Holy One see

corruption (6tacp0opdcv ) ..." (cf. 2.31; Paul's similar

apologetic occurs in 13.34-37). Paul writes in I Corinthians

9.25 that athletes contend for a perishable crown ( cpQapxdv

axscpccvov ), but Christians for an imperishable one (acpOap-

tov). The same contrast occurs in I Peter, where the author

declares, "You have been born anew, not of perishable seed

but of imperishable, through the living and abiding word of
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God" (1.23). Paul writes in Romans 8.21 that the creation

was subjected to vanity "... because it will be set free

from the bondage of corruption ..." "One who sows to his

own flesh will reap corruption, but the one who sows to the

spirit will from the spirit reap eternal life" (Galatians

6.8). The righteous through the promises of God escape from

the corruption ( cpGopocg ) which is in the world because of

passion and become partakers of the divine nature (II Peter

1.4). The lawless breed, described in II Peter 2.12 as

irrational animals, having been born naturally unto chains

and corruption, ... will be destroyed in the same corruption

with the unrighteous who are being kept under punishment

until -the day of judgement. In I Peter 1.4 the inheritance

which is kept in heaven is imperishable, undefiled, and un¬

fading. Those who through the steadfastness of good work

seek glory and honour and immortality ( &<j>0ocpatocv ) God will

give eternal life (Romans 2J7). Paul professes in II Timothy

1.10 that Christ has abolished death and brought life and

immortality ( dcpOocpatocv ) to light. The resurrection doctrine

of Paul in I Corinthians 15.35-57 comes to a climax in the

words, "Yftien this perishable ( cp0apr6g ) puts on the imper¬

ishable ( <£cp0ocpatav ), and this mortal ( 0vr)x<3v) puts on

immortality ( dc0ocvocatav), then the written word will happen,
*

'death is swallowed up unto victory' ..." (15.54; cf. 15.42,

50,52f).

\
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ABSTRACT

Josephus and Hippolytus have attributed immortality

of the soul and resurrection of the body, respectively,

to the Essenes (and Qumran if indeed Qumran belongs

to this sect). Their interpretations are clothed in

Greek dress which is not tolerable to Old Testament

Hebrew psychology,, Our methodology must be established

from Old Testament thought-forms. J. van der Ploeg

has suggested that the Scrolls advance the beliefs

which we find in Psalms 16, 49 and 73. Although many x

scholars see some indication of an after-life here,

we note that 1) Sheol has not become a place of punish¬

ment; 2) heaven has not emerged as a place of eternal

bliss (unless Taa in 73.24 is accepted), 3) there ap¬

pears to be no doctrine of the resurrection as in

Isaiah 26.19 and Daniel 12.2f. Our examination of

certain'possible "resurrection passages" shows that

in every case what constitutes belief in an after-life

can also denote continuation of the community here on

earth. A likely exception is IQH 15.17 where the

phrase, "Thou wilt raise from flesh hi\s glory" ( mm

niaa nrcna ) pccurs after God has divided his creation

"from the womb" into the righteous and wicked who are

reserved for the "day of slaughter" ( nann □•nV
A clear expression of reward and punishment occurs



in -the "Doctrine of the Two Spirits" (IQS 3.13-4.26)..

There is no pure dualism. The realm-of-the-dead has

been taken up into the re-construction of the Genesis

creation story - only the term is not "Sheol", hut the

"regions of darkness" which together with "fire" forms

a precursor to the Jewish and New Testament "Gehenna".

This agrees with the earlier opinions of Strack-Biller-

beck and P. Volz who had hypothesised that "Hell" was

an independent notion which came into the picture;

and only after this was Sheol an intermediate place

between death and final judgement and then a weak syno¬

nym for the place of punishment. "Everlasting light"

denotes heaven. Heavenly exaltation is depicted by

mno V'Vo = both "the full perfection of glory" and

"a crown of glory"; nn ma = both "the full measur

of splendour" and "a garment of splendour".

In one of the most frequently studied hymns of

the Hodayoth, 3.19-36, a strong expression of everlast¬

ing life is found in deliverance from nn®. When this

word is translated "corruption/destruction" (cf. LXX)

it allows for both present deliverance from "Sheol

Abaddon" to an "Eternal Height" in the introduction

(19-23) and future deliverance from the world conflag¬

ration in the apocalypse (26-36)» Thus the author is

not merely delivered from imminent danger, but from

corruption which materializes into cosmie dissolution.



Only through the apocalypse, we believe,can the full

dimension of deliverance from nnp be positively seen

to carry into the after-life. oViy an = "eternal

height" is indeed 'security', hut much more: 'heaven'.

no = "eternal council" as a parallel expression

is the new community which lasts forewer. oViy hma =

"eternal lot"»expresses the community's present/ulti¬
mate destiny with/as angels. W. Eichrodt notes that

the suspicion is awakening in the Old Testament that

laws of the spiritual world exist in which sin must

work to undo and destroy its perpetrator. God punish¬

es sin with sin (so creating a just requital), the

consequence of which is inevitable catastrophe. A

description of the consequence is found in the apocal¬

ypse (26-36). The doctrine which best describes the

author's deliverance from corruption/destruction is

immortality. Prom copious examples in apocalyptic

literature we have filled out the idea of corruption

and its negation: immortality. We avoid the complica¬

tions of the metaphysics of the soul.


